PRESS.

_

MORNING,
PORTLAND

ime

DAILY

PRESS

7

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
At 109 Exchange St, Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

MAINE~8TATE

THE

JOi-RsTwTM UNGER,

a

Rates op Advertising : One inch oi space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square
first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continune every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

Eclectic

Physician

ST., PORTLAND,

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

SAN FRANCISCO.

Fire& Marine Ins. Co
Cash Capital & Surplus

!

1 PORTLAND, BIB.
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

ISO ContrcM St., three doors north of the Psrk.
Offlce Hours, lo-to 12 a. m., and 2 to S p. m.

ASSETS

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Pres’t*

Bucknell, M. I).,

No. 6 FREE STREET.
Office hours from eight to ten A. M., and from two

to lour P. M.

t3T*Ladies from the country desiring Medical advice from a woman Physician, can (obtain rooms and
board at No. 6 Free st.
feb!4*2w

EQUITABLE

Cash

Capital

&

Surplus

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

ENGL A^I)

TOTAL ASSETS

Boston.

Company,

$10,000,000,

1871,

AVERAGE total EXPENSES TO TOTAL RECEIPTS • 1-3 PER CENT.

printing,

J. AT.

AND

FIRE

J. B. Hamel, Je.

AND

MARINE

dental excuses,
362,717 06
Premiums returned in cash,and
cancelled notes on surrendered policies,
650,960 82
Interest paid for advances on
investments over par value,
40,741 73

e.

L

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

JAS. M.

INSURANCE.

attention paid to collecting.

Counsellor

Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,

Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Commission

VIST

38 SOUTH CANAL STREET,

BENNETT &
Successors of H.

VllltagO.

ASSETS JAN. 1,1872,
J. D. STAPLES, Prest.

ROOM

Merchants,

IX,
Bnildin*,

Beard af Trade

CHICAGO, XIX.

Corner

CHAS. R. BOND, Sec.

Boston.
and

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ORDERS for

on

approved ollaterals.

Bonds and all first-class securities

executed on commission.
dec22
eod6m

PAVfiAY
dA AN/ VAI

Attorneys

Jk.

V*

AA AN/V/A.1

and Counsellors at

MA VINOS

95

PAVfiAY

kr

Exchange

Edwabd

Paysox,

$758,098.75.
B.

& Fore

D. WEST, Sec.

^

Law,

Sts., Portland, Me.

Agent.

E. P. Paybox.
dec27eod3m

$7,446,452 69

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks cisconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages.
notes and chums due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

H.

Amount of Assets,

$14,806,812 37

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or

representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which
legalcease.
The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled.

JOHN W.

if

& Go.

IMPORTERS

Feb.

7, 1872.

■

their

their
date all interest thereon

Upon certificates which

WINES,

L.HCILEK,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offioe at Eohumacher Bros, 5 Deering Block
CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they hare bestowed upon
mo lor the last I tem years, I hare the pleasure In
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KKI! EK (or
a continuance of the same, reeling coutidcnt that he
is able to please all who may give him a call In his
line.
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
A

Jy13dtf

r/i

H«

JTOOPjfiH,

Nos. Sid 'iS Free Street,
OP

Parlor Suits, Louhobs, Sprdjo Beds,
Patent

■ moled
MB* A11
ore

lrinilc nt

boxed and

T

Bed

rlnna

Pneni

matted.ec25-*69T T&Stf

j. h. unsoi,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 middle Street.

All

(PORTLAND, MB.
Copying and enlarging done to order
ttaeuew styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,

the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Coll and judze lor yourselves.
tf-Mene-Ooed work at Made rale PricAlms to Please.may 20
es.

HUNT & JEWETT,
Wholesale Dealers lu

Italian & American Marble,
Office

319 CONGBItg KTBBET,
Yard 43 PBEBI.E

RTBEET.

on hmid a good assortment of Italian
American Marble, and will receive orders to
kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
cut to size
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

keep
and
SHALL
all

_aue22__
I>r. J. P. FESSEWDEM
ers.

Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practice of his profession in Portland.
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

No. 43 Pine
Office

hoars;

Street, Brown Block.

9 to 10 A.

*eod3m
_jan23
WILLIAM

M., and

2 to 3 P. M.

A. B

$806,325 65
25,336 Cl
448,175 60
527,525 79

1,131,637

50

$2,942,061

18

GEO. L. CHASE, Pres.

$979,901,97
C. C. LYMAN, Ass’t Sec.

Jeremiah

Dow, Ag’t,

67 EXCHANGE STREET.

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
Ay I
tf

WFEEE
‘

bnrgpi.

Agents to Introduce article,
I*R»*Co., Pitts-

lUn*¥e"0|j0tt8B-

—

■

.1

-I

II....

HENDKE,

President.

&

LIBBY, Agents,

Exchange St.

Annual

Statement

residents of said wards, for the ensuing year;
also on the adoption of the order passed by the City
for the revision of the ward lines,
Council,
those in favor of the adoption to vote by written or
printed ballots the word “Yes,” and those opposed by
the word “No.”
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they snail
be closed.
The aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Ward Room in
Building, entrance on
Myrtle street, from nine o’clock in the forenoon to one
o’clock in the afternoon on each of the three secular
days next preceding Buch day of election, and from
three o’clock to five o’clock on the afternoon on the
last of said tliree secular days, for the
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose
names have not been entered on the lists of qualified
voters, in and for the several wards, and tor correctin
H. I. ROBINSON,

Ground Land Plaster

CITY OF PORTLAND !
Portland Plaster Mills!

NOTICE

prepared to supply dealers and consumers
with fresh groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as desired.

WE

are

KNIGHT

Jan. 5-d&w3m

&

WUIDDEN.

hereby
»t.,
ISlord
to Warren sts., will be closed to

riven that Monument
from Mounttravel two
time required to build a Stone wall on MonEBEN CORKY, Chirman
umet street.
Com. on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.
Feb. 14, d2w

weeks,'.the

IJ. H.

PATENT OFFICE.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 19,1872.
the petition of Horace Woodman of Saco,
Maine, praying for the extension of a patent
granted to him on the 25th day of May, 1858, For an

ON

improvement

dCIRST-CLA-SS

PH/ETON BODIES

in Power and Hand Drills:

ordered that the testimony in the case be
closed on the 23d dayof April next, that the time for
filing arguments and the Examiner’s report be limited to the third day of May next, and that said petition be heard on the 8th day ofeMay next.
Any person may oppose this extension.

FOB

SALE.

OF

■ENI. lDiHt.

M. D.

February

LEGGETT,

21.

Commissioner.
Mlaw3t

NOTICE.
to a license from the Hon.
Probate for the County of Cumberland,
sell at Public Auction, on Saturday, the 23a day of
March, A. D. 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M.. on the premises, at Bridgton Centre, in said County, the following described Real Estate, belonging to the Estate of
Alzida P. Babb late of Bridgton, in said County, deceased, to wit; A House and lot, situated at the Village of Bridgton Center, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Alzida P. Babb by Isaac Chase
deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
349, page 233.
JOSHUA D. ROBERTS.
dfeb22 29 mr7
Febrnary 21st, 1872.

PURSUANT

by

JBridgton,

subscriber has
hereby given, that
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
is

All

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

IRA C.

TOWNSEND, late of Freeport,
in the Connty of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
exhibit the
to
estate are

same; and all persons indebted to said
called upon to make payment to
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, Adm’r.
tb24d3w
Freeport, Feb. 20th, 1872.

Gig Saw For

WORCESTER, MASS.

WILLIAM GRANT, late of Dee ring,

Catalogue!

the County of Cumberland, deceased, and giveu
have just pvblished our Annual Seed Catabonds as the law directs. All persons having delogue of FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required and will furnish it FBEE on
application.
t# exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
L A WHITNEY.
KEN
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adm’r,
wlm w7
dlw
Portland
feb0*3w
Deering, Feb. 8th, 1872.
in

9400,000,

CUNDURANGO.

hereby notified that they are al
lowed 30 days from date of Anuual Meeting,
(Feb 12th,) to renew membership; after which time
all applications must take the regular course.
SMALL .apply of tlii* Invaluable remedy for
Per Order.
FRED H. CLOYES, Sec’y.
(t21d2w)
Cancer, Scrofula, Rbeumali.m, Sail
Bken, Ulcer* and all Blood Diauei, just
in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
the
with
full
Price
of
bark,
Ecuador.
received from
will find irto their ad
vantage to call on Wm.M
direction., $3 per pound; *™t to,aU parts.
Marks, at the Dailv Press Job Printing Office, ExDR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
Portland.
change Street,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
jaSdtf

MEMBERS

A

THOSE

are

H k Vir

*’****VHiUU

If All

■«

PORTLAND,

At Close of Business, February 27, 1872.

01

$1,690,692

88

and

Capital Stock paid in.
Surplus Fund. 120,000
160

Loss. 110,609 99

Profit and

..

St.

■

Strips.

C.

_mcn2 3t_

REPORT OF THE

Photographers.

OF

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LARSON, 139 Middle St.,eor. Crou.

manner.

POBlXAND,

OF
At

ranged and set np in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Cumberland and Franlt-

St».__
Beal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exckange

Street.

ME.

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
“

91,263,625

13

Premiums.
Cash Items.
Bills of other National Banks.
Fractional Currency and Nickels.

Specie.TP.
Legal Tender Notes.

LIABILITIES.
naid in.

Stock*
Sapital
urplusFuud.

Ware

xmMuzuti £>auj£

Repaired.

72
91
22
75
99
29

hand.

Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages.
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
Real Estate.
Current Expenses.

Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated

H.

Street.

circuuiuoD outsuniuincr..

SCHOOL, 430

of U. S.

zov.zuu

4,546

Disbursing

Officers. 167,283 95
7,954 46

Due to other National Banks.
Due to State Banks.

87 38

Street.

529,798 71
48,977 81

Notes and Bills Re-Discounted.

LIBBV, 17 1-9 Union Street,

CHAS.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

State

J. AMBROSE RERBILL, No. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. A H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. middle
A Union Sts.

BALANCE OF OUR

WINTER

14,000 00
374,418 32

DOW, COFFIN

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

Chas. Custis &.

Co.,

SINGER^

“THE

IMPROVED

Co’y,

l'OBK,

On

the 1st of November, 1866, In accordance with the
Insurance act of the State of Maine.

Capital Stock. NONE.
Accumulated Fuud. $3,593,249 83
VIZ!
cash on hand and in Bank
16,048 18
Cash in U. S. Trust Co....
13,000 00
Bonds and Mortgages. 3,491,361 92
Fire Insurance Acc.
470,64
Bills Receivable
Deposit for Taxes.
Due from Agents (in trans-

1 7tw 13

4,187 41

mission.

66,419,65 $3,593,249 83

Premium'Notes..

NONE.

Amount at Risk.$27,592,082 00
Number of running Policies.
9,702
New York, Dec. 8th, 1856.
I. ABBATT, Sec.
F. S. WINSTON, Pres.
Subscribed and Sworn to, by the said Frederick S.
Winston, Pres., and Isaac Abbatt, Sec., before me
this 8th

day of December,

Witness my
[L. 8.]

wish to

you
for
IFexistence

secure the
all kinds

best Sewing Machine in
of work, do not fail to call

E. A.

STANSBURY,

LITTLE, Agent.

Office 31
feb26d&w

sortment of these Machines in
finish.

hand,

a

various

full asstyles of

Exchange Street.
w9

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
fel4

Sole

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

NOTICE.™^
«mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co."
A have leased their Docks and other propery in
Gape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year

from .Tan. 1. 1871. to Jan. 1. 1872. and durinsr Raid
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30fcf

United States Hotel!
undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1S73.
The

In accordance with the
ment and

spirit of the times, “Retrench-

Economy.,yhe will reduce his rates to
“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of &re,tattendance and
No effort will be sixtred tor the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc29tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

hospitalities.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated in.1829.]

J. H. Chadwick &

Forest

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 99, 94 Sc 96 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

City Bowling Alley.

The subscriber has just opened to public and prite parties a new Bowling Alley at

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GEO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dec.

BOSTON

Pure White Lead !
Dry

Oil,

and Ground In

AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

DRY

LEAD,

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be Mrictlv pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and
it is not surpassed by auy Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
fi3F*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lend. None genuine without it.
we

durability,

W. F.

Phillips

&,

Co.,

9

MIDDLE ST.

B.

GORDON.

23-dtf_'_

Silver Plate Polish!
subscriber has prepared and would respectfully otter to the Public a superior article for
cleaning and polishing Gold, Silver and Plated Ware,
which will excel anything of the kind ever brought
into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable

THE

gentlemen

of this city:

Pearson, Jewelers. Middle st; Wm. Senter
Sam’l Rolfe, Druggist, Congress, st; Rand & Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Congress st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler. Congress st; J. A.
Merrill & Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Market Sar; Nutter Bros. Stove Dealers, Market Sqr;
J. F. Lana, Dealer in Crockery, Glassware, &c., ExGerrish &

Jeweler, Exchange st;

HKOME8 PEARSON,
change st.
Silversmith, Gold Sc Silver Plater,
Temple St., near Congress St.
For Sale by the trade generally,
a29eod tf

Removal.
R. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
to 11
St., Portland, Me. Office hours from

agents for THE CO.,

i4^48

we

shall

keep

TEAS, GROCERIES
And where

hope_to

wo

feb29

we

have

DR.
▲.

m., and 4 to

r. M.

no25-3iu

re-

a

large Stock

of

& PROVISIONS.

meet our old friends and
tomers.

cus-

CO.

2w

REMOVED!
We have Removed

HARNESS
MIDDLE

Sc

our

MANUFACTORY,

From 172 Middle

St.,

to

the

comer

MARKET

of

STREETS

In the rooms recently occupied by Marr Brothers.
On and after Msaday, march 4th, we shall expose for sale, a very large assortment of Harnemea
all of

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
53T"Machinc Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding doue to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “Medium Machine.”

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

Comm, for Maine, in New York,

W. D.

on
keep constantlythe

Where we shall

1856.

nd and Official Seal,

public that

(CORNER OF CROSS,)
Where

SEWING MACHINE.
331 CONGRESS STREET.

'Mutual Life Ins.

Directors.

)

Nos. 175 & 177 COMMERCIAL ST.,

and examine THE SINOJEB, at

OF THE

J

TWITCHELL, CHAMP LIN &

March l-eod3w

OF NEW

We beg leave to inform the
moved to the Spacious Stores

393 CONGRESS STREET.
feblotf

No, 43 Exchange street.

Statement of the Affairs,

Rufus E. Wood,
G. E. B. Jacrson.

REMOVAL!

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

LIBBY, Agents,

THE OLD

to before me this 1st day ol
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, J. P.

sworn

Rensellaeb Cram, )

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

$388,417 32
AUG. N. CURRIER,
Secretary.

&

STOCK,

OF

AND OTHER

Outstanding Losses,

Subscribed and

March, 1872.
Correct, Attest;

mar2-3t

LIABILITIES.

Re-Insurance Reserve,

Maine, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the Merchants National Bank, of Portland, do solemnly swear,that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
of

THE

$800,292 91

81,263,625 13
PAYSON, Cashier.

np

stairs.

our own

business.

ture.
Act relative to Railroads.

In

favor of Luther B.

Farmin'-0*

fetcin*

l°

COMMAS
In favor of

Rogers.

the Normal School

grounds at

brhlee 0Ver De"1

river ^

*

Rodney

th“

Barker

C.

Manufacture, adapted

Act to legalize and make valid the doings of Drew
Plantation.
Act to ameui an act to establish a municipal court
in the city of Lewiston, Feb. 17, 1871, relating to the
concurrent jurisdiction given to said court over all
the counties in the State.
Act additional to former acts in relation to the
Knox & Lincoln Railroad Co.
Act authorizing the jailor of York county to remove
nrisoners in certain cahpm.
Act to incorporate the town of Island Falls.
Act to amend chap. 76 of the R. S relatiug to the
redemption of real estate on exception.
Act relative to claims against insolvent estates.
Act to amend sec. 6 of chap, 90 of the R. S. relating
tc foreclosure of mortgages on real estate.
Act to amend chap. 66. sec. 4 of the R. S. relating
to commissioners of insolvent estates.
Act to repeal the charter of the Birch Stream Dam
Co.
Act to fix the salary of Treasurer of State.
Act to amend sec. 16, chap. 61 of the R. S. relating
to railroad crossings.
Act additional to chap. 90 of the R. S. in relation to
the redemption of mortgages of real estate.
Act to make valid the uoings of the assessors of
the town of Industry lu committing taxes to a constable.
Act to prevent coastiug and sliding in the traveled
roads.
Act to establish the school mill fund for the support
of common schools.
Act to authorize the trustees of the M. E. church of
Newfield to dispose of the Methodist meeting house
therein.
Act additional 4o chap. 6 of the R. S. relating to
lands in unincorporated townships.
Act to incorporate the Piscataquis Central Railroad Co.
Act to
for the removal of the venue of civil
and criminal cases in certain contingencies.
Act to amend sec. 53, cap. 18 of the R. S. relating to
appeal from decision of municipal officers.
Act to change the names of certain persons.
Act to amend sec. 3 of chap. 66 of the R. S. relating
to insolvent estates.
Act to amend sec. 30 of chap. 12 of theR. S. relating
to the repairs of meeting houses.
Act fixing the salary of thq, county attorney of Han-

provide

cock county.
Act to authorize the city of Portland to grant

further aid in the construction of tbe P. dfc O. Railroad.
Act to repeal sec. 2 of chap. 11 of private acts of
1871 relating to the P. & O. Railroad Co.
Act to make valid the doings of the inhabitants of
the town of Hiram.
Act to incorporate the trustees of Willows* Family
School for Girls.
Act to repeal the 10th sec. oi chap. 116 of the R. S.
and reviving
45 of the Public Laws of 1868, relating to fines and costs of criminal prosecutions.
Act relating to plaintitts’ costs in actions defaulted
the first term.
Act to correct an error in the last line of the 3d see.
of chap. 115 of the R. S. relating to the salary of tbe
Judge of Probate of the county of York.
Act to institute harbor masters.
Act to amend sec. 20 of chap. 143 of the R. S. relating to Insane Hospital.
Act to increase the capital stock of the Lewiston
Mills of Lewiston,
Act for the promotion of fish in Worthly Pond and
Wortbly Brook in the town of Poland.
Act to amend an act entitled an act additional to the
charter of the Hallowell Academv, approved
Feb. 16,
1
1872.

to all kinds of

mo

cnaner oi

and Marine Ins. Co.

me

Lime

ivock

rire

Dunn &, Son.

mmlunT^^

An act to f v the compensation of the
county com’r
of Kennebec
inty.
Act to provi
for the preservation of the boundaries of ancient h;e' ways and additional to
chap. 18 of
the K. S.
Act to amend sec. 28 of chap. 27 of the R. S. relating
to town liquor agents.
Act to authorize the town of Brownville to loan its
credit in aid of the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad
and Piscataquis Central Companies.
Act in aid of school in Madawaska Territory.
Act to authorize the city of
Bangor to loan its credit
in aid of the construction of the Northern Aroostook

Railroad.
Act to amend chau. 638 of the private act of 1871,
establishing a Municipal Court in the city of Lewis-

ton.
Act relating to fees for serving subpoenas.
Act to incorporate the Augusta Hotel Co.
Act to incorporate the Deer Isle and Caatine Telegraph Co.
Act to authorize the city of Portland to aid the
construction of the western extension of the P. & K.
Railroad Co.
Act relating to the duties of sheriffs and county

attorneys.

Act to amend the charter of the
city of Biddeford.
Act to incorporate the Riverside Railroad Co.
Act to incorporate the Maine Industrial School for

Girls.

Act to amend chap. 27 of the R. S.
concerning Innholders, victualers and intoxicating liquors.
Act to abolish solitary imprisonment in the State

prison.

Act additional to chap. 12 of the R. S. respecting
reserved lands.
Act for the encouragement of the growth of forest
trees.
Act to repeal an act relating to county supervisors
of schools.
Act to make valid the doings of Moses A._
Trial Justice for the county of Kenuebec.
Act to amend chap. 217 of the Public Laws of 1871
in relation to the sale of milk.
Act to authorize the town of Brewer to aid the
Bangor Water Power Co.
Act additional to chap. 46 of the R. S. concerning

corporations.
Act authorizing railroad companies to take lands
for borrow and gravel pits.
Act to amend the charter of the city of Saco.
Act in relation to the redemption of personal property held as security for debts.
Act to apportion the State for Representatives to

Congress.

Act additional to an act to incorporate the Bangor
Water Power Co.
Act additional to chap. 27 of the R. S.
relating to
town liquor agents.
Act additional to and amendatory of chap. 47 of the
R. S. relating to savings’ banks.
Act to amend
chap. 77, sec. 16 of the R. S. relating
to the day of rendition of judgments in certain cases.
Act to amend chap. 5 of the It. S.
relating to the
sale and settlement of public lands.
Act to increase tho jurisdiction of the Police Court
of Bangor.
Act to provide in part for the expenditures of the
government.
Act for the assessment of a State tax for the year
1872, amounting to $1,292,482.71.

Act to amend an act entitled an act to establish the
school mill fund for the support of common schools,
acid also an act entitled au act supplementary to an
act establishing a school mill fund.
Act relating to the empanneling of Jurors for the

subscriber having made large addition to his
former room and stock, as a coffin and casket
manufactory, and after twenty-five years of experience in the business, is fully confident that he does
manufacture as good work as is done in Boston or
Connecticut. He is now prepared to furnish Coffins
and Caskets of all kinds, from the cheapest to the
very best, of his own manufacture, as cheap as those
made in other States and sent here to dealers to sell.
Those in want of any of this kind will do well to
call at his manufactory and examine before purchasing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand.
All of the above will be sold at fair and honorable
prices, and every thing connected with the laying out,
removal, or burial of the dead, will be promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CURRIER,
Funeral and Furnishing Undertaker,
Comer of Temple and Federal sts., Portland, Me.
(H^“The poor always liberally considered.
feb28d&w
w9
2w

THE

POST OFFICE NOTICE.
obedience to orders just received from the Department at Washington, carriers have been forbidden hereaftor “to push letters under doors unless
on written instructions from the party addressed.”
At houses unprovided with letter-boxes, carriers

IN

unable to obtain admission will therefore retain letters until their next visit, unless otherwise requested
by writing directed to the Postmaster.
C. W. GODDARD, P. M.
POST OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb. 27, 1872.
feb29

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken
NOTICE
upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the
is

estate

MOODY,

late of

of

Falmouth,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
AJ1 persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

BENJ. A. MOODY, Ad’r.
Falmouth, Dec. 5th, 1871.
Tu
jn23dlaw3w*

hereby gjiven, that
NOTICE
duly appointed and
the trust of
is

oeeu

the subscriber has
taken upon hinlseU

administrator of the estate of
HENRY FICKETT, lato of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
said
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to
estate are called upon to maue payment to
MARTIN W. FICKETT, Adm’r.
dlt &w3w w9 *
Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 20th, 1872.

SWEDISH HELP.
Families, Factories, aud Farmers, who desire
Swedes, Men or Women, for help, the ensuing season,
will please apply in person or by letter to the subscriber, who leaves here for Sweden about the middle of March, and will return about 1st of May. Orders received at office, 30 Hanover St., Room No.
CHAS. A. BERGLUND.
6, Boston.
feb29d3t

&w2t

relating

to

recording devises of real

estate

In

prohibiting the manufacture or sale of prize
candy, prize stationery and other merchandise.
To make valid the doings of the town of Robbinston and for other purposes. Additional to chapter
83 of the revised statutes concerning justice actions.
Relating to the punishment for assault and battery.
Act

SPECIAL NOTICE!

EDEN

Act

registry of deeds.

w9

Relative to

granting

new

trials.

Concerning railroad corporations.
To amend chapter 87 of the revised statutes relating to actions by or against executors or administrators.
Additional to chapter 47 of the revised statutes relating to banks and banking.
Additional to chapter 11 of the school laws relating to the duties of school agents and to amend
1871.—278.

Relating

RESOLVES.
to the presentation of a portrait bust of
Joshua L. Chamberlain to the State

Ex-Governor

of Maine.
In aid of building a road across Silver Ridge Plantation in Aroostook county.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey lot number
42 in that part of Lyndon formerly “I”
township
In favor of U. S. Treat and others.
In relation to the State tax of certain towns and
plantations in Aroostook county for the year 1871.
In favor of Roscoe
Ordway.
In favor of Mrs. Beriah Brown of Benton.
In favor of the town of Columbia Falls.
In lavor of Deodat Brastow in
relation to certain
lands in the town of Lincoln.
In aid of a road in
Kingsbury.
In aid of buildiug a saw mill in
township numbcr6(1 ®
3 in the county of Aroostook.
Making an appropriation for the preservation of
the colors and trophies in the rotunda of the capitol.
Directing repairs to be made upon the monument
of Major General William King
Relating to the fishing interests of the State of

rajHfe

Maine.
In favor of the State Prison.
In favor of Arethusa Littlefield.
To amend a resolve approved March 7, 1870, regu-

lating the

number and pay of clerks in the several

departments.
In

favor of State Reform School.
In aid of building a bridge in Fort Kent.
In favor of roaus in Perkins and Washington
Plantations in the county of Franklin.
In favor of the Maine State College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts.
To correct a clerical error in the State valuation in
the town of Oxford.
In favor of Priscilla Jordan.
Abating the taxes of the northeast quarter of
township No. 7, range 2 in the county of Washington.
Requesting our delegation in Congress to use their
influence in favor of a faithful observance of our
treaties with the Indian tribes.
In aid of building bridges in Chapman
plantation.
For the settlement of the claims of
Cyrus Wormell
and others for services and disbursements in the arrest of Truman F. Young.
to
215 °*
resolves of the year
1871 in favor of Riley Plantation.
In favor of the correction of an error in the State
valuation of the town of Atkinson.
Relating to the bondsmen of B. I). Peck.
In tavor of the chapel of Insane Hospital.
In favor of the Commissioner of Immigration to
reimburse him certain moneys paid out in behalf ot
the Swedish Colony.
Explanatory of*a resolve approved Februarv 6,
1872. relating to an appropriation of moneys in aid of
the Normal School at Castine.
In relatiou to State reports and documents for
preservation and exchange.
In favor of Carl Voss.
In favor of the Soldiers’ Orphan Home at Bath.

c,h^Et,er

““ ‘°wn

Ox1”*™0'
Making

*»

“™t,of

appropriation fur the Maine State Li-

an

a

temporary loan.

Changing the valuation of the towns of Linneu*
and Sherman in the county of Aroostook.
In relation to Ac Niagara Ship Canal.
In relation to our shipbuilding and .^mercantile interest*.
In favor of Oakfleld plantation,
Iu favor of the Secretary of the Senate.
In favor of Maurice Phillips.
In favor of the
of Bangor.
In favor of Joseph Emery 2d, of Biddeford.
a tax on the Heveral counties in the State.
Relating to the shipping interests of Maine.
To transfer certain moneys from the general treasury to the eredi? of the Normal School fund.
In favor of David Strout of Poland.
In favor of the Maine Standard.
In favor of Sprague, Owen and Nash.
^Supplementary to a resolve relating to the salaries
and travel of members and officers of this leg! sluture.
On the pay roll of the House.
On the pay roll of the Senate.—90.

city

Laying

Senator Wilson
Hou.

on

Public Affairs.

Henry

Wilson has been making <ome
telling speeches in New Hampshire, dealing
largely in historical facts. He meets the cry of
corruption raised by the enemies of the administration in the following telling manner:
WHY

THE ADMINISTRATION

Appeals

IS

ATTACKED.

made specially to laboring men
tha* we have a very corrupt administration at
Washington. One would suppose, to hear our
Democratic friends talk, that we never had
any
corruption before; that they had always been
pure, because they never punish a thief [Applause and laughter.J I propose right here to
lay down this proposition: That the reason why
this administration is so assailed is not that it
has been more corrupt or as corrupt as its predecessors, but that it is doing much to expose
thieving and to punish men who steal. The
Democratic party—I mean, the modern Democratic party—came into power in 1829, under
Gen. Jackson. One man, Samuel Swartout, in
Gen. Jackson’s dav whpn Mut imvi.riimunl vaia.
eu only a few million dollars a
year, stole 81,000,000 in the New York Custom House—nearly a*much money as has beeu stolen under this
administration in three years, in collecting and
paying out nearly 82,100,000,000. The ner ventage of loss under the administratipu has beeu
loss than under a ly administration since Gen.
Jackson was inaugurated President of the
United States. There is not a shadow of doubt
of it I assert here and now that there has
beena less percentage of loss under Gen. Grant’s
administration than any other administration
since the days of John Quincy Adams. John
Tyler, a son of President Tyler, in a letter recently published, states that there were in Van
Buren’s administration ninety-eight receivers
of the public money, ninety-six of whom were
defaulters.
Ninety-six out of ninety-eight.
[Laughter.] Is there any man here to-night
who knows that any one of these men was ever
sent to the penitentiary? I believe a Republican
thief is a worse man than a Democratic
[Laughter.] He has not had so many bad examples. [Laughter and applause.] A Republican thief is the wickedest and meanest thief
in all the land. He joins a great party that
was
brought into being to give freedom to the
slave, maintain the unity of the country and
preserve the life of the nation. In the ranks of
that party is a large mass of the intelligence of
the country, of the praying men and women of
the country. A man who joins that political
organization, betrays his trust and steals the
of the government, is a base creature,
money
and the penitentiary is the only place where he
Bhould go.
are

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

RKPt'BLICAN AND

DEMOCRATIC THIEVES.

The difference between Republicans and
Democrats on this question is this: the Republicans try to discover and punish their thieves;
the Democrats never punish theirs. You cannot tell me to-night of a man who stole from
the National Government under a Democratic
Administration who was sent to the penitentiary. Under this Administration several thieves
have been sent there. Most of their stealing
was under the late Administration, for there has
been little stealing uuder this. Under Andrew
Johnson’s Administration mean men got office.
He went back on his party, on his record, and
upright Democrats paid little atteution to him,
honest Republicans Kept away from the White
House, and mean men of both parties sought
the benefits of his patronage. • • * Since
Gen. Spinner entered upon liis office as Treasurer of the
United States, fifty-five thousand
millions of dollars have passed through his
counted
office,
by from three to four hundred
men and women.
We have lost between fifty
and Bixty thousand dollars in these eleven
while
yean,
fifty-five thousand millions have
gone through the office. We punished one
man

Act relating to the time of holding the December
term of court of the county commissioners of Kennebec county.
401 establishing a school

trial of capital cases.

Henry
feb29dlm

or u»

In fiivor of William W. Uulnbv of Biu-k.imrt

brary.
Authorizing

Act relating to
Corporations and owners of real estate improved by lay
big out altering and wideni ng
streets.
Act creating a lien on animals for
pasturing fee ding and sheltering’
Act to authorize the
of
city
Bangor to lay out an d
exueml York street in said
city into Kemiuskeag
stream.
Act concerning rail roads.
Act to incorporate the Pownal
Ferry Co.
Act to incorporate the Saco Hotel Co.
Act relating to a certain claim of Bickford Matthews.
Act to amend section 5 of chapter 77 of the Revised
Statutes relating to the equity jurisdiction of the
Supreme Judicial Court.
Act to reduce the capital stock of the Ne Plus Ultra Collar company.
Act to amend sections 25, 31 and 34 of
chapter 40
of the revised statutes, relating to fish and the
appointment of fish commissioners
Act to fix the salary of county attorney for the
of
Somerset.
county
Act additional to an act establishing the Maine
State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Approved Feb 25,1865.
Act to amend the charter of the Bonny Eagle
Branch railroad company.
Act additional respecting railroads, relating to the
location and construction near depots of other railroads.
Act to amend the charter of the northern Aroostook Railroad company.
Act relative to the fees of the Judge of the Municipal Court of the city of Saco.
Act authorizing the Commissioners of the
county
of Oxford to reassess certain taxes.
Act to amend the act to incorporate the Bkideford
& Saco Railroad Co.
Act to incorporate the Peoples’
Ferry Co.
Act to incorporate the Shore Line Railroad company.
Act to authorize the formation of companies of
cadets in this State.
Act to authorize the Hallowell Granite company
to construct a railway or railways.
Act relating to injuries by reason of defects in

oA.u:uuiug

60,000
8,715 48
42,387 13

unpaid. 3,246 10
Individual Deposits. 330,066 18
U. S. Deposits. 21,160 64

Deposits

03
50

300.000

Discount.
Profit and Loss.
State
Dividends

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNEB IiOWEIsIi, 301 Congress

72

554,492
300,000
100,000
62,700
31,396
113,624
21,280
,450
8,236
13,746
9,097
,917
24,182
23,500

deposits.

GEO. B. D AVIS A Co., No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.
fillvor

Acts and Resolve* passed by the Legislature.
The following completes the title of the acts
and resolves paused by the fifty-first Legisla-

chap.

Close of Business, February 27, 1872,

on

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c-

CONDITION

THE

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,

Plnmbers.
JANES M1LLEH, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures ar-

88

Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National
of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of
GEO. C. PETERS, J. P.
March, 1872.
Correct, Attest:
W. W. Thomas,
)
Wm. Dekring,
J Directors.
A. L. Uilkey,
)

change Street.'

Congress

241,427 68
479,550
9,483
1,720
349,691 94
8,820 26

National Bank Circulation outstanding..
State Bank
Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits.
Due to National Banks.

I, B.
Bank,

CEO. L. LOTH BOP A CO., No. 139 Ex-

JOHN C.

600,000

91,690,692

Masons and Bnilders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congreaa

SHALL A KNIGHT,No. 134 Exchange

lin

29,512 91
16,200
2,422 12
65,000

LIABILITIES.

Exchange.

JOHNSON, 171 Middle

P. PEEN V, Cor.

500

1,471

116 Federal Streets.

Weather

917,066 66
533,000
8,700
78,055 44
8,764 74
30,000

Discount. 10,657 69

WE ARE SELLING

Loaned on Bond and Mortgage,
$361,288 00
Heal estate, unincumbered,
73,000 00
Railroad Stock,
144,676 00
Bank Stock,
28,860 00
Town Loans,
12,000 00
Loaned on Stock collaterals and on personal
security,
109,47170
Interest and Rents accrued,
18,328 74
Cash on hand and in Bauk,
40,389 36
Cash in hands of agents and in transit,
3,07911
Office Furniture, safes and fixtures,
3,000 00

WE

Haydn Asociation*

NATTAVAT

_

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 4, 1872.

highways.

OF THE

r AN AT

9

ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ASSETS.

A

Seed

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

RESOURCES.

January 1st, 1S73.

Sale.

ANNUAL~

HAMLIN F. EATON.

References: J. T. Chainplin; Pres. Colby University; W. H. Shailer. Ed. Zions Advocate; F. O. Libby;
Joseph Russell and T. C. Hersey, Portland.
feb22eodtd

S.J.

Stair Builder.

PeoDle’s Fire Ins. Co..

GOOD Gate Saw. nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. York
and Maple st.
ja3ttf

the

the trust of Administrator of the estate of

to Order.

The School has been under the mauagement of the
present Principal for 16 years, and boys with him
pleasant home and receive thorough in-

eral Street..
Loans a*. Discounts.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Po.t Ottee,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
Other
Bonds.
Street.
Exchange
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
L. P. HOITT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up- ;
Due from other National Banks.
bolateriag done to order.
Banking House.,
Other Real Estate.
Furniture and Upholstering.
I Current expenses.
Checks and other Cash Items.
|
DAVID W. DEANE, No. St Federal St.
Bills of other National Banks.
All kinds of Uphols <-ring and Repairing
Fractional Currency and Nickels.
to order.
Legal Tender Notes.

B. F.

ALSO

J. F. MAYO, No. 7 Casco 8t.
Order* promptly pMended to. Jy20eodtl

J

HIE.

commence

MARCH 25th.

will And a
struction.

OF

THE

It is

Carriage Bodies Made

School

_

City

City Clerk.

febI9

Family

MONDAY,

Fnrnitnre and Honse Furnishing Goods.

providing

I

three o’clock p. m., at 2
or in writing P. O.

oc4dly

done to order.

Schools.

Twenty-Fifth

to

NORBIDGEWOCK,

18 Free Street.
N. TARBOX, Nos. 158 aad 160 Fore St.
6EORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

■—II

*'

feb24law3w_Sat___

VANS,

COUNSELLOR AT

»

86

Clark, Ass’t Secretary.

$1,000,000 stables,

LIABILITIES.
outstanding claims...

Leuagea, Ba.

naallv

L. J.

HENRY CHAPIN,
President.

PURSUANT

THE-

Capital Stock, (all paid in).
ASSETS.
Cash on hand, in Bank and Cash Items.
Rents and accrued Interest.
Real Estate unencumbered >.
Loans on Bond & Mortgage, (1st lien,)
C. S., State, Bank and R.R. Stocks and
Bonds owned by the Company.

Chairs, Ike.

rpnia.irino'

3rd Vice-Pres’t.

State of Maine.
To the Electors of the City cf Portland
to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly qualified electors of said city will meet in their respective
Waard Rooms, on
Monday, the Fourth May of March next,
At ten o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Mayor of the
city. Also for one Alderman, three Common Councilmen, a Warden and Clerk, and for two City Con-

THE—

Mattress ib,

BeDaueegli

■■

Hartford Fire Ins. Com’y.,

UPHOLSTERER
■ kSVWACTUBEB

I

■■

STATEMENT

All

HAWLETT,

Offlce, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

JANUARY 1, 1879.

IP fainter,

Fresco

GOODNOW,
Secretary.

MUNGER, Correspondent,

dlm-eodllm&w6w

-OF

948 COICEBgg ITBIET,

W.

J. D.

ABSTRACT

OF

Wholesale & Retail
P0T76m

J, H. CHAPMAN. Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,

.1

-OF

FRENCH

*6,657,471

April next.

Hale’s, Corner of Free

Peyret

Expenditures for 1871,

Cash Capital,
$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

Sts.

Fnrnltnre—Wholesale and Betail.
COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

ENGLISH and FRENCH

$5,375,793 24

sundry

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

30

*4,663,794 03

DOW, COFFIN

issued (in red scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Second of

de20

*335,938 20

Risks written during the year,
*399,108,637 00
Risks outstanding,
290,084,987 00
Risks written in Maine during the year, 10,236,745 00
Risks outstanding in Maine,
7,425,180 00
mL

Cox-iier of William, New York.

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

RESIDEHCE, « BRADFORD STREET.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

due,

*3,870,505

No. 43

Exchange

WALTER

*6,400,502 95

Total Income for 1871,

Wm. B.

were

FRESCO PAINTER

00
55
73
00
00
00
00
00
67

unadjusted,
642,028 05
Re-Insurance Fund,
2,066.549 05
Borrowed Money,
825,490 00
Other liabilities small, for printing, Ac.,
500 00

Total

and

March l-eod3w

will

GEORGE D. J08T,

and not

one p. m.

The Spring Term will

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

wa

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
on the 31st day or December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18

Total

Street.

STREET,

19,864

Total,

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
WALL

adjusted

from

Eaton

Cloaks

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

LIABILITIES.

J.

51

*335,000

Accrued Interest,

Losses
Losses

language.

FOR BOYS!
Velvet

Street.

CaBh on hand,In bank and in agents hands,2,132.584
United States Securities,
448,543
State, City and Town Stocks and bonds,
380,671
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,276,690
Railroad Co's Stocks and Bonds,
1,467,786
Loans on Real Estate,
79,390
Loans on Collateral,
259,973

X. S. T'WOMBXY, Agent.

fcbleod-3m_’

BANK Bl'ILDINO,

Exchange

Congress

re-

References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.

Esq., C.
Apply

and finished.

-s-

follows:

Real Estate unencumbered,

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.
■

India St.

paid up, 93,000,000 OO

Total Assets,

(ORGANIZED IN 1849.)

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and »old,
Corporation Loans negotiated.

ADVANCES made

JOHN H, MATT, Sec.

C.. S. T WO .TIB I, Y,

_

Building,

Sears

$539,692.18.

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

CO.,

of Maine.

X. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

$282,221.02

BANKERS,
3

EDMUND DRIGGS, Prest.

Co.,

N. T.

^•Policy Holders in the Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., will please
eall for their Return Premiums which are now ready.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
No.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

T,. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

W. Webster.

Ja26*2m

_

Ins.

JAMES VAN NORDEN, Prest.
J. B. BENNETT, Prest.
GEO. W. MONTGOMERY, Sec. i

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Corn, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for uit>
puties. Refer to 1st Nat'l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
A.

$800,000.00.

THE

AS

are

boarders, a few young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical ana practical knowledge of the

Dye-House.

»---

Oh tho 31st day of December, 1871, made to the State

ASSETS

J.

a

and Builders.

Dentists.

N. B.

ail

C. L.

MORAZAIN and wife having taken
PROF.
convenient house in the city,
prepared to

ceive as

Appleton Block, Congress St.,

AOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 Middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock
cor.

PARIS,

Teacher of the French Language.

Box 1866.

Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

OP HARTFORD, CONN.,

$8,000,000.00

Williamsburg City

Exchange Ins. Co., New York.

era

Small, Bangor.
Thos. E. Bkhsjett,

Middle Street.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and
Carpet-Bags.

INS.

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

French

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, No. 131

DURAN A

Assets in Gold

XA, S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

WEBSTER,

H. Massey & Co.,

General Commission

Ins. Co., London.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

Pll i *» it tin

no2‘

Street.

dyed

Plains, Me.

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

19 Pearl St.

J. F. SHERRY, No.

Agent.

^TNA

Steven’s

FROM

F. SYMONDS,

SNOW, Principal,

_

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

PALMER,

OF

STREETS, FIRST FLOOR,

Firemens’ Fund Ins. Co. California

Merchants,

C. F. Davi* Chicago.
R. W. G Afl- ,208 State st.,Boeton.

TWOMBLY,

Capital Stock,

Provision

Ora in and

38

Mar 2d6t

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the
following
first-class Companies:

Imperial

LAW!

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Flour,

S.

EXCHANGE AND FORE

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Lata Assistant Attorney General, V. S.)

GAGE & 3D A.

*9,858,953

J. W. HUNGER & SON, Apts at Portland.

Has Removed to the Corner ot

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

Refers to Hon. E. R.

*10,054,489 50

owe

MARCH 11th, 1S72.

For Catalogues, &c., apply to

ja31td

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Piam

Abstract of the Annual Statement

EDGAR R. BROW1P

AT

Company

195,636 12

148 EXCHANGE ST.

Attorney and

UU

miums,
296,211 58
Cash in Webster and Third National Banks 122,158 08
Outstanding Renewal Premiums, on policies, upon which a liability has been assumed to exist, December 31, 1871, and
for which a reservation has been made,
463,288 00
Interest accrued to December 31, 1871, on
Mortgages of Real Estate, StockB, Bonds,
Collateral Loans, and outstanding premiums,
168,693 16

Net Assets, December 31, 1871,

REMOVAL!

jan22tf

■■^Particular

ZU,OUU

Manufacturing Stocks,
10,000 00
Due for Bents,
7,696 52
Premium Notes, secured by valuable policies, including estimated interest,
2,276,223 75
Deferred Quarterly and Semi-annual Pre-

The

MONDAY,

__

1,965,73861

QLOCJh,

JUlgUL ^UUipUUy

—OF—

FOURTEEN WEEKS,
Will Open

Street.

S

Seminary

J. C.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
posile Park.

$1,337,162 51

expenditures,

over

Gen’l

CEiOUDJHAM,

No.

Carpenters

Of the Company, December 31, 1871.
Loans to States, Cities and Towns,
$2^91,908 64
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate,
1,440,108*0
United States Securities,
565,335 00
Beal Estate in Boston,
526,143 42
Railroad Ronds,
651,791 00
Railroad Stock,
542,890 50
Bank Stock,
223,400 33
Loans on Collateral,
443,149 50

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

COBB,

THE PEESB.

THE SPRING TERM

Repairing.

other inci-

| Balance of Distribution Account,77,021 12
Losses unpaid,
118,515 00

NVEAEER, Gren’l A.gent.
FeblO eod2w

MERCHANTS !
Philadelphia.

and all

„„

J. W. HI UNGER &, SON, Agents.

SHIP BROKERS,

108 Walnut St,
H. L. Gbkoo,
Jan23-ly

$3,302,901 12
Losses paid in 1871, $756,80000
Losses not yet called
for,
118,515 00
-$875,315 00
Matured Endowments,
36,000 00
Amount paid during the year
for commissions, advertising,

Westbrook

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOfid A BREED, No.99 Middle

9

Amount of same $36,000.
Premiums received in 1871,
$2,715,202 09
44
Interest
587,699 03

_EDUCATIONAL.

Bakers.
W. C.

ASSETS

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

Mutual Life Insurance

Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

NEWPORT

272

en-

dowments,

Excess of receipts

NEWPORT, B. I.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$230,362.00
J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’t.
TURNER, Pres’t.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
feb!0eod3m

ISTEW

jan31_

22,892

Amount of same $875,315.
Number of policies terminated by matured

AMJBWU UttB

flDPIJfl kr

Successors to

$645,129.29

•

$314,490.90

•

THOMAS G.
FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

434

T.

Capital & Surplus

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

BROKER,
-AND-

U

BOSTON.

sale and to let.

Amount of same, $67,815,733.
Number of Policies terminated by death, upon
247 persons.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Agency for Sewing Machines.

W. s. DYER, No. 158 Middle St., over II.
If. Hay’s. All kinds of Machines fo

2,968

ALBERT BOWKER, Pres’t.

POSTER, Sec’y.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

PHILADELPHIA.

CX)MPANY.

cy“The attention of the pablic is
respectfully called to the abore named Companies.
JT. W. nCNGEB.

CHAS. A. WARREY,
SHIP

HAVEN, Sec’y.

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins.

■

lVlari*k« Risks Taken on Cargoes. Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Rates nametf and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.
HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.
Cash
IRA A.

91,115,573,69

B. I.

febistf___

Martha E.

ME.

Number of Policies issued in 1871,
Amount insured, $7,093,176.
Number of Policies outstanding,

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a • current rates.

C. D.

M.D.,

Mutual Life Insurance Co.
For the year ending December 31,1871.

No. 166 FORE

PMOriDENCE,

W. K. RIPLEY.

ENGLAND
BOSTON.

daily

BUSINESS CARDS.

ATWELL A CO., 174 1-9 Middle 81. Advertisements inserted in papers in Maine
aad throughout the country at the publishers’ lowest rates.

-OF THK-

NEW

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 00
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Advertising Agents.

Exhibit of the Business and Assets

PRESS

1872.

4,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

published every day (Sundays excepted) by th<

MARCH
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back five thousand dollars, for he says we made
him pay five thousand dollars more then he
stole. [Laughter.] We have sent to prison
three trusted clerks, men of capacity and ability; everybody trusted and respected them.—
That is the way we have served our thieves.
the “boss thief” of the would.
About the same time the discovery was piade
of the boldest and most gigantic robbery of the
people ever perpetrated in ancient or modern
times. Bill Tweed—“Boss Tweed”—a man
who a few years ago went through bankruptcy,
and who is said to have bosted, within a year,
that he had eighteen millions of dollars; and
with him the tribe of Tammany Hall,have been
discovered and exposed. Some of them have
gone to Europe, somd of them are enjoying the
pleasures of the healthful breezes and snowdrifts of Canada, some of them are in one part
of the
country and so.ne in another. While we
were trying Major Hodge, and sending him to
the Penitentiary at Albany for ten years, with
the approval of the entire Republican party of
the country, Bill Tweed, the greatest thief in
all the history of the human family, the boss
thief of the world (loud laughing and applause) was sent to Albany, not to the Penitentiary, cut to the State House as a State Senator by twelve thousand Democratic majority.
(Applause.) These two cases illustrates exactly the dlffsrenoe between the two parties;
the once denouncing thieves and arresting
and punishing them when it can, the other
never punishing any of them.
I am told by
leading Democrats, some of them members of
who have done
Committee
of
men
the
oeveuty,
an they could to expose and break these
men down, that they
do not believe one of
these thieves will ever go to the Penitentiary.
stole
the
Erie
They
Railroad; they stole the
State of New York from Gen. Grant in 1868;
they have stolen their millions from the city;
they have stolen judges and stolen juries, and
they get elected to the Legistatves; they do not
sent to the State prison.
And the men who
enied this stealing, who denied that they stole
the State of New York, when they knew that
they did it, who denied the stealing of these
Tammany Hall men, until it was finally brought
out and established so clearly that nobody
should have denied it—these very men are accusing the Administration of stealing. 1 have
heard of Satan’s rebuking sin, but 1 never saw
anything so brazen as this before. [Loud ap-

Set

plause.]

SEE THU I
There has been collected, under Gen. Gram's
Administration, in three years, nearly $1,L’00,000,000—nearly 8400,000,000 a year; thetc has
been paid out nearly 81,000,000,000, making
about 82,100,000,000. We have lost out of this
immense sum in all the Departments of the
Government 81,250,000—leu than a fifteenth
part of one per cent.! Look at the Post Office
Department With 45,000 postmasters, clerks
and mail carriers, the loss has been less than
one-tenth of one per cent, in these three years.
In no part of the world has such integrity been
shown under like circumstances.
We have
paid out during these three years 800,000,000 in
pensions, and we have had five defalcations, all
of them soldiers, and four of them shed their
blood for the country. But the Government
has not lost a dollar, for the agents made good
their accounts, or their bondsmen did it for
them.
_

John Graham
cask at

and

his

jurymen—A

Batavia.—We find the

letter in the Buffalo Commercial.

following
It shows

where John Graham first pursued hispeculiar

tactics;

•

Buffalo, Feb, 10, 1871.

Eli Perkins—Dear Sir:—The name of
John Graham, in the Fisk-“Josie”. Stokes

unpleasantness,

has set me thinking whether
who was called to
Batavia, Genesee county, a few years since,
to assist District
Attorney Bowen in the prosecution of Polly Freisch, for murder, in poisoning her husband and three children.
If it is the same Graham, he will undouptedly have Tom B-, of Genesee county,
Tom is a first-class A
on the Stokes jury.
number 1 juryman In a murder case.
Polly had been twice tried, but neither of
the juries could agree. On the third trial
Graham was called to the assistance of the
district-attorney. Out of some fifteen hundred jury and talesmen summoned, eleven
brilliant individuals were found who knew
nothing (about the case). Three hundred
more were summoned, and for four or five
days two hundred and eight-seven of these
men had been rejected because they had read
or heard of Polly or some of her relations.
On the two hundred and eighty-eighth call,
on the fifth day, Tom &-walked up and
laid his hand on the book, when the following
examination took place:
“Have you ever formed or expressed an opinion in regard to this case ?
“No, I never heard of it before
“Have you never read anything about it in
the newspapers ?”
“No.”
“You take a newspaper, don’t you?”
“No I never had but one newspaper, and
that some fellow sent me from Indiana.”
“That will do,” says Graham.
And Tom was “sworn in” because he nevknow anyer had a newspaper and didn’t
thing. If this is the same Graham, you look
out for Tom on the Stokes jury.
Yours truly,
Alexanda H.
this is the same

Graham,

~FOR^ALE!

tebbet¥ house,
SPRING-VALE.

WILL BE SOLI) CHEAP!
As

jan31

the owner wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

^-

PRB^S-

THE

1879.
MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 4,
fob

mayori

BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, JR.

Look Out for Split-Tickets.
There will bo more than the usual number
of split-tickets in the field to-day. The enemy

will resort to every known artifice for making

Republican votes serve their own purposes.
The only safety is in voting the straight ReA correct list
publican ticket in each ward.
of Republican nominations will be found elsewhere.

Republican Ward Nominations.
Ward

1—Alderman—Joseph S. York.
Couneilmen—J. F. Randall, H. I*. Dewey,

E.

N. Greeley.
Warden—Geo. H. Griffin.
Clerk—Wm. Weeks.
Constables—J. D. Decelle, R. N. Field.
Ward 2—Alderman—George <3. Littlefield.

Councilmen—Augustus F.Cox,Hiram H.Rich,

Edward Thurston.

Warden—Henry P. White
Clerk—Walter J. Cushing.
Constables—Jotham R. Gribbin, James 51.
Black.
Ward 3—Aldennan—William H. Josselyn.
Councilmen—Samuel S. Rich, William L. L.
GilL Alphonso Brunei.
Warden—William Huse.
Clerk—C. C. Hayes.
Constables—Edwin H. Rich, James S. Gould.
Ward 4—Alderman—Josiali C. Shirley.
Couneilmen—Elisha Higgins, Thomas A.
Foster, Augustus L. Dennison.
Constables—George T. Ingraham, Adam W.
Barbour.
Warden—Joseph K. 5IerrijL
Clerk—Arthur 51. Sawyer.
Ward

5—Alderman—51arquis

F.

Councilmen—5Iicah Sampson,
Kimball, Ezra N. Perry.

Constables

Enoch

—

L.

King.

Lyman X,

Hall,

Benjamin

Triokey.
Warden—Nathaniel Walker.
Clerk—William R. 5Iills.
Ward C—Alderman—Eben

Corey.

Councilmen—Edwin Clement,Wm.H. Fessenden, Henry C. Newhall.
Constables—Jesse H. Crowell, Joseph C. Ster-

ling.

Warden—Lewis Buncc.

Clerk—George H. Gardiner.
Ward 7—Alderman— Wm. A. Winship.
Councilman—Fred W. Clark, Stephen R.
Small, Chauncey Barrett.
Warden—Wm. H. Plummer.
Clerk—F. A. Gerrish.
Constables—Whitmore R. Garland, William
Hayes.

_

_

Hon. C. P. Kimball and Col. Bradbury
did not meet with a very enthusiastic reception at Portsmouth, on Thursday, if we may
judge from the report of the Portsmouth

Chronicle.

Their audience was

small, -and

to the Chronicle they failed to interest even the few who came to hear them.
In Maine we are accustomed to regard these

according

gentlemen as amoug our first speakers. If
they failed on this occasion the entire lack of
anything calculated to inspire a Democratic
speaker this year must account for the fact.
If we were ill-natured we

Chronicle's uncomplimentary
we

are

copy the
criticisms. But

should

not.

Aftkb reading in the Kennebec Journal

a

full report of the speeches at the mutual admiration session of the Legislature which alone is reconciled

ways comes in at the close,
If
to the puerilities of the “paper session.”
the members had taken half the pains to do

right while the session was in progress that
they did to keep each other in countenance
amid the pathos and bathos of the closing
hours, it would have been much better for
the State. Certificates of good moral character and assurances that “we have been honest and sincere” and that “we have done

right,” would have

much more

from some other
bers themselves.

came

source

weight if they

than the mem-

was

for the

easy victory
there is to-day.

better prospect of an
Republican ticket than
a

There is

Ogdensburg in Politics.
a good
anti-Ogdensburg paper, as papers go.
Braving tbe fmminent risk of pecuniary loss, and neglecting
the dissuasions and the active opposition of
those who hitherto have been its most powerful and influential supporters, it has
opposed the loan of the city’s credit on
principle, as
a most wicked and pernicious scheme
.calculaed to enrich the few at the expense of the
But it has not been able to see
many.
that the Ogdensburg question has
any
plac6 in politics, and it has studiously endeavored to keep the
two

things having no natural relations to each
entirely separate. But all to no purpose. Men who are not opposed to the loan
on principle, but who see in the effort to secure it an opportunity to make
political capital, have by persistent labor injected an incredible amount of Ogdensburg into our local
politics. It matters not that it can make no

other

sort of difference in the fate of the loan
whether the Mayor and City Council are for

it makes no differagainst Ogdensburg.
that the question of trans-substantiation
just as relevant to the present situation.

or

KINGSBURY has a better anti-Ogdensburg record than CLEAVES. He is not, like
his opponent, connected by political and social
ties with the principal Ogdensburg managers.
for

KINGSBURY

and

not

for

The Advertiser's attitude in the present
political crisis is so eminently judicial as to
extort universal admiration. A commission
of experts would find it impossible to decide
whether its editorial of Saturday evening was
intended to give a favorable view of the Republican or the Democratic or the Citizens’
ticket—or neither—or all three. It is probable that this strictly impartial course was decided upon at a regular railroad meeting of

Political Notes.

1 ue

jLiemocrauc

political managers arbitrarithat the Ogdensburg issue

ly determined
brought struggling and ^quinfcing into a controversy to which it is an utter
strang-

must be

er; and here it is.

Being here, we are ready to meet it. We
claim that the Republicans have as good an
anti-Ogdensburg ticket as the Democrats. A
correspondent in whom we have confidence, declares elsewhere that Mr. Cleaves,
the Democratic candidate for
Mayor, is but a
recent convert to the true faith, and that he
became so on compulsion. It is known that
of the Democratic nominees for the
Council are of the Ogdensburg persuasion.
The President of the
Ogdensburg road, Gen.
nine

Anderson, its attorney and leading advocate,
ex-Mayor Putnam, 'and nearly all the
leading Democrats give Mr. Cleaves and the
rest of the Democratic ticket the'r active and
support. Dosen’t the president of
the road know who its friends are ? Isn’t

earnest

Mr. Putnam likely to have a correct idea as
to who will look sharpest after the interests of
the suppliant corporation? They and their
Democratic friends are better pleased with
Cleaves than with Kingsbury. Isn’t there a
good deal of significance in the decided preference

of men to whom

Ogdensburg

is

the

paramount consideration ?
We repeat, that it makes nodifferance—not
the slightest—as to the fate of the
Ogdensburg

loan,

who is

sider that

Mayor.

But if voters will conmatter in connection with the

election to-day, Kingsbury and the Republican
ticket will deserve their suffrages unless

they
Morgan in-

conclude to vote Democratic via

stead of directly.

In two large manufacturing establishments
in this city a thoroguli canvass of the
employees was made by the Democratic
proprietors
on Saturday, for the
purpose of determining
how

they

were

likely

to vote.

If

they answered that they should vote for
Cleaves, nothing further was said. If, on the other hand,
they frankly avowed their preference for
Kingsbury, all the influence that the persuasions and arguments of an employer have over
an employee was exerted to
change the honest decision. It is only the fear that honest
men

may lose their situations which deters us

from disclosing the

of the

gentlemen
theoretically labor-reformers, but
practically hold that capital should control
even the political opinions of
laboring men.
who

names

are

The editorial correspondent of the

Sunday

Star closes his running comments on the
Legislature by referring to “the day when
there shall be no more Nox.” It is sad to

contemplate so deplorable a deprivation. But
how riotously the pronoun of the first person
singular would celebrate its emancipation!
No doubt it has appreciated the unequalled
affection, the clinging fondness, the steady reliance of the good “Nox,” but it is a weary
task for one poor vowel to tell for so
many

weeks what “I”
thought, what “I” felt, what
“I knew and said and saw—how “I”
slept,
how “I” eat “my” steak,—when “I” raised

“my”

statesmanlike voice in
debate,—how
“I” held the House spell-bound and carried

“my” just weight and found “my” true level
and “my” true bigness. We have often seen
the
objectionable pronoun put to its trumps for a
vacation, but this is the first time within our
knowledge that it has been condemned to real
penal servitude.
The election in New

Hampshire

occurs

in

one week from to-morrow.

Let not the Republican voters of that State, who are laboring to redeem it from the corrupt ring that
now governs it
through acombination of Democrats and disaffected
Republicans, receive the
discouraging intelligence that Portland has
been captured by the
enemy. Remember that a
vote for Andrew p.
Morgan will contribute as
much to that result as a vote for Cleaves.
While the Democrats are
shouting “down
with Ogdensburg!” they mean“down with
the

Republican party!” Their leading men
are Ogdensburg managers, and are
bending
all their energies to elect Cleaves and a Democratic City Council. Any Republican who
votes for Cleaves via Morgan becomes the
victim of a characteristic Democratic trick.

Starvation.—A man named
Bradley Grant, a well-to-do farmer, near Binghampton, New York, died on the 27th ultimo,
of voluntary starvation. His mind had become
Voluntary

Letter from Chicago.

Chicago,

Feb. 27,1872.

To the Editor of the. Press:
The passage of the Japanese embassy through
city has caused its little wave of temporary
excitement, and all is again quiet on the shore
of Lake Michigan. The tawny visitors, with
hard names and high titles, have been among
the ruins to-day, exploring with curious interThe
est the rising of the city from its ashes.
men are somewhat intelligent in their appearance, but their physiognomy is singularly varied.
Some have the general features of a
North American Indian, others the Chinese
type of countenance, while others have quite a
Caucasian cast.
Fourteen or fifteen of this company are young
men and boys, who have come to this country
for an education. Five misses, ranging from
eight years to sixteen, are also here for the
same purpose.
They are not particularly beauour

ideas ol beauty; but

imnd

lookine.

are

Ksneciallv

neverwas

I

interested in the little “pet,” Miss Fezda, the
youngest of the group, eight years old.
Through the politeness of Mr. DeLoug, our
"Minister in charge of the company, I was introduced to some of these young ladies this afternoon. Little Fezda appeared quite at ease
among the strangers to whom she was presented. Miss Onyeda, the eldest, did not appear

wholly self-possessed, evidently hot quite accustomed to the American dress which she has
to-day put on for the first time.
These young ladies arc the first that have ever been sent abroad for an education; indeed the
first of their nation whom it has ever been proposed to educate at all.
Mr. De Long assured me that the Micado had
consented to his proposal to take these Misses
to America for an education, with some misgiving, and as an experiment For that reason
he did not send representatives of the reigning
family—but daughters of the late dynasty—wlio,

when

educated, might

return

princesses of theJMicado’s

as

teachers of the

court.

Mr. and Mrs. De Long have tho disposal of
them, and arc looking for a suitable school in
which so place them. Prominent among the
institutions in view, for that purpose, are Vassar college in New York, and Ferry
Hall, at
Lake Forest near this city. The party go east
to-night on their tour of observation, to be presented first of all to our Micado at Washington.
Here in Chicago, our greatest wonder is

Chicago itself, rising so rapidly from its own
debris, in solid and substantial blocks. A single year will go far toward removing all traces
of its destruction, at least about its business
H. P.

centre.
_

Cleaves Favorable to Ogdensburg.
Mb. Editob,—I understand that Mr. Cleaves,
the Democratic candidate for Mayor, following
the lead of his law-partner, Judge Howard,
was in favor of the loan to the
Ogdensburg

he not change it again?

little milk. Of this he only
supped two teaspoonfuls. His next meal was
taken fifteen days afterwards, and consisted of
but half a cup of tea and a small piece of teasL
Then he went without food for twenty days.
His last meal consisted of one ounce of toast,
which he was induced to swallow on the lGth
ult. A few days before he died two teaspoonfuls of brandy and water were forced down liis
throat. This sums up all the food that passed
into his stomach during the six weeks.
body was reduced to a perfect skeleton.

with Cuban Authorities.
■

Significant

Reciprocity Treaty with

the United Stater.

There has hardly ever been a time when the
attacks of political opponents upon the national administration assumed so personal a character as now. It is the President and his personal share in the Government, rather than its
public policy, that seem to attract hostile criticism and even denunciation. His friends sometimes complain that such attacks aro unfair,

since,

in his high office, he cannot reply to
take any notice of them. But, apart
them,
from the question where the right lies, or
whether it lies anywhere, in the bitter political
discussion which have of late wearied the Senate aud the country, let us
suppose that the
nor

President, disregarding

all petty and personal
quarrels, should even now bring forward and
accomplish some great measuro of national
policy, which should command the applause
and gratitude of all patriotic people. Would
not this be at olice a complete reply to his assailants aud a most meritorious service to his

country?
The President now has an opportunity to do
this. The following extract of a letter from
Mr. Bryant, dated Havana, Feb. 122d, will be
read with deep interest:
About to set sail for Vera Cruz, on the Mexican coast, I sit down to write what
may interest
your readers as news of no little importance. I
dined yesterday in company with several gentlemen who hold important posts in the Government of the island, and among them was
the Intendentq of the Hacienda, an office
which, in the administration of public affairs
here, is nearly equivalent to that of Secretary
of the Treasury.
After wo had withdrawn
from the table, for the Spaniards do not sit sipat
their
he
came to me and said, as
ping
wine,
near as I can recollect his words:
“Why do you Americans of the North seek
seek to make us your enemies? Why do
you,
with your vast possessions, envy us the island
of Cuba? It is rich and fertile, but it is
ours,
and a great nation like yours should be magnanimous; a free and prosperous nation should
be jealous of its reputation for justice.—
Spain is anxious to cultivate friendly relations
with the United States, and at this moment our
Minister Roberts is at Washington, armed with
full powers to conclude a treaty of commerce
on the most liberal and
satisfactory terms.”
I interrupted the Intendeute by asking;—
With reference to the Island of Cuba?
“Certainly,” was his answer, “with reference
to the Island of Cuba.
We require the products of your Helds and workshops; you want
what we can send abroad in abundance, the
growths of our tropical climate. A free comuicivc

m

iucbc

nuuiu

uc iui

lilt)

»UvanLuge

OI

botli you and us; it would encourage and reward our agriculture and would give yo« all of
Cuba that you desire and substantially all that
you could have if you annexed her to your possessions. Senor Roberts is fully empowered to
arrange a treaty on that basis.”
May I state that fact in my journal?
“You may, and you may state also that
you had it from the Intendente de la Hacienda at Havana. Such a treaty would give
rise to an active and profitable commerce between the two countries. It would remove restrictions of which the people here complain as
a grievance, and give them a surer market and
more certain returns.
We shall get rid of slavWith a
ery, and I am a believer in free labor.
better market for our products, the population
of our island will increase. For more than half
of its fertile lands are lying waste and uncultivated; they have never felt the plough. With
such a treaty to stimulate our
agriculture these
would be gradually brought under cultivation
and covered with
crops of sugar cane, tobacco
and pine apple.”
*uch
8Ub»tauce, the conversation I
*
had with the
Intendente, in the course of which
lie grew eloquent, expatiating on the
advantages
of such a treaty to both countries, and
repeating several times with emphasis that the Spanish minister at Washington has full
authority
to conclude it
A treaty providing for free commercial intercourse between the United States and Cuba
would literally secure to us every advantage
which could be hoped for from the conquest or
purchase of that island; without any of the
disadvantages. The one object to be gained by
acquiring Cuba is free trade with Cuba. But
many far seeing men fear lest even this great
gain" would be too dearly purchased bv undertaking to secure to the mongrel population of
Cuba, most of it ignorant, mneh of it but half
civilized, and none of it speaking English, a
form of government at home, and
a share with us in the
government of the whole
nation. But here is an opportunity to take the
without
the
gain
danger, to make Cuba as much
our own for
purposes of production and trade
as if it were a state of the
Union, and to remain as free from responsibility for its internal
condition, and iroin the injurious influences of
its lower
civilization, as we ever were.
It is also impossible to overlook the fact that
such a commercial
treaty as this would greatly
increase the intercourse of this
country with
Cuba, and would, in fact, put the commerce of
that island mainly under the control of our citizens. This would inevitably hasten the abolition of slavery, which at worst cannot be delayed much longer, and the spread of intelligence and republican ideas iu Cuba; thus preparing the way, perhaps, for a future incorporition of the island in the Union, by a natural
ind easy process, when its people shall be fitter
For the duties of free citizens, and when Spain
diall be more ready to do them justice. Nor is
t, perhaps, of less importance that the treaty
would at once put an end to the uneasiness
which has long characterized our relations with
3pain, and would closely bind to us a European

Republican

I)R.

PATENT

Presidential.—Intelligence from Iowa is to
the effect that the republican State convention’
which meets at Des Moines on the 27th in"
stant to select delegates to Philadelphia, will
undoubtedly chose a delegation in favor of
Grant for President and of James F. Wilson of
that State for Vice-President Particular care
will be exercised by Mr. Wilson's friends to secure a delegation devoted to his interests, and

consulted free of charge, at bis office
Congress Mt., Cor. Mountfort Ml.,
Where he will attend to the treatment and cure of all

able to improve any
arise.

opportunity

which may

Mr. Editor,—Is the Citizen* movement an
Ogdensburg scheme? That “side-show” has
been studiouslynursed by the Advertiser, a paper that has given the Ogdensburg loan the
same active support that it
gave to the Maine
Central, the orphan “child of the State.”
Republican.
A

Remarkable Display of Political Sa-

gacity.
There appears to be no special excitement
about the Republican caucuses to-night, and
nobody need stay at home for fear that the
ward rooms will be overcrowded.
The candidates named on the streets are Mayor Kingsbury, Neal Dow, James Bailey and A. P. Morgan. Mr. Morgan, it is intimated, will have a
large vote, if he does not carry the nomination.
—Advertser, Feb. 27.
The Republication ward caucusses for the
nomination of a candidate for mayor was held
last evening, and called out an unusually full
attendance. The most prominent candidates
for nomination were Mayor Kingsbury, Andrew
P. Morgan and Hon. Neal Dow, the latter receiving a much larger vote in Ward 1, than in
any other Ward.—Advertiser, Feb. 28.
It was knownfor weeks before the Republican
and Democratic caucusses were called, tbat
Mayor Kingsbury and Cleaves would be tXe
nominees.—Advertiser, March 2.
The Anti-Grant Elements.—A correspondent of the Boston Ttranscript writing from
Washington thus describes the muddle of the
anti-Grant faction:
The nominaticn of the Labor Reformers of
Judge Davis for President is still the theme of
much comment in political circles. It is the
first move on the political chess-board of the
opponents of President Grant, and should the
Cincinnati Convention confirm the nomination
it would make it still more formidable.
There are now here a large number of soreheaded and discontented Republicans, who are
working like bonvers to consolidate and solidify
all of the opposition elements in favor ofDavis’s
nomination.
The greatest difficulties which
these gentlemen have to encounter is the Bourbon element of the Democratic party. They
openly proclaim that they will never support a
Republican candidate for President on a platform whose every line is not only odious, but a
stultification of the very principles which they
have been contending f ir duriug the last ten
years. It is estimated that there is at least
one-third of the Democratic party that cannot
be carried over to any such candidate or
platform.
It is alleged by many of the
Reindependent
publicans who are disposed to Join this movement, that Davis and Parker are not the strongest men that oould have been selected. They
prefer Senator Trumbull in place of Davis, and
Gov. Curtin of Pennsylvania, now minister to
St. Petersburg, in place of Parker for Vice
President. This ticket, they allege, would insure the carrying of Pennsylvania and Illinois.
Pennsylvania is regarded as the battle grouud,
and Curtin
running on a ticket would secure
the State. The parties who manipulated the
Cincinnati movement, some of the leaders which
are here, are
exceedingly reticent as to the line
of policy to be pursued when that meeting is
held. Some of the Democrats have been consulted concerning the course to be taken at Cincinnati recommend the postponement of that
meeting and the issuing of a call for a convention to be held on the 20th of June. At the
present writing no decision has been reached,
but it is very likely that the suggestion will be

adopted.
As strange

as it may appear, some of the
Democrats in Congress favor the substitution of Horace Greeley’s name as Vioe President, instead of Parker, on the ticket with

leading

strange bed-fellows.

|>viiuiv3

lua&to

Sam Bowles of the Springfield
Republican,
who is regarded as a shrewd and sagacious politician, is urging the nomination of Charles
Sumner as President by the Cincinnati meeting.
There is no doubt that a majority of the gentlemen connected with that movement are in
favor of Mr. Sumner’s nomination, but they
are met by the objection that
the Democratic
party would not support him on account of his
extreme views on the negro question.
The Democrats have nominated
nine advocates

municipal

ofjthc Ogdensburg

no

loan

less than
on

their

ticket.

Value of the Signal Service.—An item
uf $111,000 for the Signal Service met with
opposition from Gen. Farnsworth, but Mr. Dawes
came to the rescue, and Mr.
Coughlan of California narrated an instance of the
utility of
“Old Probabilities,”
in his

prognostications
telegraphed that a storm was approaching, whereupon a citizen who owned
state.

It

febDsnlw*

READ THIS.
If Ton Hare

The President has ordered criminal prosecutions against the merchants who testified
against Leet and Stocking and the custom house
rascalities, because their testimony show that
they had been obliged to pay bribes to officials
in order to get their business promptly attended to.—Argus.
The Argns has an ancient reputation for a
facility in stating the opposite of truth, and it
still adheres to the bad old way.— Bath Times.

Items.
It now appears that in addition to receiving
pay as an army officer, which was sufficient
to

place

him in easy circumstances, the late
General Anderson was by marriage one of the
heirs to the estate of the late Nicholas Long-

worth, the famous wine manufacturer of Cincinnati, and was, therefore, possessed of great

The Traveller denies the statement that Gen.
Sutler is seeking to be a member of the Pliilalelpliia Convention.

"
u

4-eod3m

paroxysmal maladies which arc characterized
and cold, prevail extensively at this season,

The

and it is a curious feet that in many parts of the
country where they are prevalent, other diseases,
that bear no resemblance to fever and ague, or remittent fever, assume a periodic type. Thus, in
many sections infested with chills and fever, rheuma-

regular intermlttents,

in the

as

Liiat

icuiuuj

who »uu

Neither quinine
in the

The New York Herald complains that the
streets are in a frightfully filthy condition, Mr.
Brown, the contractor for cleaning them, being
a

dangerous,

religion,

as

it is

a

We

A Fresh Supqly of

Hoop

Also
stock a perfect assortment of all the desirable makes in American and German
in

“THE THOM SOM GLOVE FITTING”

'ajtpMfe*

Punch has begun to make fun of the American “casa.”
When the angry sore reaches
this stage we may be sure the worst humors are
out of it and irritation will soon subside.
A

clergyman found frozen in Minnesota the
day and taken to 8t. Paul had his life
by the amputation of both arms. He
may expound the word, but he cannot pound
the pulpit cushions. He can join hands, but
cannot baptize. His best vocation would be
that of an agent soliciting alms.
The Judges of the United States Supreme
Court on Wednesday attended in a body the
other
saved

CLOSING AT

Get

journalism.

feb2T

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

OF

EXCHANGE ST.,

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Sentinel says John
Stamp of Eastport
while at work recently on board the steamer
Queen, cot caught under the crank of the engine and had one of his thigh bones broken, his
collar bone fractured, and his head badly iamJ
med.
The Sentinel says lnmbering
operations in
Washington county this season have been earned on more extensively than for
many years

previously.

The Sentinel says at a late
meeting-of the
Meteor Lodge of Good Templars in Cutler after initiating a candidate he was united in marriage to one of the sisters, the Worthy Inside
Guard. Tho ceremony was performed by the

Lodge Deputy.

The sale of the Island of
Campobello, opposite Eastport, lias dwindled down to
nothin"
according to a correspondent of the Eastport
who
“a
Sentinel,
says,
party came to Campobello and opened negotiations for a site to erect a
summer hotel at or near
Welchpooi, and Bhould
everything continue ‘lovely,’ further improvements will he made.’’
Tho Pembroke Iron
Company have manufactured and shipped more iron during i-the last
two months than during any two mouths
previous for many years. They are now running
their entire works by steam.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Marriage.

Happy Relief far Venae Ulea

from tho effects
and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method ot
xeatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
md Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address”
TOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St
>r errors

novland3m

For Sale

The Residence of the late Phisehas Barnes, Esq No.
1 !3 High Street, consisting of a
Two-Story House’conaining 13 finished rooms besides Halls and closets,
vith an abundance of Well, Cistern and Sebago waer; lot 50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
JOHN 0.
PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.
Portland, February 10.
cod4wsn

Axle Grease !

Will make your carriages run easier and last longer
ban any other lubricant.
It will not harden nor run out. It is warranted
ivery time.
G. L. JBAlLEVy 48 ExchaugeSt.
fel»20sn
Agent for Maine.
•

Doien.

s

sn

lw

The Board of Manufactures

are now

ready

to enter

systematic work. They will receive, by the undersigned or iiis successor, and will place on file at

city;

with

the

views of propiietors as to the improvement thereof,
the sort of manufacture to which adapted, whether
furnished with steam power, good light, etc.; also the
residence and place of business of said proprietors,
BtatOKBOaew, ©<»*, It IS bplfovod, bo u»*m1 to R<1vantage in promoting the settlement of manufactures In our midst.
Tfccn©

Address eommunnications

to,

call upon at office

or

from 10 A. M. to 12* P. M.
WALTER WELLS,
Sec. Bd. of Manufacturers.
feb29

THE

GROWTH

I

OF

AND

BY

ro> UUt

Thos.
TUCll4

Lynch & Co.

lw

Important
YOUNG
in
A rience

to Business Men !

MAN who has had several years expebook-keeping, desiren a situation as

Book-Keeper, Copy 1st

Salesman.

or

ate; references Drat-doss.

Salary moder-

Enquire at the
PRESS OFFICE.

mcMeodtf

—

Lost i

Mulligan. .Halifax, NS—John Port-

Deering or

New High st, small Diamond Kjmo
case. Suitable reward offered
leaving at 21
Market square.
midlt*

ON

1b

by

Boarding: House

liams, EastporL

At Hart’s Island 1st. schs Mary Louisa, ftn BucksBram hall, Hamilton, Portland; Fannie<£Edith
spies, from Rock port; J V Wellington, Chi prnao,
Rock port; Convoy, French. Rockland.
Cld 1st, barque Idaho, Richardson, for Cienftiegos:
brig H H Seavey. Lee, Part Henry, Fla; schs C H
Eaton, Shackford, Omoa, (Honduras); Wm Conners,

Srt;

mo Lmk ; iJeawUjdy looted on the corner of ConX grc.B uni! Franklin st.; contain. 13 gnod rooms,

g»,&c.

A^t.

•TERRIS, Real

March 4-dlw*

Estate

Agent.

WANTED,

’(I iOi>

.7T .1

Han with Three Hundred Dollars
take full

the out-door
charge
g«nexclusive money-making business of large
TOteel No
calls from those who do not
busiof

work of

profits.

a

mean

have not the money.
Apply in the store 294 Congress st.

ness or

mr4d3t*

Law Notice.
W. GODDARD

be

con-

may
sulted professionally, at the office of Joseph A.
CHABLBH
Locke,
Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle st., daily-, st
Esq^

Portland, March 4,1S72.

dtf

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have formed a copartnership to
(late from March 1st, 1872, as manufacturers and
wholesale dealers in Lumber, under the firm name of
91 Hub »te» Mill CsBpasy,
and have taken office 230 Commercial street, head
Brown’s Wharf.
F. X. PITCH ER,
J. W. DEERING,
wr4dlw*
L. F. BROWN.

THE

Wanted.
active,

an
reliable
can earn an honest

BY

Oftte<

situation, where he
Address H.f Press

a

mao,

living.

mcly**

_,

lw

_

o-Partuership Notice.

holds,

in

a

liquid form,

large

A
Ombl.m^.h.^A^

their office, such statements os may be handed in,
respecting buildings and apartments adapted to and
this

Choice St. Croix and Porto Kico.
“
New Orleans in libls.

Chickoo, March 2d. 1872.
Hh- J* W- TILLSON i.thl. day admitted to partToole, Barbadoes; Sunbeam, Whitman, Santa Cruz;
t nershlp la uur hustiu-s. Stvle of firm unchangMary Putteu, Cummings, for Havana; Trott King, ed.
(JACK & DAVIS.
(mrtdlw)
proi>ortlon of deodorized
Bradford, Apalachicola; Mary A McCann, Cavanab,
Ellzabethfiort.
COCOA-NUT OIL,
For Sale.
Passed through Hell Gate 29th, brig Adeline Richardson, WrightjNew York for City Island; schs Wm
FAIR of team Horae.; 7 year, old: weigh 2200,
PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOB THIS PEUPOSK.
Arthur, Hutchinson. New York for Portland; Lyncolor black; sound and kind: will work In
don, Hilliard, Weohawken for Green jmrt; Senator
NO
OTHEB
COMFOCNI*
I Grimes, Philbrook, Port Johnson for Boston; Red
^
Jacket. Averill, New York for Rockland,
mrleodlw
Lisbon Fall., Me.
posesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
Passed do 1st. sc)is Congress. York, Elizabethport
for Portland; Clara Bell, Amesbury, Weehawkeu for
suit the various conditions Of the humrfn hair.
Farm tor Sale.
Boston ; Etta May, Dix, Elizabethport for <lo; Ella L
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly
Smith. Smith, Hoboken for do; Marion Draix.% Hea"I RA ACRES of good land, cut* 40 ton. of hay,
dy, New York for Providence.
ACrVr about 600 cord, of young hard wood growth
NEWPORT-Ar 28th, sch Hyne, Hall, New York
a brook running through It that mar
fall.; It ha. a
BRYTLITE GLOBES!
for Boston ; Belle Bartlett, Rich, do for Belfast.
gbod he nr, houiw. .11 and wood alMd, and carriage
Sailed
H Means, Matthews, Providence
9
C
»
booM, good well of water. Thl. term I. situated In
|W
Meg for New 29tb, biig
York; sens Mt Hope, Dennis, Kdgartown for
the town of Bowdotn, Maine, Smile, Pom
navigation
di>; H Prescott. Merriman, Portland for do; Chase,
and R. R., Bowdotnham, 6 mile, from Lisbon Fall.,
Mills, Rockland for do; Terrapin, Wooster, Provi'form. easy. For further Information enquire of
BRYTLITE GLOBES! dence
for do; Silas MdLoon, Spear, Rockland for do;
WM. SMALL. JR.,
Mansfield*Achorn, Providanoe for do; Casco Lodge,
m*4*«12w
LUboh Falls, Maine.
,\
Pierce, New Bedford for do; G M Wentworth, Colons f,_
East port for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 1st, sch Lady Suffolk, Armstrong, Nciy York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Wth, schs Warren B
This new and beautiful light can ho seen at the
,Xaf»!iuu '■iti".'', «.
Hopkins, McFadden, Baltimore for Portland, mainstore of
iivuvacu
muoiditu.au,
hayen; Adriana, Dunton, from do for Salem; Angle
Amesbury, Jones, Boston for Norfolk; Annie Ainsden, Bangs, Portland for Philadelphia.
Shi 29th. barque Mary O Pox ; sells Light of tho
GEO. L. L.OTIIROP A CO.,
A line English Crown griped
East, E Arcularius, Teaser, Maracaibo. Saudalphon.
New Zealand, Prank Jameson, R W Brown.
Ar 1st. schs Belle Bartlett, Rieh, New York for Belfast: Walton, Merrill, Philadelphia for Bath; Han159 Exchange §f.
nie Westbrook, Littlejohn, and P 8 Lindsey. Hamillii
•.
?
r.
ft. > u a
ton, Portland for New York; Ned Sumpter, PinkOld Price 50c per yd.
ham, Rockland fordo.
It is a globe and burner combined, giving a soft but
BOSTON—Ar 1st, schs M L Crockett, Ome. WinCunningham, Belfast; Forest King,
strong light, superior to anything of the kind now In
Aleo, a let mixed and itrlped 3-4
use, besides effecting a saving qf twenty per cent, m
David Bngbee, Stowers, Cardenas; sch
gas.
Mary Baker, Thompson, Port an Prince; Advance,
Waldron, Winternort; John Pew, Herrick, Cast hie.
It is having an immeuse sale In other cities, and
CUl 2d. brig A J Ross, Wyman, WDmington; sch
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
Orizon, Oliver, Bath.
Will fit any fixtures, and can be adjusted in two
EASTPORT—Cld 28tb, sch Powlona, Webber, for
TkHV cheap.
Portland.
minutes. Price within the reach of all. Call and
«Ji i« xfijk_,}/n t.A
Tho COCOAINE

upon

available for manufactures in

COCOAINE,

AND RENDERING IT DARK AND GLOSSY.

PORTLAND.

sn

The Best Chance Yet.

BONDS!

iui

Portland Municipal,.

()’■

Portland aid R.

i.

O’*

State ofMaine,..

6’

St.

........

ti>

Louie,-.

Rockland aid R.R.,.

O’*

Europe an

A. R. R., Gold,.

6’*

Portland & Ogdenxburg R. R. Gold,..

6’e

Portland A Rochester R. R.,.

7’m

Chicago,..

y>

* M.

Open This Day

Skirtings

FOR KALB

Dress Goods at 25 cts.

BT

examine.
GEO.

SWAN & BARRETT,
MIDDLE

“food

$5.00
“Rehearsal Tickets,.’—Single 25cts., packages of 5
$1 ). (to be obtained of A. Lowell, Esq., and at the
Mul)c Stores of Hawes & Crag*n, and Stockbridge.
It it intended throughout the present year to make
the Rehearsals more miscellaneous In character and

erest credited

FRED H.

secur-

NOTICE.
WE

WISH

TO

CLOSE

as our

We shall

offer

on

bofore

or

low, and

call attention of buyers, whether for their
for sale, to our stock.
We also offer for sale all our Show Cases, Iron Safe
(Valentine & Butler’s), Desk and other store fixtures.
All parties Indebted to ns will please make prompt
payment, and any having bills against us please present them for settlement.
J. F. LAND & CO.,
mh2andlw
Exchange Street, corner Federal.

Syrup*,

lee

RONDS.

Soaps, CSrarics, etc.
The superiority of those Extracts consists
PERFECT

in

their

PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH

no

as to reach the fountains of
cure all Humors, Liver and

Extracts are warranted perfectly free front
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
These

composition qf many of the factitious fruit favors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but

only

are

a

small

quantity

CARD

They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Frnit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

Proprietors,

BREECH AJTD

|

White Skirts at $1.00
**

1

(MADE HP.)

While Hair Cinl, Checked had Utriped
Caaebrlra.

13th, Deoda, Grant, from

added Jo

our

Spreads,

offer them at
to

90,

i
crowded with desirable

and

we are

Now la

a

Fancy

offering

much less

Goods

than regular prices.

favorable time to pick up bargains.

A. B. BUTIiEH.

154 Middle Street.
Frit 24-dtf

ilL_

n

ALLANLINE!

Portland

Montnal Occam Steamship Co.
(

ARKVrXO THE

Canadian and

United Ntatea .Hails.

Passengers
ana

Booked

to London-

derry

Liverpool.
Return Tioketw
granted at Reduced Kates.
The Steamship

NE8TORIAN, Cept.-.
will leave ihia

port for Liverpool

on

tarduy, March 9th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Faaaage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodation a).970 >• 980
•

Payable

in Gold

or

lta

equivalent.

For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
11. & A. AIXAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
to
Sight Draft, on England

REMOVAL,

fo^i^n^m.mms^Hdr
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, I>ee. S-tf

F. G. RICH &

CO.,

STONE

PRINTERS,
Have Remarrd from Boyd Black
Old Stand,

No. 1 Exchange,

cor.

Where they will he happy to
with

FINE MERCANTILE

ta

.hekr

the business

JOB

Xtifeeturing

Agent.
•/^‘E8 HASKEU..
fcl5istr

public

PRINTING

..
v a
heb 15. 1J72.
Sacearappa,

j

At lisweal Cmah Pri«r».

|

_J

Feb 28—dlwls
MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, because of Pin-Worms.
The only known remedy :
for these most troublesome aud dangerous of all ; Western City and
Couuty Ronds
worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINwhich yield lO to 14 per
at
SALE
price*
WORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
1
cent, luterest. A very desirable security for In
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per ! vestment.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Bostou.
bottle.
28 Exchange I.
del lit
w5-4m
SN
jan31d<&w
J

1,1011

DAM.

T>KOPOSALS will hr received by Mferibrook ManCo., for building a .tone dam on the
lower fell, at Sacearappa, Me.
Plan, and «i>eeiflcbtlonn inay be «een at tlia ofllee of
the Compony In Saccarrappa.

Fore Street,

aerve

*

Respectfully,

!

THE

Doable and Single Barreled Gang.

4UQ,

_

Dry

SPOKEN.
Feb 12, lat 51 N, Ion 18 W, ship CII Marshall, from
for
New
York.
Liverpool

_i

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

PRINTS.
ill !

if

ff

Which

Cardiff and United States, and sailed lfltn.
SM 13th, Hone, Hancock. Cardiff and United States
S D Carlton, Freeman, do do.
Sld fm Antwerp 14th »lt, Eric the Red, Small, (br
Cardiff.

For Sale
new two story French roof house just finished
on Cushman st.j house pitied for Sehaeo, and at
the modem Improvements. Enquire on the premise
or No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY
sn
■epSdtf

MUZZLE LOADING

Fine fkrtetr of

NEW
fl

Hull) Havana.

CHEAP !

2872._SN lm__

▲

Our Store Is

Sid (hi Falmouth 16th, Adeline Klwood, Hawkins,
(from Antwerp) for New Orleans.
Sid ftn Queenstown 16th, C A Littlefield, Carver,
Liverpool.
CM at Havre 12th nit, Helen Clinton, Blanchard,

Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
1)4 W
Jylt
JY

guns.

wholesale and retail.
O. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8t.
no24eodtfss
Sign of the “Gdlden Rifle.*'

Billious Diseases, Jaun-

W. WcKENNEY<
161 Middle Street.

WAR 0023HR
New Ginghams 12*c.

Hamburg for Montevideo.
Sid fmlFovrle 16th, Mendota, Perry, Philadelphia.
Sid ftlTGrimsby 16th, Sarah E Frazer, Knight, (fm

absolutely

Batchelor’s Ilair Dye.
This superb Hair Dve is the best in the world—per- )
fectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no dlsappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural

Boston.

Ammunition, Sporting Goods, etc.
ar- Also a good assortment of Machinists’ Tools,

and

Goods,

wide at Me per yard; old price ilOc.

the cheapest line In the city.

Off Point Lynas 17th, Austria, Delano, from San
Francisco for Liverpool.
Oil the Start 12th, Mary Goodell, Swcetzer, from

PHOTOGRAPHS

A.

Feb. 9,

For sale by first-class Groeers and Druggists gendc3«Neod
erally.

GIJ ns,

^leniuegoe.
Ar at Lamlash
for Marseilles.

I will make for thirty days, Card Photographs tor
ONE DOLLAR PER DOZEN !

maintained.
nT“ It is necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,* to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becans
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole

disease,

CHEAPS"CHEAP!

prepared from fruits of the best qual-

highly

concentrated that
need be used.
so

ieSsntf

dice, Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists,
fe27
sn eodl6w

for the human stomach.

ity, and

STOCKS.

“Boy We and I’ll d« yon Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY'S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drug*, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothiug but
healthy roots and herbs, such aa Sarsaparilla, wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Tnoroughwort,
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c., so compounded

subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various compounds
prepared
There is

RAILROAD SECURITIES
BANK

Blanc Mange, Jellies, Sauces,

3-4

91,00 91,30, 42.30, 93.00, up

[Latest by European steamers;.]
Liverpool—Ent for idg 15th. Sarmatlan, (s) Wylie,
for Portland; J J Southard, Bishop, for New Orlean*
OtT NW Lightship 14th, Clara Eaton, Merriman, fm
Liverpool for Galveston.
Sid frn Gravesend 15th, Prlseilla, for Bermuda.
Newport—Ent for ldg 14th, Ranger, Cox, for Pontland.
SM frn Penarth 15th, Daniel Draper, Rogers, for
Slngai^ore.
Ski fin Milford 15th. Anna M Knieht. Davis, for

STATE A1ST33 CITY BONDS

!

Mohair Dress

And

Philadelphia.
Ar at St John, NB,29th ult.schs Snow Bird,Crlpps
Portland; 1st inst, Arizona, Williams, do.
Cld 1st, brigs Barracouto, Klnne. and Silas Alward,
Thomas, Havana.

GOVERNMENT BOND8,

Crenma, Gnuirdi, Pie*,

let of Beal

Stock of Bed

hhds molasses, $34 pr hkd; brigs Angelia, for North
of Hatteras. 500 hhds, same rate: Etta M Tucker, for
do via Cardenas, 550 do, $3$; sen Sylvan, for do, 300
do same rate.
Bid frn Matanzas 19th, barque Arietta. Coleord, for

FOB FLAVORING
Soiln

a

We hare

York.
at Clenfriegos 21st ult, barque Gertrude, Carlisle
York.
at Havana 20th nit, brig Victoria Amelia, (Br)
Gerroir, Portland.
Sid 20th, brig Alice Starrett, Hooper, Matanzas;

—IN—

TOWN

Hamburg.

New
Ar
New
Ar

BANKER AND BROKER

EXTRACTS!

for

Aspinwoll 14th ult, b&rqne Emma F HerriNichohuBoston.
Ski 16tb. tWqne Orono, McLellan, Matanzas; sch
Louisa Bliss, Strong, Cienfriegos.
At Guantanamo 15th, sch Dauntless, Coombs, for
New York, Mg.
Sid frn St Thomas 13th ult, brig Nellie, Owens, for
Ar at

II. m. PAYSOI,

BURNETT’S

St Mark, Grindle, Guanape.
In port 12th ult, ships Charter Oak, Nichols, seeking; Geo M Adams, Manson, for Guanape; Loretta
Fish, Carney.-; Leonora. Griffin, seeking; Wm
Woodbury, Herriman, and Washington Libby, Cousins, do; S C Blanchard, Meady,-.
Ar at Valparaiso Jan 10, ship Grace Sargent, English, Rio Janeiro, (and sailed 26th tor Callao); 17th.
Transit, Percy, Hamburg; Ventus, Vesper. Cardin,
(and ski l»th for MollenJo); 26th,Norway, Woodbury

Aleo

man.

Agents fer the Male ef the
Bond, of the Portland & Offden.burg B B
sn
jn3

own use or

New York.
Cld at Malaga 9th ult, brig Nellie Hustoed, Malony,
New York.
Ar at Cadiz Uth ult, ship Lawrence Brown, Ames,
Havre.
Ar at Caldera 2d ult, skin Detroit, Newton, OnrdfrF,
93 days, (will proceed to Callao to load for England.)
Ar at Callao Jan 30. ships tx>retta Fish, Carney, fm
Card id; Feb 1, S 0 Blanchard, Meady, from do; 7th,
Washington Libby, Cousins, San Francisco.
Sid Jan 31, ship John Bryce, Morse, for Guanape;
barque Alex McNeil, Lawton, Ooronel; Feb 10, ship

Guanape

FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.

1st of April

of

STANDARD FLAVORING

*

Sighl lrafta on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.

CROCKERY.
CHINA AND GLASSWARE, IIILYKR
PLATED WARE and CUTLERY very
stock

onr

monthly.

and Ireland.

OUT

store must bo vacated
that date.

MAINE.

CERTIFICATES ">F DEPOSIT issued bearing inas by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and In Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on England, Scotland

CLOYES, Sec’y.

Our Entire Stock before

Liverpool 1.5th nit, shins Theobald; Adams,
Boston; Anna Camp. Lincoln, Philadelphia.
Chi at Newport 13tn ult, ship VQlafrauca, Morgan,

terest

ed the services of Prof. H. Kotzsehmar as Conductor,
the Association feel confident of pleasing all who may
fevor it with their patronage. Rehearsals,
Monday
evenings, at Fluent Hall.
marlsnlw

Havana.
Sid fm

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In- I
terest at the rate of Pour per cent, per annum allow- j
ed on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and Inj

and
lady” to all Rehearsals and Concerts, and
for 1 year from date” (tobe obtained of Abner Lowell, Esq.).

having

Cid lOtb, brig David Owen, Dunton, Lic&ta and
Messina, to load for New York.
Ar at Palermo 10th ult, barques Voyager, Varwelk
New York: Geo TretU, Ginn, Bellhst, Me.
Sid frn Marseilles rnh ult, brig Tenerifte, Tracey,

B A N K B B S>

PORTLAND,

“bearer

and

Street.

SONS;

.T. B. BROWN&

Thanking the citizens of Portland and vicinity for
their very generous patronage during the past year
the ‘'Association” beg leave to submit the following
schedule of tickets for the present year:
‘•Life Membership,” (to be obtained of the
Sec’y).
$25.00

study;

Exchange

tented.”

ASSOCIATION.

Tickets,” admitting

153

Sid frn Genoa 10th ult,
New York via Messina.

kP Owing to numerous imitations of a valuable
article, when thrown upon the market, we caution
the public against such. Be sure that each Burner
has tho Gas Moderator attached, and is marked “Pa-

STREET.

oc23sx mwf

“Season

FOKRION MRTN.
barque Masonic, Lampher,

L. LOTHBOP Ac CO..

fel>3entf

Bankers and Brokers.
lOO

25c pr. yd.,

terjjort^Earl,

Toledo,. gia

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Only seven intentions of marriage were entered at the Clerk’s office in Bangor
during the
month of February.
The Whig says Willie Doane, a little son of
Capt. Calvin Doane of Hampden Comer, was
run over by a loaded sled on
Wednesday last,
and had one leg broken and horribly
mangled.
The lad was about seven years of age.
The Bangor Whig
says Mr. T. C. Noble, jr.,
of Augusta, formerly of the International Telegraph Company, has been appointed chief operator on the E. & N. A. Telegraph line.

91 19

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

MANUFACTURES,

to combine recreation with

“Tit for tat,” said the Wiscasset
people,
when tbe Denver & Mooers, and Damariscotta Comet Band advertised to give a concert in
Wiscasset a few nights since, and which brought
out an audience of less than
forty persons. The
Oracle says the reason of this “beggarly array
of empty boxes,” was, that a few years
ago the
Wiscasset Comet Band and Dramatic Association went to Damariscotta to give a similar entainment and their audience consisted of three
persons—all “dead-heads,” consequently the
peformanoe did not take place.

or

FOR PROMOTING

OFFICE OF
24

COLLABS,

LINEN

ANDERSON’S 3 Deering Block.
All

CARD.

A well organized effort is being made for tbe
erection of a French Catholic Church in Lewiston.
Messrs. Ludden and Cobb withdrew their
names as candidates for the
Mayorality of Lewiston, and at tbe Republican caucusses on Friday evening David Cowan received 244 out of
246 votes cast. Judge Luce, of the
Municipal
Court, declined being a candidate for re-election
it being his intention to resume the
practice
of law.

Graphite

lOe each,

PAIR.

LOT OF

BURNETT’S

NEWS.

Pa._

of

mar2SN6t

BOARD

-us-

IHM end TIKRCKH.

Pensacola.
Ar 24tli, sch Jas Warren, Drlsko. Apalachicola.
Cld 24th, barque Vanguard, Nichols, for Croustadt;
brigs Suwannee, Simpson, New Yerk; Lucy W Snow,
Hall, do.
FERNANDINA—Ar 20th, sch Mary W Hupper.
Gilman, New York.
Ar 24th, brig Mariposa. Milton, Providence.
Cld 20th, sen Harry White, Hopkins, Boston.
!
SATILLA-Ar 23d. sch J F Willey, WUley, Thomaatou ; Rising Sun, New York.
■ OHARLKSTON-Ar
26th, sch E A DeHart, Pinkham, Baracoa.
Sid 29th, sch Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbury, for
Brunswick, Ua.
NORFOLK—Ar 27th, schs Union Flag, Simmons,
Rockport; D B Webb, Gross, New York.
Sid 27th, schs Ruth H Baker. Loring, for Matanzas;
Marcus Hunter, Orr, Barbadoes.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 29th, brig Torrent, Tibbetts, Cuba for Baltimore; Hattie, Cates. Turks Islands for New York.
BALTIMORE-Ar 29th, schs Kate Foster, Rosebrook, Charleston; E B Emery, Clayton, Jersey City.
Sid 29th, sell Cherub, Leighman, Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 29th, brig Angler H Curtis,
j Merriman, Matanzas; Gso S Berry, Bradley, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 29tli, sch Spartel, Smith, Calios;
Loon, Sargent. New Haven.
Ar 1st, schs Lillian, Griffin, Little River, SC; I)aj vi‘l Nichols,Wvman, New River, N3; Spartel, Smitt*
j Calais; Ann, Marshall, Providence; Sardinian, Holdo for Philadelphia; G M Wentworth, Collins,
j brook, for
Calais
Philadelphia; H Prescott, Merriman, Port[ land; Chase, Rockland; Hampton, Fletcher, Provi! dence; Silas MflLoou, Spear, Rockland; Percy*. Wil-

lmve It, at FOUR CENTS per copy.

newsmen

HAYDN

Philadelphia,

copy

One of the largest newspapers in the country.

venerable colored man who had
been doorkeeper of the Judges’ cloak-room
since 1838. These were rites which the Supreme
Court felt bound to respect, and the Judges
honored themselves in thus paying a tribute to
honesty and fidelity in a humble station.

On

a

BOSTON DAILY GLOBE.

THE

New Clenfuegos Nelaem-s

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 23d, sch Minetta, crocker,5h>®

CORSETS

A

68

A LARGE
8EW STYLE

a

STATE

WHALKBOSE

NEW DEPARTURE.
Something

1872.

Blake.

ONE LOT OF
GBBKAlt

and belief.

NEW MOLASSES!

Sch Winslow Morse, Oliver, Providence—Charles
Sawyer.
Sell Judge Low, Hallo well, Pembroke—Nathaniel

sold at very low prices.

knowledge

WM. T. SMALL, Justice of Peace.
Corisct, Attest:—J. Walker,
1. P. Farrington,
S. E. SPKUfG.
mr4d3t

sous.

Skirts,

CO.,

TT&S

In

March,

CLEARED.

have also the belt assortment in the city of

All of which will bo

No. 10 Clapp’s Block,

uiony-

--r“‘

pears. The cable says:—“General TAdmirsnlt
threatens to resign as Governor of Paris because the Rappel newspaper is
permitted to rewbIlI. .■* .ii
**■ t *

EVERY QUALITY.

new

Is true to the best of uiy

WM. A. W1NSH1P, Cashier.
Subscribed and svom to before me, this first dav of

JNijJWW.

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Watts, Liverpool

H&A Allen.
Steemer Chase,

French Corsets,
Thomson’s Glove Fittlqg Corsets, Bustles, Kid Gloves,
Linen Collars and Cuff's,
Linen Shirt Bosoms,
Linen Ilandkfs,

BfiAL FRENCH CORSETS.

They have a summary way of getting rid of
the “present encumbrance” of an office in

funeral of

WE HAVE RECEIVED THIS DAT,

_marten

ment

Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Tangier,—oysters to
Jas Freeman.
Sch Delia Hodgkins, Bernard, Tangier,—oysters to
Jas Freeman.
Sch Albert Clarence, Freeman, Tangier,—oysters to
Jas Freeman.
Soli Nellie, Ben^lict, Boston, to load for Providonce
Sch S C Sprowl, Poland, Bristol, seeking.
Sell Utica, Thorndike. Rockland—lime to C A B
Morse & Co.

One lot of tke celebrated Iron Frame Horn
38 c n por,fora*er price SOe.
Boys’ Striped Cotton Horn ft Fleecy Haed
Brown Cotton Horn, Mon’* Striped Cotton
and Merino Half Horn at tbe ume
redaction in price.
These goods are all perfect and at these prices, afford an excellent opportunity to families to gel a supply for the coming season at very low prices.

RECEIVED !

DAVIS A

STATE OF MAINE,
(
COUJfTT OF Cl MHKRLAND, )
I, William A. Winship, Cashier of the Casco National Bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-

PATE

Ayres.

pair, *old la*t year at 73*.
Men’s Balbriggaa Hose,extra quality, 30*
a pair, former price 73c.

"x

umjmn

_

Natnrdaf, March ‘J.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque Dlrlgo, Staples, Boston, to head for Buenos

Ladies’ Cotton Hose, fall finished teams,
Borws 3c White, 95c a pair or 99 T5
a Doaen.
One Handred Dos Ladies’ Henry Cottoa
Hone, 13* a pair ar 7 pain for 91.
Ladies’ extra Balbriggaa Hue 30c a pair
arOpairs for SI 99.
Ladies’ Balbriggaa Hose, Silk Clocked,
30c o pair or 93 73 a Bax.
Misses Balbriggaa* Milk clacked, 43c a

«

615 83
__

ATEAMEB9

FOR

58

476,400
3,22*
608,251 28
22,5*1 33

Bankers,

Due to other Banks and

|

DEERING BLOCK.

—-284,475

unpaid,

Deposits.
Due to National Banks,

Miniature Almanac..March 4.
Sun rises.6.30 I Moon rises. 3.05 AM
Sun sets.3.51 High water. 6.45 PM

REDUCED TRICES!

By pursuing this course, iutermittents, remittents, rheumatism, colic, biliousand
ness, dyspepsia
pulmonary affections may always be prevented.

Aunt Susan says:—“Suppose all the men
were in one country and the women in
another,
with a big river between, and no boats or

now in course of construction
lri^ Ontario.
Our Loudon dispatches show that the newspapers of the Knglish metropolis: have not yet
done with the Alabama question. The Thunderer has again spoken, and this time lays the
blame, if the treaty fails, at its own doors.

nor

highest degree

comparable antidote.

IN

Dividends

7
7
9
Columbia.New York..Glasgow.Mch 9
Washington.New York Havre..Mch 9
City of Brooklyn .New York. Liverpool.Mch 9
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.Mch 9
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Mch 9
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Mch 14
Henry Chauncey.. .New York.. Aspinwail-Mch 15

le of

800,Oo.)
160,000 00
14,08616
108,480 42 JSOB

Circulation,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

and

JUST

Capital Stock,
Surplus Fund
Discount,
Profit and Loss,

Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Mch
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg_Mch
Nestorian.— Portland.... Liverpool.Mch

In order to close out all oar last season's Hosiery to
make room for New Goods, will sell for a few days at
the following

energies of the body at the commencement of the moist and chilly season, with this in-

great sinner.

Bachelors may breathe freer. According to
the constitution of Leap year, which has not
been at all cobbled or changed, the privilege of
ladies to pop the question expiree with the 29th
day of February. After that the female popper
has no legal right to pop.

are

FROM

JMAFtlJN FJ

the latent

around.

France and Austria having offered an asylum
to the Pope, the New York Herald claims that
it proffered him a shelter in this country at the
very beginning of the troubles.
The Watchman thinks that, as the Springfield
Republican has got a new press, and as things
work prosperously with it, it should next get

Both

62,1*5,56-: 02
UAIHUTIB8.

MARKED DOWN!

are sure to leave sad traces of their
poisonous action in the>ystom, whether they arrest
the paroxysms or not. In many instances all the
so-called specifics of the “regular” materia medica
utterly fail to “break up” intermittent (and remittent disorders. But the great vegetable Tonic jnever
foils. The spasm of the minute blood-vessels which
causes the chill, is the result of nervous weakness,
produced by the debilitating operation of an unwholesome atmosphere, and the tone and vigor given
to the nervous system by the Bitters, enable it to
throw off the disease. The wiser policy, however, is
to anticipate attacks of this nature, by arousing all

myth except when the time for quarterly pay

comes

needed.

are

91,210,858 50
635,000
50,34* 10
176,405 80
21,817 67
20,010
20,0oCash Items
45,21*. 70
l ,522 0 7
Current Exreuses,
Bills of other National Banks
12,4M
Fractional Currency (Including nickels)
1,046 85
Speck.*,
8,622 24
62,0- 0 00
Legal Tender Notes,

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 6

ANDERSON’S,
3

vou v© aumiuiBivicu m

The apportionment question is
exciting
much interest in the legislature of Iowa, that
State haring three additional members in the

tress, will appear at the Boston Museum on
Monday evening in a new play of novel con
struction and great interest, entitled “A Sera
of Paper."

AT

the most

Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters.

SAME

BALBRIGGAN AND COTTON HOSIERY,

tism, neuralgia, hysteria, diarrhcea, <&c., sometimes
become intermittent, thereby indicating that they
have been engendered by the same poisonous exhalations which produce the first named disease.
In all these masked cases of ague—tor such they
well

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN

HOSIERY!

Special

Business February 27, 1872.

Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’U
44
44
other National Banks
Bauking House
other Real Estate

..

heat

are—as

THE

HOSIERY,

OF MAINE,

Loans and Discounts
V. S. Bonds to secure circulation

In the niberulan, far Liverpool—Mrs Vauftian an-1
son, Rev Wa Waters. Edw Frith, Miss A I. Crook* r
J N Travers, wife and daughter, J Moss, Groenleuc,
John Mlil, Miss Waters, G A Suaskraur.

REMOVED

Middle and Exchange Streets,

cor.

13,

At the clow of

PAMEIVGKB9.

Where can be found one of the largest and best assortments of foreign and domestic. Cigars to bo found
in this city. Also choice brands of Tobacco, Pipes.
&'c. Remember the place, corner of Exchange and
Middle sts.
fe28sndlw
E. PONCE.

Periodic Disorders.

by

HAS
TO

cles.
Mar

PONCE

Store

arsenic

Congress; and a letter last night from a
member of the lower house states that there
are now in that body eighty-three declared candidates for the next Congress.
The Artillery Association of the Army of the
Potomac will meet in Providence, R. I., March
18th.
Miss Kate Reignolds, the distinguished ac-

E.

and is in

wealth.

next

has

and Toilet arti-

perfumery

for

season

REMOVAL^r

delightful perfume,

Sold by dealers in

Cough Don’t Neglet It.

a

Coughs and Colds has anived and
the best article now in the market for the cure of
a Cough Ls Mason’s Cough Myrnp.
Try it, and
Prepared only by Edward
you will be satisfied.
Mason, Apothecary, Middle street, Portland. Price
fb28#n2w
35c, 60c, and $1 per bottle.
The

every respect superior for toilet use.

___

was

stock pastured on the low lands sent word to
have them driven to higher ground. This was
lone, and the next morning there was eightfeet
>f water where the stock had been
feeding, the
observations having thus saved one citizen from
r loss of $30,000.
Mr. Dawes narrated an initance showing the commercial value of the
signal service reports. There were one day in
the harbor of Milwaukee twenty sloops and
me steamer ready to sail.
The captain of one
>f these sloops, who read the weather dispatch,
was so impressed by it that he called the other
saptains together, and after consultation they
lecidednot to sail. The steamer sailed and
vas wrecked in a terriblo sto-m, but the sloops
•emained safely in port. Mr. Cox of New York
ind Mr, Sargent of California also bore such
sloquent testimony to the value of the weather
■eports that the opposition was withdrawn and
lie appropriation made.

novel but very

AT
IN THE STATE

uhoomh.

Cares all FemaU Difficultly.

mch4 SNlw

a

Cusco National Bank

In ihi* city, March 1, Mrs. Prudence Fox, widow of
the lata Pt.iueas Vamuin, agesl «G ve&ra.
I Funeral services this (Monday) afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at No. 70 Bracket street. Relatives and frieuds arc
invited to attend.
In this city, March 3, Mrs. Martha Brown, widow
of the late Benj, Brown, aged 70 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 3 Alder street.
lu Boothbay, Feb. 21, Mr. William Holton, aged 50
years 25 days.
In Topsham, Feb. 26, Martha Barron, aged 75 years
In Freeport, Feb. 22, Rebecca A. Merriman, aged 49
years 9 mouths.
In Bowdoin, Feb. 24, Capt. Elisha Small,
aged 73
years 10 months.
In Brunswick, Jan. 10, Mr. Samuel Graffam,
aged
78 years.
In Chelsea. Mass., March 2, Bela Edwards, son of
B. aud the late Sarah A. G. Edwards, aged 7
years.

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Mess. H. D. Parker & Co.,
Parker House, Boston.
u
«
Wether bee,Chapin «&Co. Tremont

Bouquet Soap

OF TUJC

DIED.

All kinds of
diseases Incident to the human body.
Humors disappear as If by magic, by the use of his

Portland Office: NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.
CrKO. N. BISHOP, Sola Agent.

THE CONDITION

REPORT OF

Can be

The quality of Restorative is also not injurious to
tho most delicate fabric and tint, and is an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

Colgate & Co.'s Cashmere

PHYSICIAN,

150

All Dust, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, aud defaced colors will become as bright as
when new.

Revere
Rice & Son,
American
And many others.
SEE CIRCULARS.

LEWIS

INDIAN

NATIVE

December, 1870.
Cleans and restores Carpets to their original
Beauty and BrightneMn
Without Removing the same from the Floor.

Lewis

THE MICK

There’s ’lope.”

THE TRUE

Patented

His

TO

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Iii North Yarmouth, Feb. 29, by Rev. B. P. Snuw*
Frederic Hamilton and Miss Josephine H. Greeleyboth of North Yarmouth.
In Ruiniord, Ar tern as Felt, of Greenwood, aud Mrs
Susan Paine, of R.
In Cumberland Centre, Feb. 22, Jas. A. Blanchard
and Mary K. Farwell.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 20, W. C. Hadley and Annie L.
Emery, both of Eden.

NEW YORK

Carpet Renovating Company,

a

railways

Anti-Ogoensbubg.

Interview of Wm. Cnllen Bryant

Seiirc

“While There’** Life

THE

MAKHIKD.

NOTICES.

WOULD ANNOUNCE

Great Revolution in Domestic Economy.

it is supposed, through overwork,
and he determined to starve himself to death.
He began his death-fast on the 10th of January last, on which day he eat part of an egg
beaten up with

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

_

may

They

SPECIAL

disordered,

Even the New York Tribune is compelled
bridges,
to say, speaking of the New Hampshire cannor nothin’; good gracious 1 what lots of
poor
road
until
a
recent
chance
that
very
women
vass,
disaffection might
period. Perceiving j
would be drowned.”
“Any
that the preponderance of public opinion is
have had for the Democrats has been desJoe Coburn, the pugilist, got into trouble on
troyed by the baleful presence of a few speak- very decidedly the other way, and that not one Wednesday night on the way from Westchesers of the real old Copperhead kind.”
| voter in twenty supports that scheme, he sud- ter, N. Y., to Fordham, and resisted arrest.
denly changed his tack and became, what he He assaulted James Murphy, Superintendent
One Democratic editor out West describes
to have been n the first place, a vigorof the Fordham Railroad, who gave Joe a
another who conducts a rival sheet of the ought
ous
anti-Ogdeusburg doclaimer. You mag re- sound whipping, after which he was locked up
same political stripe as “a
waspish traducer ly upon this as strictly true.
Dodo.
in the station house all night and bound over
who subsists on ginseng, sassafras and goose
in $300 for assault. Mr. Murphy was
surprised
and
^ears
More Testimony against Cleaves.
eggs,
sprigs of pennyroyal in his
when he found that he had conquered the Amerboots in summer to keep off the seed ticks.”
To the Editor of the Press :
ican fistic champion.
Congressman Schofield and Hale will make
It is a fact that only a few weeks ago Mr.
A Mrs. Margaret H. Garner, of
Springfield,
several speeches in New
Hampshire, the first Cleaves, the Democratic candidate for Mayor, 111., gave her hand and heart lately to a Mr.
at Newmarket, March 6th.
voluntarily offered to go to Augusta as the At- Olive, making the seventh husband the lady
torney of the Ogdensburg railroad to aid in lob- has thus garnered to herself. Seven is a lucky
From the New York Evening Pont.
bying their loan bill through the Legislature. number, and Mr. Olive will probably stay put.
Having charged his mind once, before election,
Canada’s Parliament has passed to a third
THE PRESIDENT’S OPPORTUNITY.
why, in the Improbable event of his success reading a measure granting $1,230,000 in aid of

ence

is

easily

merce.

theless nnite

always some risk
in making a definite prcdection on the morning of au election, but it is not enough this
year to restrain Us from putting in print a
prediction that Mayor Kingsbury will be reelected by a majority as large as that of last
All the signs are propitious.
The
'year.
only hope that the Democrats have had
were based upon the expectation that a large
its owners.
number of Republicans would tbe seduced by
The Providence Journal thinks Judge Dav
the citizens’ movement.
The Democracy
might as well expect Republicans to go into is is mistaken in saying that the “Chief Maga Mormon or a Tory “movement,” as into
istracy of the Republic should neither be
one which is advocated as a public meeting
sought nor declined by an American citizen.”
There is one American citizen who should deof which the chairman is a Democrat in good
cline it—a Judge of the Supreme Court of the
and regular standing, and of which the Secretary is a Republican, ((Democrat, Labor'Re- United States. Surely nothing could more
thoroughly justify this belief of the Journal
former and editor of the Liquor Dealers Association paper by turns a9 his snsposed in- than the spectacle which the Chief Justice of
that Court has so often inflicted upon us.
terests may dictate. There was not Republicanism enough in the meeting of Friday
The one man power that made up the citinight to pass a resolution affirming the va- zens’ ticket kept its object well in view—which
lidity of the constitution as it stands, if one is to give the City Council into the hands of
had been offered, but an affirmation of Pathe Democracy.
pal infallibility might have been more corA vom for Morgan is a vote for Cleaves.
dially received. “The Democratic side-show”
will not uselessly throw away their
is a failure and our citizens will
Republicans
mainly vote
on Monday for
votes by voting for Cleaves via Morgan.
Kingsbury or Cleaves.

The Press claims to be

may

become very great.
We earnestly advise the President to lose no
time iu identifying his administration with this
great measure. While some bigoted protectionists might oppose it, on the ground that the
admission of sugar without duty would injure a
few sugar plantations in Louisiana, yet even the
great body of infant manufacturers which are
now supplied with
pap in the national orphan
asylum of protection could have no objection to
it. Aud surely intheoonflictbetweenfree trade
principles anu protective fallacies, no better
practical test could bo devised to determine
which are for the nation’s good than this experiment. As life-long advocates of the economical doctrines of freedom, we would cheerfully set our hopes of their speedy acceptance
by this nation upon the brilliant success of such
be content to begin the whole
a treaty; aud
weary i'uquiry and struggle anew, if our trade
with Cuba should not increase in its value to
this country and in its contributions to our
growth aud prosperity, far more rapidly than
any other tax-burthened branch of our com-

tiful, after

CLEAVES via MORGAN.
never

to us

our

Vote
There

jm-^g-m

--

ally and friend whose value

SWEDISH HELP.
Families, Factories, and Farmers, who desire
Swedes. Men or \\ omen, for help, the aMuiug ieawn,
will please apply in peiwon or
by letter to the »nbseriber, who leave* here for Sweden about the midilleof March, and will return about 1st of Mav. Order. received at office, 30 Hanover St.. Room No.
5, Boston.
CHAS. A. BEK(lI.l’Nl)
feb2ikl3t
dtw'.’t
w9

%
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Advertisements To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
SJ3&J
Assignee's Sale—H. P. Deane.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Colgate’s Soap.
Carpet Renovating Company.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Eileen Oge.
Temperance Lecture—Allen Mission.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
I Farm for Sale—Wm. Slnall, Jr,
| Co-partnership—Gage & Davis.

F For Sale—Wm. Small, Jr.
ft Wan ted—H. Press Office.

Business Men—Press Office.

To

■New Molasses—Thomas Lynch

& Co.

Casco National Bank.

►

Law Notice—C. W. Goddard.

Co-partnership

Notice—F. A.

Pitcher & Co.

has been

adm.

25C—Newcomb
307—Mansfield

vs.
vs.

33t—Thom

Scbien.
Mains.

Shaw.
Webber.

404—Barrett

vs. Harding.
vs. Smith.
vs. Kinsman.
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Tote of Portland.
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Brief Jottings.

School begins to-day.

There was no business before the
Court on Saturday.

Municipal

The City Marshal, daring the past year, has
received'and paid to the City Treasurer $98 for
dog licenses and $81.28 for licenses of hacks,
drays, &c.
John Yeaton, Jr., has been elected senior vice
commander of Post Bosworth No. 2, G. A. R,
in place of John O. Bice, resigned.
The Mechanic Blues will give
the Armory this evening.

a

sociable at

Steamship Hibernian, Capt. Watts, sailed for
Liverpool at 7 o'clock Sunday morning with 13
cabin and C steerage passengers. * Among the
former was U. A. Susskraut of this city, who
has gono to visit his native land and make purchases of furs for his trade.
There was considerable disappointment yesterday at the non-appearance of tho threatened
storm.
Win. H. Anderson, Esq., has been choseu
Treasurer of tho Portland and Ogdenshurg railroad company, vice H. N. Jose, resigned.
A special meeting of the Presumpscot Park
snow

Association was held last week for the purpose
of doing something towards
providing a new
track for future uses. A committee was chosen
to confer with the Hon. F. O. J. Smith in regard to an offer of suitable grounds made some
time ago by that gentleman.
('apt. George W. Parker having resigned he
command of the Portland Mechanic Itlues, the
company will hold an election to fill the vacancy on Friday. Col. John M. Brown is spoken
of as a probable candidate.
Maj Wm. H. Ayer, wlio recently resigned
the place of Assistant Engineer of the Fire Department, has been connected with the depart,
ment continuously for thirty-four years.
At the High Street Congregational church
yesterday five persons were admitted to membership by profession and ono by letter. At the
State Street church two were admitted by profession.
Remember the drama of Neighbor Jackwood
this evening at Music Hall. The pioce will be
presented in excellent style, without doubt
•‘The Hay-makkrs.”—The beautiful operatic Cantata entitled “The Haymakers," composed by the popular musical writer Mr. Geo.
F. Root of Chicago, has been in preparation in
this city tor a month or two past, and it is to
bo brought out this week at the City Hall, under the direction of Mr. Charles E. Hodgkins,
a gentleman who has had a long experience in
presenting this Cantata in several of the principal cities of the United States. The opera is
a faithful and characteristic illustration of all
the usual scenes and incidents of a haying field
in the country, commencing with the early rising call and following the operations of hayThe hard-hnrmaking through the season.
ried labor of “making hay while the sun
shines,” the mowing,^raking, pitching and
hauling into the barn; the noontide meal amid
the sultry, oppressive heat, the vicissitude of a
thunder-storm, aud the haste to secure the hay
from the rain; then the clearing off and the
rainbow of promise; and the merry making,
the comic incidents of a city fop, and at last
the rejoicings of the harvest home.
All these
illustrations are given in refined and most appropriately arranged music—solos, duets and
trios—aided by a large chorus of some fifty vocalists, while some new and appropriate scenery adds its effect. Some of our most popular
singers take the prominent parts, as will be
seen by reference to our advertising columns.
We had the pleasure of attending a complimentary rehearsal of the Cantata at the Falmouth Hotel Friday evening, and we can con-

fidently promise the public that a most pleasing and satisfactory entertainment awaits
them.
The Pilgrim.—These beautiful paintings
were unrolled for the last time at Music
Hall,
on Saturday afternoon and
evening before large
and enthusiastic audiences. The more prominent pictures elicited hearty demonstrations of
applause, while the gorgeous transformation
scene elicited the wonder and admiration of the

spectators.
This

evening

nun,

can assure

the

worthy

a

of

the

Duiigur,

Pilgrim
xui

people

mux

will open at NoremuigiitM umy,

of that

city

aiiawe

that they

are

generous patronage.

Plymouth Church.—Four persons were received into this Church yesterday afternoon by
profession and one by letter. Rev. M. H. Williams, the pastor, delivered a fine sermon ap-

propriate to
Isaiah

the

occasion, taking for his text,
26:3—“Thou wilt keep him in perfect
whose mind is stayed on thee; because

peace
he trusteth in thee.”

A Word to
Police.—The condition of
Centre street on Sunday afternoon is a disgrace
The street and Bidewalks are full
to the city.
of boys and men, turning the day into a general
holiday. It is time that this evil was abated,
and that some regard should be had for the
sanctity of what it was once our pride to call
“a New England Sabbath.”
the

Democratic Nominations in Ward Six.—
The Democratic Dominations in Ward 6, made
committee appointed on Friday night, are
follows: Alderman, Eben Corey; Councilas
men, Samuel Rolfe, Wm. L. Alden, Henry C.
Newhall; Warden, Stephen K. Dyer; Clerk,

by

a

John A. Emery; Constables, Daniel Garland,
Henry G "Timmons. Mr. Rolfe is the only Democrat on the ticket for the Council.
“Eileen Oqe."—Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Florence, the celebrated Irish comedians, will appear at Music Hall on Friday and Saturday
evenings next, in Edmund Falconer’s famouf
new Irish drama of “Eileen
Oge, or Dark’s the
Hour before the Dawn.” This play has recently created a great sensation in New York and
Boston, and it will prove a great dramatic treai
to

our

Tonoub.—At St.

Mace, in Cahoon block, Congress street,
is daily administering the Air Treatment to the
afflicted. The doctor will be happy to explain

Luke’s

his method of cure to those who

Congress street
tv in

citizens.

Davis & Co. make an announcement elsewhere this
morning of interest to the ladies.
Their Stock of Goods is
always unequaled and
now with this new
addition, they surely can
if
the
please all,
quality of goods and their very
low prices will accomplish

anything.

catalogue

or

You

nicely

Syrup or Hypophopitites, taken
from time to time, positive proof has been obtaiuedof the steady removal of diseased and
dead particles of the substitution of vitalized
pound

diseases,

Wealthy

attempts of a philanthropic society of the English nobility, to change the color of their black
fellow citizens by various original scrubbing
and cleansing operations. The came a trio by
Mrs. Wetherbee, Mrs. Webb and Mrs. Allen,
after which Mr. Murray read Tennyson's beautiful poem of “Dora,” iu a manner which
brought out all its pathos and sentiment clearly
and fully. Tho sweet, sad story of the poem,
ending in a reconciliation between the stubborn
Farmer Allen and Dora and Mary, made a deep
iwincaetuu upon tnc audience which was expressed in earnest and long-continued applause.
A brilliant piano duet by MiB8 Millett and
Mrs. Allen, received an enthusiastic encore,and
tho entertainment closed with Mr. Murray’s inimitable rendering of “Mr. Boh Sawyer’s
Party.” The various characters, including the
irate landlady, Mrs. Randall, the stupid servant
girl, Mr. Pickwick, and the timorous Mr. Randall, were enacted to the life.
Another entertainment will be given on next
Saturday eveuiug, and a better way of spending
that evening cannot possibly be devised.
India Street Univkrsalist Cut’RCH.—A
beautiful slab of Italian marble has just beeu
placed in the porch of this house, bearing tho

following inscription:
Street UnlversallBt Church, erected a. d.
1870.
In place of the one
by tho great fire, July,
India

destroyed

This tablet is commemorative of the early advocates
of Universalism in Portland,
Rev. Russell Streeter, Rev. John Blsbc, Rev. Win.
I. Reese.

Nathan Nutter,

Caleb Dyer,
John Fickett,

Lemuel Dyer,

Thorndike,
!>’nl»ht

Henry H. Boody,
Freeman Smith!
Ebenczer Dyer,
John W. Smith,
Jona. Morgan,

Joseph Delano,

Anthony Knapp,
Joshua Pitman,
This Tablet

Nabby Usley.

i^peuted to the Society by Samuel

was

Polleys of Madison, Indiana.

Shepard of Illinois,
spoke upon temperance last night to an audiience of about 2000 persons at City Hall. She
is a very ready, logicial and eloquent speaker,
boldly declaring her antagonism to the great
curse of intemperance, and
urging the most
Temperance.

—

Mrs.

radical and sweeping measures for the suppression of rum-selling.
8hc is fearless, and we
hope will prove an effective advocate of total
abstinence. She will speak again on Tuesday
evening at the Allen Mission Chapel, on Locust
street.

At the

Sunday

School

Concert last evening
a contribution of $35 was taken
to help the
children in the work of finishing the vestry.
See notice diamond

ring

get those Steel Knives Silver Plated
Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors,

can

at

From observations under the Microscope of
the blood of patients using Fellows Com-

Saturday evening. Tho hall was filled to its utmost capacity, and the entertainment was one
of the best of this popular series. The exercises
opened with a quartette by Mrs. Wetherbee,
Mrs. Webb, Mr. Will Stockbridge and Mr. W.
H. Dennett, which it is needless to say, was
rendered in the best style of these talouted artists and elicited great applause. To give color
to the occasion, Mr. William Allen, Jr., then
read in an admirable manner The Blackamoor,”
by Tom Hood, a poem relating the unsuccessful

Nathaniel Shaw,
Hoaea Harford,

lost.

so necessary to the construction of
muscle.

_uiar2d-ded&wlt

During our inteview, the American Consul at Bankok presented the King an elegant
assortment of his medicines from Dr. J. C.
Ayer, of Lowell, Mass., for the use of the
Court. He explained to his majesty their origin from the great chemist and their uses. The
Cherry Pectoral for coughs—the Sarsaparilla
for eruptive diseases and the Ague Cure for the
fevers that are so fatal in this hot
country.
The dangerous condition of a favorite wife in
the palace with one of the disorders these medicines cure, gave him special interest in these
products of medical skill; indeed, these medical marvels interested him more in our country
than all the other attentions we had shown

him.—Letters from

Lady

a

in Siam.

quors more or less, as a beverage, have already
signed the pledge. Their first meeting for organization was held last evening.
Capt. R. M. York called the meeting to order
when prayer was offered by Rev. B. Freeman.
A constitution was adopted and the following
officers chosen, viz: Capt. W. Dyer, President;
Edward Loan, Wm. Turner and ,T. E. Nason
Vice Presidents; Mr. R. Page, Secretary; and
CaDt. B. Henlev Treasurer.
The President stated, on taking the chair,
that one of their number was eighty-four years
of age and more; that sixty were heads of families. He hoped all would he true and none
break their pledge till he did, and if so all
would die sober.
Mr Freeman said that this movement marked
an epoch with those
present, and would carry
joy and "laduess into manv families.
Capt. York expressed a‘hope that the work
might not stop here. He urged total abstiuanoe from ale or cider as
necessary in order
to escape the snares of intemperance’
Capt. Win. Turner said that before signing
the pledge he had no luck. Now, he had rocks
in his pockeis. Before, they were pretty sure
to lie empty, especially on returning from the

city.

Capt. B Henley stated that he had followed
the sea fifty-five years, and related some
thrilling incidents connected with his early
voyages.
Air. Taylor commended the organization and
said heioined it for the good of others.
Mr. Tilton expressed a desire that all would
follow the counsel of their President. He considered it unsafe to enter a grog shop.
Mr. J. Willey advised members to avoid bad
company, and if tempted, to say no at once, and
they were safe.
Interesting remarks were also made by
Messrs. Page, Tinker and others, when the
meeting adjourned to meet at the AI. E. Church
In this village on the evening of Alarcli 9th at
7 1-2 o’clock.
B. F.
Feb. 29th, 1872.
Collector Washburn’s Subscription.
Portland & Ogdknsburo Railroad Co. i
Treasurer’s offce,
>
Portland, Alarch 2, 1872.
Mr. Editor:—Will you please say in youi
paper of Alonday, that the statement reported
to have been made at the “Citizens’ Aleeting”
I
last evening, by Air. John Neal, that Collector
Washburn had paid nothing on the shares sub
scribed by him to the capital stock of the Port
land & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, excepl
by way of advice and services, is without foundation in fact. Air. Washburn has paid thi
amount of his subscription in cash, and not
dollar for services, advice, time or trouble ha; ,

charged

or

received in any way whatever.

Respectfully,
Ciias. H. Foye, for Treasurer.

d&wlt

Kidney Complaints.—In disease of the kid
neys tho Vegetine gives immediate relief. It
has never failed to secure when it is taken regularly, and directions followed. In many cases
it may take several bottles, especially cases of
long standing. It acts directly upon the secretions, cleansing and strengthening, removA great
ing all obstructions and impurities.
many can testify to cases of long standing having been perfectly cured by the Vegetine,even
after trying many of the known remedies
which are said to be expressly for this disease.

_marltliWk
A fragrant breath and pearly teeth are
easily attained, and those who fail to avail
thomselvcs of the means, should not complain,
when accused of gross neglect The Sotodont.
will speedily eradicate th» oau*., of a
breath, beautifying, preserving the teeth to the
oldest age.
M&W
Old Prejudices

are

dying

out.—New facts

killing them. The idea that invalids weakened by disease can be relieved by prostrating
them with destructive drugs, is no longer enterare

tained except by monomaiacs. Ever since the
introduction of Dr. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters it has been obvious that their regulating
nuu

luvi^nuuig properuva

are uu-tuimcipiii. ior

of ohronio

indigestion, rheumatism,
constipation, diarrhoea, nervous affections, and
malarious fevers, and they are now the standard remedy for these complaints
in every
the

cun-

fel>3th-4wt

section of the Union.

"Preserve and Regulate, not destroy," and no
remedy in our day is so entirely in harmony
with this philanthropic logic as Dr. Walker's
Vegetable Vinegar Bitters. In this powerful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, bilious eomplaints, and all diseases of the stom-

ach, liver, bowels and

an irmar4-4w

nerves, encounter

resistablo autidote.

Mr. James I. Fellows, St. John, N. B.—
Sir:—Having, while at your establishment,
carefully examined your prescription, and tlie
method of preparing your Compound Syrup, I
felt anxious to give it a fair trial in my practice
For the last twelve mouths I have done so, and
I find that in Incipient Consumption, and other diseases of the Throat
and Lungs, it has
done wonders. In restoring persons suffering
from the effects of Diphtheria, and the cough

following typhoid fever, prevalent in this region, it is the best remedial agent I have ever
used.

But for persons suffering from exhaustion of the powers of the braiu and nervous
system, from long continued study or teaching,
or in those cases of exhaustion from which so
many young men suffer, I know of no better
medicine for restoration to health than your

Compound Syrup.
If you think this letter of any service,you are
at liberty to use it as you see fit.
I remain, yours, &c., Edwin Clay, M. D.
Pugwasli, N. S., Jan. 14, 18(58.

fcb24-ded&wlt
Vitalize the Hair.—Why does the hair become harsh and dry—why does it fall out—why
does it become gray? Simply because the life
has gone out of it. The fibers draw sustefrom the scalp as the grass diaws aliment from the soil, and when the supply of nutriment is cut off in either case the product
withers and dies, At the first symptom of decay, therefore, the unfed and half-fed roots of
the hair should be refreshed and reinforced
with Lyon’s Kathairon, the only preparation
nance

which will nourish the filaments, and keep
them in a vigorous condition after they have
begun to suffer from a deficiency of their natural stimulant.
As long as the Katharion is

faithfully used, with a
morning and evening,

degree of friction
long will it be impos-

proper
so

sible for the hair to whiten

scalp.
Perkins

Lamps— Use
Middle St-

and
no

fall out from the
mar4-eodlw&wlt

or

Houses’ Safety Kerosene
others. Hayes & Douglass,
fob22-eod5t

We feel justified in saying that
Golden Pill intended for females, is
urnuulest clirmiciLl fliscDVPripa rtf

MAINE*

A

Shocking Tragedy

one

of

Then Shoots Himself.

JEALONSY THE CAUSE.
Mar. 2.—A shocking tragedy occurred at Dix Island to-day involving a murder
and the subsequent suicide of the assailant.
The parties to the sad affair were Dennis Little,
a man of about
forty-five years of ago, and a

Rockland,

youth of eighteen

tii.kgkipiik

itk.vis.
Richmond, Va., reports the severest snow
storm since January, 1807.
Tlie storm lasted
over twelve hours, the wind
blowing a hurricane from the northwest.
The Thompson wadding mill at
Ellington,
Ct., was burned Saturday. Loss 40,000.
Lieut. Gov, Pinchbeck, of Louisiana, told the
Legislature that it was probably the worst sue
that ever assembled, which, in view of the last
one in New York and several
others, is saying
a great deal for wickedness, but is nevertheless
near the truth.

Saturday morning

several stores, the rooms
of the Historical and Natural History Society
and several dwellings in South Natick, Mass.,
Loss estimated at $60,000.
were burned.
The workmen on the Columbia (S. C.) post
office propose to strike for eight hours for a
day’s labor.
Two hotels aud five other buildings were
burned Saturday in Hyde Park. Scranton, Pa.
Loss $70,000,
The Ontario Legislature was prorogued SatPresident Grant visits Philadelphia Tuesday,
In Philadelphia last week the number of
deaths from small pox was 121, a decrease of
17 compared with the week previous.
Three barns and part of an unoccupied Episcopal church were burned in Chicopee, Mass.
An Omaha dispatch says the Pacific Railroad
trains are running on tune, while a Salt Luke
dispatch says that the trains aro irregular owing to the snow.
The Constitutional Convention at Salt Lake
have completed Its labors. The whole thing is
considered a farce.
Ex-Alderman Walsh gets a fine of $100 and
six months in jail for selling offices.

or

twenty named White,both

of them workmen employed in the granite
works,and both belonging in Quincy, Mass. It
is said that Little was jealous of young White
aud accused or suspected him of being in corShortly before the
respondence with his wife.
bell raug for the men to resume work this af-

ternoon, Little and White were going up the
stairs at the house where the former boarded,
when Little being in advance turned and fired
foot of
a fatal shot at White, who fell to the
the staircase and immediately expired, the ball
taking effect in or near the region of the heart.
Little then went to his own room at the “Shamrock House” JRid locked himself in, threaten-

ing death to those who gathered outside,if they
should attempt to enter. He then fired four or
five shots into his own body aud afterwards
made an attempt to cut his throat.
Becoming
very weak from loss of blood, he then opened
the door and gave himself up. Little’s wounds
doubtless mortal and he was reported just
alive when the informant, who gives these particulars, left tho Island. Messengers were sent
to this city for an officer and for medical assisare

NEW YORK.
New York, Mar. 2.—Judge Cardoza said the
issue raised in the Stokes case as to the constitution of the grand jury which indicted him for
the murder of Fisk was to one of law,and without permitting the question to go to the
jury,
ordered a verdict to be entered for the people
and against Stokes.
If it were decided that the grand jury were
illegally organized, he says, serious consequences might ensue as respects the large number of criminals already under indictment.
He would grant, however, a stay of proceedings agaiust Stokes for twenty days, to enable
counsel to bring the matter before
appellate
tribunals. Stokes's counsel excepted to all the
findings of the court.
THE MANHATTAN FIRE

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington. March 2.—Mr. Ferry presented memorials oi lumber companies in the northwest, setting forth reasons why the Chicago relief bill should not pass.
Messrs. Windom ana Ferry presented memorials for a modification of the Homsead laws.
Mr. Casserly presented a petition of the leading bankers and merchants of San Francisco
for the reform of the civil service.
Mr. Pratt called up the bill to release to Indiana the land known as the bed of Bear Lake
in Newton county, Indiana, and addressed the
Senate upon it at length.
Mr. Bayard moved to take up the resolution
asking for copies of instructions given to tho
District Attorney of New York relative to the
prosecution of merchants.
Mr. Conkling said that instructions were fully
published in the newspapers and there was therefore no need to pass the resolution lmri iedly and
thought it would be better to wait until others
could express their views of the resolution of
Mr. Bavard's motives in offering it.
Mr. Bayard replied that if he based his speech
on mere newspaper items, Mr. Conkling would
be the first to call him to order. As to his motives Mr. Conkling had no means of ascertaining them except from his public remarks yesterday. Besides judging from Mr. Conkling's action in reference to the organization of the 11ctrenchment Committee and the investigations,
he feared the Senator from New York could
hardly understand this (Bayard’s) motives. He
did intend to comment on the conduct of the
officer who liad given the instructions, but wished to base his comments on authentic information, and he had asked for it in the usual and
only proper way.
Mr. Trumbull moved to adjourn which was
carriedyea—yeas 22, nays 21.

THE TEA AND COFFEE TARIFF.

INTERNAL REVENUE RECEIPTS.

The internal revenue receipts to-day amount
to $T91,055; for the fiscal year to-date $87,1128,351; for the current month to date $1,348,000.
GREAT SNOW STORM.

The severest snow stonn here for several years
commenced early this morning and continued
without interruption till late in the day. Thero
fcs good sleighing.

ANOTHER TRIAL.

Jim Irving, the notorious alderman will have
second trial in the U. S. Court shortly.
The
prosecution is confident of convicting him.
a

CRUELTY TO A CHILD.

A case of shocking cruelty to a child has
been developed in Jersey City. The child lived
with a Methodist minister who almost beat her
to death and turned her out of doors last night
without clothing or any protection from the
cold. The child has also been terribly beaten
and was covered with bruises.
The case is to
be investigated.
A COURT ON TRIAL.

The Court of Appeals in this State is shortly
expected to decide whether the Court of Special Sessions, which is a criminal court, is constituted according to law. The point raised is
that the court is illegally organized on account
of the justices thereof being designated by the
Mayor. If the unconstitutionality of the
court is decided, a
large number of prisoners
will be released from jail.

Washington, March 3.—The Secretary of
the Treasury' lias authorized the Assistant
Treasurer at "New York to purchase a million of
bonds on Thursday, the 14th, nnd a million on
The Secretary of the Treasury
the 23th inst.
sells no gold this month in consequence of the
heavy payments to bo made on account of called bonds, which fall due on the tith inst., to the
extent of $50,000,000.
CABINET A UNIT ON THE ALABAMA

QUESTION*

Gentlemen in prominent positions express
oiAmion that the artieltta which a**'* v-:—«
hence and pul in shed in the newspajiers, indicating the difference of opinion iu
the Cabinet ou the answer which lias been sent
to the British government, as to the Treaty of
Washington, are calculated to weaken the position oF the States abroad. In point of fact,
there has not been a shade of difference of opinion as to the form or conclusion of the answer,
which goes out in very nearly the identical lanin which it was prepared and submitted
u the Cabinet by the
Secretary of State. It
has been ascertained that the few changes made
therein were verbal iu order to give the clearest expression to the thoughts it was designed
to convey. The consideration of the pa(>er at
successive Cabinet meetings was, it appears,
rather an excuse for delay in its being forwarded in the belief that time was having its effect
in allaying the excitement in Great Britain.
the

telegraphed

ffuage

COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL BOARD
OF TRADE.

The Executive Council of the National
Board of Trade has been in session ill this city
during the past week and has had under consideration various questions upon which the
Board acted at the annual meeting at St Louis
in December last. The Council has meuioralized Congress in favor of thy appointment of a
commission to be appointed in behalf of the
Dominion of Canada, to negotiate a new treaty
of reciprocity between Canada and the United
States, on a broader, and more comprehensive
basis than that upon which the former treaty
rested. Some improvements to the law of
.July 14th, 1870, relative to direst importations
to Interior cities, in order to make the act more
efficient, have been recommended and it has
urged the formation of a Sanitary Board of

from the irresponsible control of local quarantine officers.
It has presented the resolution adopted by
the Board at St. Louis of the gradual and moderate contraction of the greenback currency,
and of a revision of she tariff system of the
country, 60 that monopoly may be checked and
a healthy competition in trade
and manufactures may be established and native industry
the
necassaries
and
protected by cheapening
comforts of of life to the masses of the people.
The council has appeared before both Committees on Commerce of Congress, and have represented the views of the Board on the shipping question. The Board discriminates between the ship owning and the ship building
interests, and urges that while many complications exist in connection with the plans profor the relief of the latter the course to
pursued in reference to the former is perfectly simple and easy. There being a deficieny
of tonnage, the judgement of the Board is that
every barrier should be removed to its acquisition by American merchants, wherein they find
that which is suitable for their purposes. The
Council has therefore presented memorial,drawn
with great care in accordance with the expressed ana unanimous opinion of the beard, asking for permission to American shipmasters to
register under their own fla^ for purposes of foreign trade, steamers and sailing vessels wherever built, including all tonnage alienated to foreign flags during the war so far as the owners
may desire this. The memorial also recommends the withdrawal of duty from bonded
warehouses of ship stores and supplies and of
articles needed for repairs.
commerce

Csed

CONNECTICUT.
A SUSPICIOUS FIRE.
a

Hartford, March s.—The Sigourney House,
large family boarding house in this city was

found to be on fire about 3 o’clock this morning. The flames were extinguished and it was
found it had been set on fire iu lisre different
rooms and on three floors.
In the dining room
fire had been set in several different places. If
the fire had not been discovered early, loss of
lifu ivmilfl liVwlir

liuvo rnunHnH

oa

nonrlv fnrt.V

persons were sleeping in different parts of the
building. There is no positive proof yet of the
author of the fire. Mrs. Downs, the leesee of
the house had an insurance of $8,000 on her
furniture. This is said to be much in excess of
the value of the furniture. Her Isase expires
on the loth inst.
NIASNAf;iIU9ETTS.
JEALOUSY AND PROBABLE MURDER.

Springfield, Mar. 3.—John Fuller of Curtisville, who had parted from his wife and was
trying to effect a reconciliation, shot John Murat
phy of Sheffield, while mad with jealousy,
The ball ente
Pittsfield Saturday afternoon.
ed Murphy's right side and the wound wi
probably prove fatal.

Philadelphia, March 3.—Saturday aftera party of roughs including the notorious

adjoining
McClure-Gray Senatorial Committee was sitting at the Washington
House, with the evident intention of interfering
with the business of the committee but were
ejected, several of the party being roughly
handled.
A Pittsburg special reports the horrible mutilation at Franklin, Pa., of a youth named
Ames McKinley by Patrick Tracy who had
been discarded by the young lady whom McKinley had married. Lynchers are after Tracy.
MEETING OF THE CENTENEIAL COMMISSIONERS*

The Centenial Commissioners, representatives of twenty-one States being now here will
hold an informal meeting at the Continental
Hotel to-morrow morning. After which they
will be welcomed to the city at Independence
Hall, by the Mayor. Gen.‘Hawley of Conn.,
will respond.
GEORGIA.
SEVERE STORM.

SavanNv^ March 2.—There was a severe
storm of wind and rain last night. Two ships,
two barks and live schooners were driven from
their moorings. The damage in this city was
slight, excepting that done to the hoisting machine on the Baltimore steamer wharf, which
was

totally destroyed.

LEAVK

ROME.

The archives and

Vatican are being securely
in readiness for removal.
Pope will go to Trent in the
DISSECTIONS

THE UNDERGROUND

RAILWAY.

Heury Clews offered the Committee of Seventy last night to guarantee $20,000,000, or as
much more as may be necessary, to
the underground Railroad.

complete

OUTRAGES OF STRIKERS.

The laborers on a section or the North Port
Railroad on Long Island yesterday, demanded
an advance of their wages, which being refused
a portion struck.
So mu twenty remained at
work in the afternoon, and were assaulted by
the strikeas and driven from their work,several
being badly bruised by sticks aud stones. The
contractor refused to pay the advance and has
called on the authorities for protection from
the strikers who say work shall not go on.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

in the
packed, so as to be
It is said that the

Tyrol.

AND SUSPICIONS—A MINISTERIAL
CRISIS IMMLNENT.

March 3.—The ex-Prefect of the Deof Eure, charged with
embezzling
ends for the relief of France, is now on trod
at Rouen.
He was appointed to office under
the empire, and since the fall of which he has
been conspicuous in the defence of the exEmperor. Pouyer Quertier, Minister of Finance, appeared before the Court last week as a
witness, and his testimony was strongly in
favor of the accused.
ll is conduct 111 this
matter produces a feeling of great dissatisfaction on the part of some of his colleagues in
the Cabinet, and it is understood that Dufauor
and other members threaten to resign. A ministerial crisis is believed to be impending from
other causes.
In addition to the conflict between the Executive and Legislature on Catholic petitions
and the question of adjournment, a difference
has arisen between President Thiers and the
committee of the Assembly on the bill proposed
by Minister Le Franc granting the Government
additional powers for the control of the press.
The committee insist on an amendment giving
the journals a right to discuss the constitution,
to which the President was not
willing to concede.

Fartmeut

port.
George Gingham

arrested for stealing
thirty-five hundred dollars’ worth of diamonds,
etc., from Frederick Holly Gingham, and cemmitted.
The Brooklyn Academy Reform Committoo
have completed the draft of the new charter,
which will be taken to Albany on Monday.
At a meeting of the Irish societies last night,
a motion to extend an invitation to “ourcolored brethren” to join in the celebration of St.
Patrick’s Hay, was lost amid roars of laughter
and cries of “We want nothing to do with fifteenth amendments.”
was

erations

limited

are

owing

to

the

scarceltv

Louisville, March 2.—TheGreen riverpacket Falls City was run into by steamer Garrett,
at the month of Old Canal, at midnight last
night, aud sunk, ghe struck amidships aud'

sunk to the boiler deck. As she went down the
stove in the Falls City capsized setting fire to
the boat and burning all the upper works. The
passengers had time only to escape in their
night clothing. She had a valuable cargo, which
is a total loss. Two negro deck hands are missing. The passengers were rescued by a fleet of

barges fortunately laying

near.

1

Maine Railroad..

Farcal

City Sugar

WILL

March 2.—The Emperor Francis
JoseDh. bv an imnerial decree in at. iaaniwl rln.
Clines to recognize old Catholic
bishops or opponents of the dogma of infallibility as a portion of the Roman Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy of Austria.
GREAT BRITAIN.

HOYT, WHEELER

ASSEMBLY AT ARMORY
jUanday Evening,

JJJJ.
J

Tickets 50 cts.,
had at the door.

at

Allen Mission Chapel,
OM

Tuesday Evening,

mrttd

BRADLEY,

Mrs. S. A.
OS'

Auction business In Boston, and

Who

hold Regular Sales or

It. Iv. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and

in case Eiigiaud should renouuce
the treaty of Washington the United States
would take no immediate action in consequence
but would insist on the validity of the right
hitherto claimed for American seamen to fish
in Canadian waters, and on that point would
meet no opposition from England.
The reply
of the American Government to Lord Granville’s note is expected to reach London a week
from Tuesday.

HAYMAKERS!

Auctioned

Cougreu St.f will sell every evening
NOassortment
of
Staple and Fancy Goode.
316

large

a

Goods will be sold during the
day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February 11, 1868.
dtf

This Justlv celebrated Cantata giving a description
of on old-fashioned Hay-Field—with
scenery, new
and characteristic dresses, with action; all set to
pleasing and appropriate music, representing in full
everything thst happens in huying season will be
brought out in

Liverpool and London

CITY

[N. X,

World’s special.]—There is the best
reason to believe that the British Government
is prepared to consent to allow the arbitration
of the Alabama claims to proceed under
agreement that in no event shall the sum awarded
for damages exceed a certain stipulated amount.

and

—

—

Wedn’y, Thursday
J1ABCB

Globe Insurance Co.

TELEGRAPHIC ITEM*.

CONDUCTOR,

Head

Office,
45 William Street,

Mrs. Kramer, who was so nearly murdered
with her husband about a week since in Washington, Pa., died Sunday.
Smith Sr Craig’s lumber yard in Troy, N. Y.,
was damaged §7000 by fire
Saturday night.
Mr. G. D. Alexis, now in Havana, attended
that highly moral spectacle known as a cock

Branch Office,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

239

The Kansas Legislature adjourned Saturday.
The tax levy was fixed at G.J mills, which will
pay all the appropriations and leave §440,000.
Two lovely females are said to be in training
for a prize fight for §1000 a side near Akron,
Ohio.
The Republicans held a large and enthusiastic meeting at Concord, N. H., Saturday night,
and the Democrats at Manchester.

trying to return to the road he and his team
were
precipitated down an embankment seventy
feet high, in such a manner as to be unable to
When found yesterday
extricate himself.

morning he was alive hut died two hours after.
The deceased was for many years connected
with the Western Stage Company.
BRIDGE COMPLETED.

The temporary bridge across the Missouri at
this point will be abandoned Monday, as it is
ieu

bridge

me

pci uiuueui

will be ready

mun x
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Rond and Mortgage.
Accrued Interest thereon..».
United States Bonds.
State Bonds...
Loans

2

8

%

5

I

»

<

|

;
jt
Bowton..29.89 27

;
SW

Charleston.S.C..30.10
Cheyenne. W. T. 30.00

Calm

Chicago.29.88
Cleveland. 29.82
Corinne. Utah. .30.13
Indianapolis... -29.85

41
39
34
32
43
33

Mt.Washington.29.56

zero

W
W

Bank, Currency.
Bank, Gold.
Cash Loan, Gold.

Clear
Clear

Accrued Interest on Bonds.
Premiums In course of Collection.
Other Assets.,

Calm
W
S

Clear

Calm

Cloudy

Cloudy

21
New London... .29.93 24
Now Orleans... 30.17 52
New York -29.93 27
Norfolk.30.00 30
Pittsburg.29.93 31
Portland.29.85 22
San Francisco .30.06 57
Savannah.30.11 42
Washington-29.94 27
Wilmington.. 30.07 37

Cloudy
Clear
Fair
Clear

The

Clera’ng

Clear
Clear

Calm
SW
SW
S
SW
Calm
Caliu
NW
Calm
Calm

Clear
Fair
Clear
Clear
Clear

Sharehol.il
Personally Responsible for the Engagements of .lie Company. All Dlxoctorsare
Shareholders.

Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation.

i\imrtuiu

FINANCIAL AND COIQ1VIERCIAL
viRiiim.
TERRIFIC VALE.

MORE TROUBLE ABOUT

THR

MISSOURI.
A NOVEL SUIT.

St. Louis, March 2.—J. L. Norman filed a
suit to-day against the St Louis, Vandalia &
Terre Haute Railroad Company, claiming 825,000 in consequence of having been poisoned and
for life while assisting in
physicallya ruined for
ssid company in East St.
building depot
Louis. The timber used in the construction of
the depot was saturated with arsenic and other
poisons to prevent decay. Five or six workmen died from the effects of absorption of poison into their systems, and eleven other workmen filed suits against the company in Belleville, 111., last summer.
CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, March 2.—Advices from Arizona show that the massacre at Martinez Station was committed by Indians who pretend to
be friendly, and cut the occupants to pieces
with knives. It is believed they came from
Date Creek Reservation.
FEDERAL VS. STATE AUTHORITY.

The California Assembly passed a bill giving
Sheriff Jackson 85000 for his fine and expenses
when con vis ted in the Federal Court of collecting the Chinese mining tax contrary to the
amendment te the Constitution of the United
States.
IMPORTANT

SUITS.

Thomas C. Robinson has sued Alvenza Hayward for a half interest in the Amador & Badger gold mines, valued at 83,000,000, which he
claims he obtained from him by fraud.
THE WEATHER AND THE CROPS.

The weather continues warm and showery.
Wheat is beginning to lodge in some localities,
but the crop in the State is greater by 50 per
cent, than in any previous year.
ARIZONA.
MORE ABOUT THE RECENT MASSACRE.

San Francisco, March 3.—Arizona advices
say that the massacre of Martinez station was
the work of Tonto Apaches and not Apache
Majaves from Date Creek reservation, as first
supposed. A friendly Majave chief led a squad
of soldiers to where a band of hostile Tonto
Apaches were encamped and the soldiers killed
several of them.
Subsequently the Tonto
Apaches appeared on the lulls and dared the
from
Date
Creek
to come out and fight
troops
them. Gen. Crook is about taking the field for
an active campaign.

OF

WEATHER REPORTS FOR
HOURS.

THE

coupon.*
6’s.U3^
the

closLnr Quotation*

of

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp
Erie.
Erie preferred.

691

o cocks

wore

Harlem

securities:
Tennessee 6's,
ern

new. 66

Virginia 6’*, new.!!.!.!!!! 51
Missouri 6’s. "
94*
Louisiana 6’s, old.58
Louisiana 6’s, new.. 50

5’s....!!!!!!!!

Domestic Markets.
New York, March 2—5 P.M.—Cotton in very limited request and prices without decided cliange: sales
750 bales; Middling uplands 22Jc. Flour dull and
heavy without decided change; sales 5100 bbls at 6 10
(§) 6 50 for Western and State; common to good extra
do 6 70 @ 7 00; good to choice do 7 05 @ 7 60; common to choice white Wheat Western 7 60
@ 7 85; do
Ohio 6 95 @ 7 65; do do St Louis 7 00 @ 9 50. market
closing heavy; Southern flour dull and drooping;
common to lair extra 7 00 @ 7 75;
good to choice do
7 80 @ 9 50.
Rye flour quiet and steady; sales 450
bbls at 4 10 @ 5 05. Whiskey more active ami steady;
sales 450 bbls at 90c. Grain—receipts of Wheat 5800
bush. Market quiet and steady; No 2 Spring in
store 1 51 @ 1 564; No 1 do 1 57 @ 1 69; Winter Red
Western 1 64@1 70; Amber Western 171 @173;
White Western 1 73 @ 1 80: sales 3750 bush, at 1 53
afloat; 154 for No 2 Spring; do Milwaukee, afloat 1 59.
Barley quiet and without material change in price;
Rye quiet and unchanged. Corn steady, but modercipui

i/
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;
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Chicago, March 2.—Flour quiet and firm. Wheat
and steady: No 2 Spring at 1 24* @ 1 248. Corn
firm; No 2 Mixod 38Jc. Oats heavy and dull ; No 2
at 314 @ 3l|c Rye dull; No2at72*c. Barley quiet
and firm; No 2 Spring 57 @ 57*c. Mess Pork
strong
and advanced 5 @ 10c.
Lard strong at 8 60 @ 8 70.
Hams in pickle steady at 7* @ 9c.
Bulk meats
steady; shoulders 44c; sides 5*c; clear rib sides 51@
6c: clear sides 6}c: dressed Hogs quiet at 5 00
@5 10;
Whiskey firm with au improved demand at 85 @ 85*
for iron bouud. Hogs quiet at 5 35 @ 5 65
Receipts—4,000 bblk flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 68 000
bush corn, 19,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 10,000 bush
barley, 8,000 hogs.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 17,000
bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush rye. 5.000
bush barley, 8,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, March 2.—Provisions nominally unchanged. n ogs drooping and receipts small. Whiskey steady at 85c.
Toledo, March 2.—Flour and Wheat unchanged.
Corn a shade better and quiet at 46 @ 464.
Oats a
shade better and quiet; No 1 at 41c; No 2 at 39c;

quiet

Michigan 40c.
Charleston, March 2.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 21*c.
Savannah, March 2.—Cotton drooping; Middling
uplands 21*c.
Mobile, March 2.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
at 21*c.
New Orleans, March 2.—Cotton nominal; Middling uplands 21 Jc._

Spain has authority

European Markets.
London. March 2—11.30 A. M.—Consols
money anu account.
American securities firm; U. S. 5-20 1862,
1865, old, 92*; do 1867, 92*; U. S. 10-40’s 88*.

92| for
91}; do

London, March 2—11.30 P. M.—Refined Petroleum
17* @ 17|d.
London, March 2—2 P. M.—Console 92| for money

f

BLOCK.

and account.
American Securities—U. 8. 5-20’s
old, 92*; do 1867, 92*; U. S. 10-40’s,

133 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND,
Offers for
The

1862, 911; do 1865
88*.

and

and
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Mr. A. B. GEE
will commence hia third and last term for the season
ior Young Ladies, Maatars ami Misses, at hla Academy, at Corner of Biown and Congress Sts., on
SATURDAY, Feb. 19th, al 9 1-9 s'rlsck
In the afternoon, and continue everj Wednesday and
The jtopular
taught by Mr.

Saturday afternoon.

“New York Glide
and Mrs. Gee.

In again calling* the attention of my patrons to my
large Stock of FUBIYITU BE, nearly all of my
manufacture, I would call special attention to

own

my assortment of

can

furnish in any style of upholstering,
coverings of the finest quality of

Plush, Rich Patterns of Striped
Terrys, best quality of all Wool
Terrys, Hair Cloth and
French Lasting*.
My WALNUT CHAMBER SETS, embrace
new and original
designs, and the best finish in
am

ut'uuca

SECRETARIES,

Retail,

SIDEBOARDS,
ETEGERES,

Rubbers,

WARDROBES,
DRESSING TABLES,

all warranted.

HAT TREES,
CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,

the finest and best French Calf,
WITH

ENGLISH
All hand-made
Newark, New
the United

OF THE

BOTTOM,

wane

to fit

The Best

Style and Finish Painted

CHAMBER SETS!

a
IN

DIFFICULT FOOT,
MIDDLE

132

STREET,

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING
I

prepared to sell my goods on the most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware

am

Rooms,

can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

IiADIKfi will find the only full line of the justly
celebrated

BOOTS,

To be found in this State.

FURNITURE!

THE ASSORTMENT OF

-IN-

SLIPPERS
Tar

That

Wamen, Lada, Miaaea,
Children, is nat surpassed.

Men,

Stylish, Durable and Gaaceful class
Shoes

IRON
FOR

known

of

and

Boots &

as

CLADS,
as one

feature ot this

Stock.

Orders from all parts of the State for oue or more
pairs are constantly coming in, and amy good* purchased. or sent on orders ami not fitting, are exchanged or tue money cheerfully refunded, at the option of

buyer.

(E3r“Particular attention paid to fitting Children's
feet.

pleased

No. 56

WHITNEY,

Exchange St.,

(And Over 59

and

BELOW
MIDDLE
feb27
is
lm

54.

STREET.

FORCING THE

M. O. PALMER.
marl

To my friends and natrons, I return mv sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and hope by
strict atentlon to business to merit the same in the
to see any of ray friends
future. I shall be
and patroos at my Warerooms, and will take pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best in the Country. For Spring trade 1 shall offer a
large line of OP KICK DKKKStaboa large line
of BOOK CASKS of my own manufacture, at
lower prices than have been offered in this market.

GEO. A.

YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

Will be continued

the

STATES !

With my facllites for

Where you can get a wide or narrow, full or slim Boot
Just the width and length that will be euj ana
graceful, and enjoy the rare luxury of wearing a perfect fitting Boot.

BURTS

THE

UNITED

FALNER’N

Ge I.

HOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

by BANISTER & TICHEN0R. of
Jersey, (the best Boot-makers m
States,) always on hand in all
vridtks and sizes.
If you

Waits” will be

ENTOURAGE

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots
Of

drama,

Great ft Theatrical Bit qf the Season.
New and beautiful effects, music, Ac. A very
large
and powerful Dramatic Company will support “Tno
Florences.” Reserved scats can bo obtained, commencing Thursday, March 7th, at the office of Music
Hall. Prices as usual.
mr4d6t

opened in the State of Maine, nearlv all of
which are manufactured expressly for his Re-

Trade, and

new

OGE,

E1LEF.\

ever

tail

Florence,

Or, “Dark’s the Hour Before the Dawn.’’
At produced at the Globe Theatre, Boston, and
Grand Opera House, N. Y., and pronounced the

Aaaortmenl of

and Best

Boots, Shoes

gifted and popular artist*

Mr. & Mrs. W. J.

iuu uuuact.

NIK.

sale, Wholnsale

Largrat

Saturday,

In the latest dramatic Novelty,Falconer §
entitled

with

M. G. PALME R,

UUSU new

Western Mixed afloat 70 @ 70*c; closing firm at 70 @
70*. Oats a shade firmer and more active; sales 59,,000 bush: Western and Ohio in store and afloat 52
@54}. Eggs quiet at 36 @ 39c. Coffee steady; Rio
quoted 19 @ 21c. Sugar dull; fair to good refining
at 8} @ 9c; sales 150 hlids Cuba at 8} @ 9*c. Molasses
firm; New Orleans 48 @ 63c. Rico dull 8 @ 9c. 1^troleum firm at 13}c for crude; refined 23*c.
Pork
heavy and a shade easier; sales 200 bbls new Mess at
13 37 @ 13 90; old do 13 50; prime 12 00; new prime
mess
13 37. Beqf quiet; sales 160 bbs: plain mess
8 50 @ 10 50; extra do 11 00 @ 12 50. Beef Haras quiet
at 23 @ 26. Dressed Hogs firm at 5 15 @ 5 16. Cut
meats steady and quiet. Hams 84 @ 9*e; shoulders
54 (§) 6c; middles loug clear 7*c; short rib 7c; short
clear 7ft @ 7}c. Lard opened steady and closed dull
and a snade easier; No 1 to prime steam 9* @ 9; kettle rendered 9fc. Butter quiet and steady at 11 @ 22
for Western and State. Cheese firm at 13 @ 17*c
for common to prime.

Them©

and

§lh mnd 9th.

PARLOR SUITS !

feb26deod2w

1

Only—Friday

March

Which I

DREW, Ag’ts,

19 CAUOOIV

60

Georgia 7’s.83
North Carolina 6’s, new.
184
South Carolina 6’s, new.31J

Monday evening.

York,

preferred.123

911
Union Pacific stock. 34}
Union Pacific land grants.
81?
Union Pacific income bonds. 82
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

STARTLING NOVELTY.
Two Nights

winch amount to

HEATH &

934

33?
58

Central Pacific bonds.102
Union Pacific do.....

The barometer will probably continue rising
for a short time over the East Atlantic States,
followed by falling barometer and winds backing to West and South with increased cloudiness during the night and threatening weather
Monday. Southwesterly and southeasterly
winds with increased cloudiness for the Middle
States to-night, with occasional light rain aud
snow.
Southeastely to southwesterly winds
and cloudy weather for the South Atlantic
States. A rising barometer and westerly winds
will prevail Monday over the Gulf States with
pleasant weather and extend over the South
Atlantic States during the day. Northwest
winds with clearing weather will extend from
the upper Mississippi valley duriug the night
and possibly to New York and New Jersey by

INS. CO.

$3,640,449,69.

971

Lake Shore
Michigan Southern. 92
Illinois Central.133
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 90
Chicago & North Western. 77
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 90
Chicago & Hock island.Ill
Milwaukie<& St. Paul.. 56
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 77
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 98
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:

W

GLOBE

Without reducing the Meets held by the Trustees in

6li

Heading.113*
Michigan Central.117}

PAST

& London

:

Harlem.;.108

ai/C

Liverpool
New

II ALL!

Portland Manufactures

BY THE

the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.115
United States 5-20’s 1862.Ill
United States 5-20’s 1864.Ill
United States 5-20’s 1865, old
Ill
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110
United States 5-20’s 1867.Ill
United States 5-20’s 1868.m
United States 10-40’s.,
107

Currency
The following

M USIC

Makaokrs.•..Furbish & Wiltox.

PAID IN SIXTY DAYS

109| @ 110. Stocks
quiet.
The following were

TWENTY-FOUR

The Tribune denies that Minister Roberts of
to make a reciprocal treaty
with the United States as indicated in the article of the Post
Peter Schuabe, of Hamilton, Ohio, charged
with ballot-box stuffing in October, 1S70, resulted in acquittal. The case has some bearing
on the election of Campbell in the
present Congress who defeated Schenck.
Chester Clark was run over and killed al
Hinsdale, Mass., while walking on the railroad
track.

CBAS. K. BODOUNS.

particulars apply al Hall. Assemblies every
Monday evening. Private lessons each day from 9 to
1* and from 2 to 5, except Fridays.
febStf

CHICAGO LOSSES,

New York Block and money market.
Nrw YORK,Marcb.2—Morning.—Gold 1104. Money

Alabama

AFFAIRS.

MR.

For

OK

at 1-64 to 1-32 per ceut. per day.
Sterling Exchange
Ann. Southern State Stocks

DEBT.

Richmond, March 3.—A special dispatch says
that the Governor has vetoed the bill making
gold and silver coin United States notes and
notes of National Banks only receivable for
The House, by 08 to 22, promptly passtaxes.
ed an act over the veto, and the Senate laia the
Governor’s message on the table, wher it will
probably remain till the close of the session.
The Governor argues that the legislature has
not th« power to repeal the provision of the
funding act of March, 1871, bo as to affect coupons already issued. It is a compromise with
the creditors of the State, and as evidence of
their good faith the 8tate agreed that the interest on new bonds represented by coupons should
be receivable for taxes at and after maturity.
The acceptance of the proposition of the State
completed a contract. It is believed that the
only hope of the settlement of the debt question now is that both Houses may agree on the
pending proposition to pay 4 per cent, interest,
in which event the Senate will sustain the repeal of the coupon feature of the funding bill.

INDIAN

Three Million Dollars

Foreign Export*.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—900 bbls flour.
oatmeal, 100 do split peas, 6590 lbs butter, 1 lot
merchandise.

200 do

many wharves with two feet of water. The
on the Norfolk side of the river

telegraph lines
are prostrated.

Friday Ev’gs

...

$372,280 34
1,186,400 00
18,877 04
1,408,928 00
32,800 00
189,0*1 78
70,092 20
18,000 00
8,880 00
372,968 06
19,178 20

Total Assets in the United States, 93,640,44* 69
The Assets In the United .States now exceed these
ot any Amoncan Fire
Company, with two exceptions,
lu addition to which its large assets abroad are readias
was
ly available,
shown by the payment of Its Chicago Losses.
Total Amonnt of Chicago Losses, (less
re-lnsuranco collected,). $3,269,151 76
Total Amount i>aid to February
7th,... 3,207,151 76

Cloudy

SW

Montreal.29.67

Cosh iu
Cash in

&

I

:

on

^

2

o

*

ENGLAND DEPARTMENT.

Beal Estate

f

observation,

Exchange,' Boston,

Held by the Directors In New York, Jan. 1, 1872.

by that time.

Norfolk, March 2.—There has lieen a terrific gale accompanied by sleet and snow all day.
The high tides caused by the winds covered

&

Oth, 7th and Sth.

Farmer.. Mr. Geo. A. Thomas
Mary, (The Farmer’! Daughter.ML* Fannie M.
Chandler.
Anna.......Misa Annie J. Ayer
Kate. (The Dairy Maid,).(Formerly Mini Ella
M. To,id.) Mrs. Pillsbury.
William. (Farmer’s Assistant,).Mr. W. G. Davey
John, (Farmer’s Assistant).Mr. T. W. Stanwood
Snipklna. (a young man from the city, unused to rural affairs,).Mr. Chaa. E. Chase
C. K. HAWES, Pianist.
ANNIE E. BRKELEV, Organist.
AND A CHORUS OF FORTY-FIVE VOICES.
New Songs Introduced each evening hv Misa Flora
E. Grant, Mrs. E. M. Pillsbnry, Mr. Ch'as. E. Chase.
Tickets, with Reserved Seat 50c; Admission 35c.
TF(Sr sale at Hawes dt Cragin's Music Store, Wednesfeb27td
day, Feb. 28, at 9 o'clock.
Doors open at 6.30; concert to commence at 7.15
precisely.

STATEMENT OF ASSETS,

Weather Report. March 3, 19 P. M.
Service, U. S. Army, Difor the beuetit of
Commerce.
e

of

GORDON,

GENERAL AGENT FOR

a

In

expel

GEO. WE

War Department, Signal
visions of Telegrams and Reports

Place

Council Bluffs, March 2.—Robert H. Willard, well known throughout t,he Western country as a pioneer freighter across the plains, re*KU •»**•,
loot on
wU<Mi i»as*
Hilling fo*»rwhile*
>i.v |.;«Ulc
|»mc*»mling homo Friday night.

HALL,

PORTLAND,

l’KRSOXATIOXS:

ft

PIONEER.

of testimonial.,
Mayor of Madi-

ture will compare favorably with those of
Carey and
Gough. Mrs. Shepard deserves a prominent placo
amoug our ablest tetn;»erauce advocates. 1 commend
her to your kin.ness.
Lecture to commence at 7|.
Admission free. A
collection will be taken.
mrhhit

The attention of dealers Is called to tho above
sales, which will bo peremptory for cash.
Boston, M.-.rch 1st, 1872.
mr'ieodlm

opinion that

among us with the beat
the following front the

I take great pleasure In
Introducing to your acquintanoe Mr.. Shepard, or Ullnol.. She comes to us
with indubitable testimonials of character as a
single hearted laborer in the great cause of Temperance.
I had the honor and pleasure of
Introducing
her to our Madison people on two occasions.
I heaid
her speak three times, and each time I was better
impressed both with her head and heart. Her lec-

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots uad Shoes,
adapted to the New England Trade, Including a large
assortment of New York City Made Goods.

FISHIlft) INTERESTS.
London, March 3.—The Observer, in au aron
the Alabama claims, expresses the

come,

Shepard,

ILLINOIS,

amon^them

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods, millinery, Fancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,
Hals and Caps,
every Tuesday and Friday during the yaar.

ticle

March 5, 1672,

BY

No. T6 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.

THE TREATY AND THE

Lecture

AT

AUCTIONEERS,
Will commence the

General Order.

Temperance
Stuck

HALL,

4th.

IIarch

admitting Gent and ladles, to l«
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock,

mcbld.'t

DKANH, Asuignee.

&

(JIVE AN

1181

sen

SC Co., Auctioneer*.

Rat'iuette 3tc;

MECHANIC'bIlIES

PORTLAND

784

109s
705

RrSorry

15th.

foaetd

844

I07I

[ \ *# *# *t |

II. p.

and

Se“8 "•!

open at 7 o’clock; commence at 71 o’clock
Reserved Seats will be for sale at I. C.
Stock brides'.
*
Music Store after Friday.

Saturday, March 9th, at 12 M. at Merchant!*
ONExchange,
1 .hall tell 13 .hare. F. C. Sugar lteStock.
F. O. BAILEY

Tuesday Evenings,

GdiiryT“7R*‘S,'rV'-''1
Doors

Aactlaa.

flnery

and

March -4th

Assignee's Sale.

Vienna,

SNOW STORM.

A

Monday

SALEST

AUCTION

CHURCH AND STATE.

March 2.—A severe northeast
snow storm occurred here last uight.
No damwas
done
in
the
harbor hut it is supposed to
age
have been heavy on the coast.

OF

MUSIC HALL,

Advertiser Copy.

*
ur.i3*1*9 Auction.]
Androscoggin Mills.
Poppcrell Manufacturing Co.
Laconia Manufacturing Co
Eastern Railroad.

READY TO BE A MARTYR.

Charleston,

DEATH

Neighbor Jackwood,

ttt

Boston and

Club,
the public

ra^^ra°rf'iSreXMnterUlU“6D‘

Boston Stock List.

[Sales at the Broker's Board, March 2.J
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
United States 10-40s.
Michigan Central Railroad

The correspondent of the Liberte
reports an
interview with the private secretary of Count
de Cliambord, in which the
secretary said that
his master was willing to risk his life to save
France.
AUSTRIA.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

IOWA.

D. C. Dramatic
Respectfully announce to their friends and

of the

fight, Sunday.

KENTUCKY.

MTJBic_H^LL-

The L.

classes demand for shipment and unfavorable foreign
advices; Nos 10 to 12 Dutch standard at 94 @ 10 rereals; Nos 15 to 20 at 11 @ 13$ reals. Molatwes Sugar-flat 8 (o}8$ reals. Muscovado Sugar—inferior
to common
irregular at 8$ '£ 8$; fair to good refining
quiet at 8 @ 9$; grocery grades dull at 10$ @ 11$ reals.
Molasses quiet and weak: clayed 54 (ol 5$ reals; Muscovado 5* @ 5$ r*.

SIGNS OF CONCESSION.

The Assembly Committee on the repeal of
the Erie Clasification Act are about evenly divided. They will decide Tuesday on their re-

I_entertainments.

Liverpool, March 2—2P. M.—Cotton closed heavy
Middling uplands lid; do Orleans 11} (e$ 11 |ti- Ha^’
8,000 bales, of which 2000 were for export and speculation.
"-c;,
Bacon 31s for Cumberland eat. Refined Petroleum
16? @ 17.
Havana, March 3.—Sugar—stock at Havana and
Matanzas 167,000 boxes and 1,000 hbds; receipts of the
past week at do 03,000 boxes and 5800 hhds; exports
from do 31,000 boxes and 5000 hhds, Including 12,000
boxes and 5000 hhds to the Uuited States; the op-

jewelry

Garabaldi has accepted with thanks honorary membership of Section 35, of the Internationals of New York. His letter bears date of
Caprera, Feb. 6th. The organization has arranged for a mass meeting in Tompkins’
Square on the 7th iust.,to advocate the employment by the government of all persons out of
work.

1832,

8,0Mbale»jd

Paris,

room

ANOTHER AFFAIR OF JEALOUSLY.

TO

London, March 2.—There was considerable
excitement at Kingston, Surrey county, last
night, over the sudden termination of a Republican meeting which was being held in that
town.
While Ogden, member of Parliament,
was addressing the
assemblage, a party of royalists attacked the building wherein the people
had congregated, broke the windows and dispersed the meeting. The royalists were particularly threatening in their demonstrations towards Ogden, who was compelled to scale the
wall and seek safety in flight.

SYNOPSIS

noon

made their way to the
Redding,
that in which the

early day.

METEOROLOGICAL.

ROUGHS PUNISHED.

POP*

Home, March 2.—It is now believed that the
Pope meditates departing from this city at an

REPUBLICAN MEETING MOBBED.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Dan

THE

3-20’«

Paris, March 2— -Rentes at 36150c.
Liverpool, March 2—11.00 A. M_Ootton
Middling uplands lid; do Orleans
Breads tutts quiet. Red Spring
Wheat

ITALY.

PROJECT OF THE INTERNATIONALS.

TREASURY TRANSACTIONS.

THE

t

At a special meeting of the Importers and
Grocers’ Board of Trade to-day, the committee
appointed to present to Congress a petition in
regard to changes in the tariff of tea and coffee
reported that they had the assurance that matters would shortly be arranged to suit all parties.

LOSS OF A STEAMER.

Washington, March 2.—Vice Admiral Kowan, who has been critically ill during the past
week with pneumonia, is much better to-day.

THE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

The petition to have the Manhatten Fire InsCo., adjudicated bankrupt has been withdrawu
by mutual consent. The receiver will distribute the assets which will pay about 40 per
cent of the company's debts.

WASHINGTON.
ILLNESS OF ADMIRAL ROWAN.

FBaNKFOBT, March 2—United States

'FOKEIGN.

STOKES CASE.

THE

tance.

the

orr«

at Rockland.

One Han Shoots Another Dead and

Dupouco's

feb26-eodlw&wlt

urday.

BY TELEGRAPH.

EXECUTIVE

Dead men tell no talks; if they did,
anathemas agaiust the depleting lancet, the
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
materia medicn, would arise from every graveyard. The motto of modern medical science is

Ferry Village.
Mb. Bditob.—The new temperance movement, in this village, inaugurated by Capt.
Wm. Dyer a few weeks ago, has resulted in
much good. Ninety-five persons, all of whom
had been accustomed to use intoxicating li-

he

mr4tf

Spoons, Porks &c.,replated in the best manner.
Particular attention given to Gold Plating
watch cases &c. Remember the place, A. H.
Atwood’s Lancaster Hall.
feb29-deowtf

Portland Fraternit.-i-TIic second entertainment of the present season, under the auspices of the Portland Fraternity, was given on

K.mi

11

uj

Square.

All those in want of a hot or cold bath,
should remember that Smith, No. 100 Exchange
street, is always ready to attend to the wants
of his customers.

sins directly

.TamAi Wlnshln

9 Market

Another lot of those delicious oysters at
Timmons & Hawes, Markat Square. Send up
your can o-dav and get them while they are
fresh.

tion, a fuller and deeper influence of the
sp rit of Christ to cleanse the heart from all impurities, and thus enable them to lead purer,
nobler and more Christian lives.

Wm.

Son’s,

Spring Style.—Cook & Aldrich Broadway
Silk Hats at Burnell’s, 147 Middle street.
mch2d3t

In conclusion, the Bishop
urged upon his
hearers the necessity, at this present
season,
of seeking earnestly by prayer and consecra-

Horatio G. Quincy,
Jedediah Dow,
James C. Churchill,

icnaiucu

mTCiatij

The

Portland. They have also just received a large
lot of stereoscopic views, new subjects. mar4tf

responsible to the tongue.

William Polleys,
James Racklelt,

and Free street church.

Call at Schumacher Brothers’ and look over
the finest assortment of new cliromos ever in

A
sin less gross, but fully as inexcusible in its
charaeter, is the practice so common witli a
certain class of persons, of speaking flippantly
and jestingly of sacred things and religious
ceremonies. The slanderous utterances of evil
disposed and malicious persons respecting the
character and faults of others, were denounced
as producing more
misery and sorrow in the
world than all tho more open crimes of thieves

included in the

uu

D. White &

at

appointed exercises of His holy religion.

were

ignorant of

Lost.—A vaiuablc gold pin, between 440

in which the general truth that all the
passions aud emotions of the human heart find
their utterance and expression through the medium of the tongue, was enforced, aud that
organ of the body more than any other waste'
sponsible for the various sins committed against
God, the Bishop proceeded to consider in detail some cf the special sins for which the
tongue is responsible. The first and most common of these, is the sin of
profanity, which is
the grossest and most inexcusable defilement of
that organ, the highest and holiest expression
of which is the praise of God in the divinely

reputation of good and honest persons, and
those darker and deadlier insinuations against
purity and chastity, often having their foundation only in mere suspicion or jealous hatred,
which pollute the clear nature of social life,

are

it.

or

A pamphlet copy of the last auuual report of
the Portland Fraternity, from the press of
Stephen Berry, has been received.
The Bangor Whig says the passengers of the
N. B. & C. train which was delayed by snow so
long between McAdam and Houlton the first of
the week, speak in the highest terms of Capt.
Benson of Portland, who was untiring in his efforts to make them comfortable, and who was
severely frost-bitten in going after assistance to
help clear the road.
A brass key has boen picked up and left at
the Press connting-room.

iK*ga

the

Dr.

and assassins. The sin of detraction, or the
practice of belittling or undervaluing the wortli

mo> 209

,

mer; Clerk—F. A. Gerrish; Constables—Whitmore R. Garland.

duction,

Friday, March 8th.
230—Mahoney vs. At. & St. L. R. R. Co.

413—Loriug

niSCEU/ANEOl'g NOTICES.

ate to the Lenten season, on the necessity for
an earnest aud rigorous self-examination to see
wherein we fail to keep the Divine commandme nt, and to profit by the knowledge
thus obtained. The text was taken from Psalms 141:3,
“Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth; keep
the door of luy lips.”
After a brief intro-

Austin.

vs.

Ward7.—Alderman—Chas.A.Gilson; Councilmen— Frederick W. Clark, Edmund Phinuoy,
Chauncey Barrett; Warden—Wm. H. PlumThe Sins of

331—Woodman vs. Morrill.
351—Donahue vs. Lyons.
Thursday, March Tth.

395—Sawyer

In behalf of the New England Conference.
J. P. Shreeves,
Presiding Elder of the 1st Episcopal District
Any one having legal claims against the
church will please present them to the proper
authorities. We do not wish to have it said
(as it has been reported) that we are trying to
repudiate such claims on the church.
P. Lk Stanford, Pastor.
L. A. W. Johnson, Clerk.

Cathedral yesterday morning, Bishop Neely delivered an able aud eloquent sermon appropri-

262—Re&rden et ux. vs. Powers.
273—Pink ham vs. Hickey.

40C—Foster

worship.

—

BEFORE JUDGE LANE.

following assignment of jury trials
made by the judge:
Tuesday, March 5th.
169—Crosby ot ux. vs. Inhab. of Portland.
309—Hanson vs. Douglass.
283—Jennings et al. vs. Foss et al.
353—Haiues vs. Ludwig.
136—Floyd ct al. vs. Hogan.
Wednesday, March 6th.
The

vs.
vs.

have secured a tine lot of land and erected a
convenient church edifice, located as above, upon which they now owe about seventeen hundred ($1700) dollars. While this sum is comparatively small, it is large for the members of
this parish, as their numbers are small and
their means limited.
They have a perfect title to the property and
only need the above named sum to free it from
debt. This done they will be able in the future
as they have done
in the past, to maintain
preaching all the time, with open doors and
free seats to all who choose to worship with
them.
We, therefore, ask all Christians and all who
favor a full and free salvation on a free plan, to
aid this struggling people to save their place of

Crowell.

Superior Court.

22S—Butler,

be run with Mr. Morgan for Mayor.
Ward 1 .—Alderman—Charles Merrill; Conn
oilmen—J. F. Randall, H. P. Dewey, E. N,
Greeley: Warden—George H. Griffin; Clerk—
Wm. Weeks; Constables—J. D. Decelle, R. N,
Field.
Ward 2.—Alderman—Wm. H. Simonton
Councilmen—Augustus F. Cox, Hiram H. Rich,
Ed ward Thurston; Warden—H e n ry P. White
Clerk—Walter J. Cushing; Constables—Jothau
R. Gribben, James M. Black.
Ward 3.—Alderman—Edward Gould; Councilmen—S. S. Rich, Wm. L. L. Gill, Alphonse
Brunei; Wardem—Wm. Huse; Clerk—C. C.
Hayes; Constables—Edwin H. Rich, James S.
Gould.
Ward 4.—Alderman—Charles McCarthy;
Councilmen—Edward H. Daveis Thomas A.
Foster, John Yea ton; Clerk—John D. Williams;
Constables—Charles Hall, Stephen D. Hall.
Ward5.—Alderman—MarquisF. King; Councilmen—Micah Sampson, Lyman N. Kimball,
Ezra N. Perry; Constables—Enoch L. Hall,
ets to

Ward 6.— Alderman—Ebeu Corey; Councilmen—Wm. L. Alden, James R. Luut, Henry
C. Newhall; Warden—Lewis Bunce; Clerk—
George H. Gardiner; Constables Jesse E.

Boarding House—Wm. H. Jerris.
Wanted—236 Congress street.

I

Mount Zion A. M. E. Church.—An earnest
appeal is hereby made in favor of the above
named church, located on Mountford street, in
the city of Portlands—
By bard work this society(now in its infancy)

Benj. Trickey.

I Lost—Diamond King,
k
i

The “Citizen*”’ Ticket.
The Committee appointed at the meeting a
City Hall on Friday night, met on Saturday at
ternoon and agreed on the following Ward tick

eodlra
________

SEASON!

GOODS

WHITE

AND
We have just

received

a

LACES.

SPRING FASHIONS,

full line of

Swiss Hulls, Victoria Lawns, and Pique
in Figures,
Also

a

Stripes

and Plaids.

BLACK MALTA
To which
P.

S. All

our

SPRING

splendid assortment of

wo

IN

invite your inspection.

Fleeced Lined and Merino Hose at

cost.

fe24-8,T,T

2w

GOODS,

LACES,

NBIiflON

4k

GOOD

VARIETY !

JUST RECEIVED BY

CO.

“Simply that and Nothing More.”—If
your hair is coming out, want of proper nutriPhalon’s Chemical Hair
ment is the cause.
Ikvigorator supplies that want. It i9 at once
nourishment and medicine for the hair—stimulating its growth, improving its texture, invigorating its roots, and curing its diseases. Sold I
by all Druggists.
feb2»-eodlw

WM. H. AYERS,
TAILOR,
NO. 50 EXCHANGE STREET.
febl7i.2w

Cheap Shuttle Sewin
dkl()wA Week. Best world.
Machine in the
Agent, wantef
d«c7-4w
fl S. HAYES, Great Kail., N. 11.

....

—---

REAL ESTATE.

THE PBE8S.
magazine
Every reader of Pickwick (says
writer) recollects the evening with Mr. btiggins and the Bricklaue Branch of the EbenezThat report deer Temperance Association.
tails the case of Thomas Burton, purveyor of
cat’s meat to the Lord Mayor: “Has a wooden leg; finds a wooden leg expensive going
a

the stones; used to wear second hand
wooden legs, and drink a glass of hot gin and
water every night—sometimes two.
Found
the second hand wooden
legs rot and slit very
quickly; is firmly "convinced that their constitution was undermined by the gin and
wooden

legs,

good
gain if applied for

This conclusion of the cat’s-

A

For Sale

and will olon

anv.

he thinks it his duty to do so, berespond,
ing well suited at a low charge. His business
has increased fourfold since he has used this
instrument. I need say no more respecting
him, but conclude by quoting my prices.”
They range from £1 10s. to £11. The effect
of the book upon the mind is to make it
appear rather a calamity not to have lost a
limb.

Flings and Sneers.
Harper's Weekly.
It is constantly asserted—but constant assertion does not establish a fact—that the ReFrom

President arc bitterly intolerant of those who
do not. Yet it would seem upon a careful
reading of newspapers and speeches that the
Republicans who oppose the renomination
have at least an equal chance of expressing
themselves, and that the chances are improved.

l---1

e

can

also

FOR

RESTORING GRAY

For

Portland,

station, and terminus of Portland aud Forest Avenue Horse It. R; one

Office.

i

and

agreeable expression.

dre8slng

,or

and land

will

be

sold with

or

EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD FERMENTING IN-

STEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

Sale.

without furniture.
A.

Conductor

TUCKER,

on

B.

& M. R. R.

JERRIS,

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

JOSEPH BLANCHARD.

25 Emery st.
aug25

FOR SALK HI ALL

OF

be

IS

77 MIDDLE
jgj^Musie sent by mail.

Music Box-

with the

Store,

by

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

haps no one ever secured

For all the

Purposes

of

,

rlah ™S,:rrbcing.h

111

Must be

»calth; might
3 .'clock,
st„ Boston, M

from 1 to
?, S!„ Apply
r7t
28 West
M.’toL.B.HQRTow,

Baking Business

feb

cx-

for Sale.

dTSSt

2^tYL0R & °°" 20 Stete Stott, sri-

A

not

hesitate to

m

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence
strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
li^ Send a Stamp for Circular.

To he Let,
whole
part ot the block ol Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
at the
or

Apply

on

..__

Merchants National Bank.

without board.
wanted. Apply
WITH
or

corner

TO

QFFICES

l

Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free at. No
j un30tf

special

accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will findi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll865d&w No. 172Cumberland Street, Portland.

LET,

FLUENT BLOCK,

Either Single
These offices

in Suit.*

or

the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated aud beated by steam.
Also, Desk roem aud desks furnished it desired.
are

mar9dtt

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Dr. It. J. JOUKDAIN,
PROPRIETOR

Glove-Fitting

Corset.

Parisian

If yon want the most satis,

HAS

factory, best fitting and the
cheapest Corset for itR real
value, you have ever worn,
buy
PATENT

GLOVE FITTING.

are as

certain

are

bear

61 Hancock

junUdlyr

AND

City, State. County
AGENTS

FOR

Mortgage

aud the U. S.

and

for

$1,000 each, have forty

annum, payable

on

the first of April and October,

both principal aud interest being payable in
gold in
New York.
are

selling them daily

and

one

have but

forth of

It. L.

We draw

small amount

a

—

SELL

VIoiilreal,

Messrs. Swan &

Exchange

on

Barrett, Bankers,

POBTLAND, MAINE.
OB TO

W. B. SHATTUCK &
CO, Bankers
GENEEAL AGENTS,

Street, New York.

,f

_janl6d&w3m

^KENNEDYrS~
if c L-J h

OF

__

pan Franci.ro,
Halifax,

inawered.
Special attention to packages received bv expre'g*.

concentrated

PINUS CANADENSIS.
SIMS,

Kennedy

every

Jnt

I

copyright

r

by all

i

LOW

BY

A

RESTORE
TO

Feb.

12th,

CHASE,

L. A. WADE.
fel3

YGUTHFUL

COLOR.

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR
SENT FREE BY MAIL.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all druggists.
febl8 eod&eow d
eow w w8

__,

a new

1872, with several thousand engravings.
Kitto’* Family Bible, contains upwards of
1000 Engravings, by the most eminent
artists; new
Type and printed on heavy white paper, with numerous notes and references.
Worcester’s Dictionary,a new edition prepared
expressly for subscribers; printed on heavy toned paper and well illustrated with Steel Engravings.
The Pictorial Monday Reading*, contains
choice articles on the leading subjects of the Bible;
80 Chromo

Engravings.
*opulnr Educator: an Encyclopaedia
Elementary and Technical Education; treats all
subjects: adapted to all classes.
The Living World; with
descriptions of the

of

several

races

of men, and all

species of Birds, Aniof 300 colored

mals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards
snbjects.

_Boston,

cloudy

Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin
1

everywhere.
no28

CATARRH

I

the lungs.
cured.

Odice

Why

now

open,

_

feb!7-dlw«

HASTINGS,
ORGANS

MELOJDEONS
'&

can

be

Room No. 4.
DR. NHEPARD,
United Mtatc* Hotel.
Portland Me.

SALES-

Ka.tport,

tlemaa. Sold bj
mad Dealer* la

BOOK

dal-

Y*> or 346
D|Nfebl7t4w

W

&

HAVE

a

the

Green

Tea

Flavor.

EXCHANGE

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in tho New
England and State Fairs in

MAINE.

AGENTS.

All Instrument* Warranted.

ly&wSl

fTWTTTr?

_

K A MONTH to sell
Universal Cement
ijliOfT
t tl Combination Tunnel,
our

Button Hole Cut°ther *rUcle*’ Saco Novelty (J*>.,
Saco, Me.
f bst4

confidential.
References: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City PhvM. D.;
•Wanlj David Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner.
C. F Folsom, M. L>.; S. L.
Dutton, M. D., Boston
Nathan French, M. D., Malden
Centre, Mass.
_

Price lists sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid for in Installments.

Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods
Price
25 and 5(1 ceots per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fultou Street, New York.

require

false have tho

A^ermy^for^Ufls State for the

McPhail's

Pianos,

The leading instrument manufactured in the
United
States.

Remember 144 1-9 Exchange
2m

St.
dc20 eod&wtf

jani3 eod

only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8- 4wf

5506.

|

Falls and

Porter,

Bridgton, daily.

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8,1871.
uoirtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

i “lOO CHOICE

j

uuu

x

wiBuiuuui. unmi

Send for Circulars.
Hartford, Conn.

nun

S

BY WM.

-“—7.30 18.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P R R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence; 9.10* A M
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
Milton aud Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301, 3.45* P. M.

AUTHOR

rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
fSV'Freight trains between Portlnnd and Boston

daUy.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Squaro.
Freight station, Causeway street.
*Accommodation.
IFast Express.

uovll-dtf

TiOftlf
IV

AGENTS WANTED NOW.
f
• $100 to $200
per month cleared in
for History of the Orem Fire, in
*»«• «»•« World. Has outsold all others
and only
eonydete History Published. Bv Kev E J
D. D 675 Pages and 75
(,colored in toumihips
and n
u. s. and World Maps, success is certain.
Ai>»nd1 territory to D. L.
Wv Pub.,
bEY,
Concord, N. H.
feb&t

.5U0

GOODstEElV

illustrations;

o1 onT
i?1 ?.'r term,8

GUKuSl
jiv

Hailway

great

point in the

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

A.

WeBt,

at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
ty Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, ami paid for at the rate ef
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland. Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

and

mankind. For particulars, notices of the
press and
extra terms, address, GEORGB
MACLBA1V,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
feb5t4w

AGENTS WANTED.

The only complete life of

JAMES

Well.’

JInrhiur-nprcad

Piasters.

They will certainly

fitrenstheniag

ftill account of all his schemes, enterprises and assassination. Biographies of Vanderbilt,
Drew and other great R. R. and Financial magnates
Great FRAUDS of the TAMMANY RING. BrUUant pen pictures in the LIGHTS & SHADOWS of
New York Life. JOSIE MANSFIELD the siren.
How a beautiful woman cultivated anil ruined her
victims. Life ot KBWABD 8.
8TOKKS, Illustrated octavo of over 500 pages.
Send $1.00 for
outfit, and secure territory at once. Circulars free.

UNION PUBLISHING
or Cincinnati.

jfijfrtgt

W 'w&kSk
HI W / ffjglEP^1
■ JB
_j/m
■ B
\
»
mi HMBA
/jr
■

They are are composed of choice emollient
on the finest
of three different
are worn with case and comfort.
Sold

spread

kid,

6o„

Philadelphia, Chicago

by Druggists
Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
182 Fulton Street, N

'■iTnnn

ImtAu^Urn'

Fascination or Soul Charm
A lug 100 pages by Herbert
Hamilton. B. A. How
all possess) at will DlvlnauJJ'a.irf?
I^weriwhlch
tion,
Sjiiritoallsm,
Sorceries,
and 1OOO
Demonology,
other wonders. l*rice by mail
$123, In cloth: pa*re® to agents onlv.
P°W
*1,004
Ef.LowT'™ I,1 °°'
ma,le- Address Tw. EVANS, Pub.
o°?t^lI*?*Uy
it
S. 8th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

fehstlw

COLDS AND COUGH*

N AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned has returned-to his business, at
PainUng, Glaring and Paper Hanging, at his old
81-and, No 3^ Union Street, where he hopes to see
nlB

THE

SoOO REWARD is offered by ■
tt,e proprietor of Dr. bale’s H
atarrh Remedy for a case of H
"Cold in Heady" Catarrh or H
Ozena, which he cannot cure. H
Sold by Druggists at 50 cte.

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents j>er bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

iy25dtj_

Hard and WhitePine Timber
Or band and sawed to

dimensions
pine plank,
HABD PINE FLOORING AND
MTEP*
«ard

BdARDS)

for sale

by

&

POPE,

Patterns of Garments
PLDVMSB~& WILDEB;
173

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

FISH LIE MEN !
TWINES AND

NETTING,

UAXVFAOTRSD n
WH. V. HOOPER & SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, lid,

their Concomi-

ttants.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrubeba

_Jelt_

_dly

SEED,

SEED!

BUSHELS New T'moihy Seed: al*o
Clover and Ked Top tor sale by

offered to the public

as a great Invigorator and remfor all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

edy

KENDALL At
Pori land Pc’t ,2p

going complaints
JURUBEBA
is confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and
and
all the vital

WHITNEY.

181!,_

>er?dtl I.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
F«r (

tone to
animates and forforces,
tifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
4w
feb26
1

oughn, €eld«

and

Hoamieu.

TABLETS present the Acid in combinatlon with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG DIscasea.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are Immediately relieved and atatemeula
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

THESE

WICKES

i'aatiea.
Don’t be deceived by worthlesa imitations. Get
Wellh’s
Carbolic
only
Tablets. Price 23 eta iwi
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 23 cents a Box.
For Sale by IV. F. PHILLIPS X CO..
feb26-3m
Portland, Me.

Oil!

A VOLUME OF
is

Intended lor

use

In

ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light ami perfect
security from accident are required. It to prepared
carefully at the

ASTOUNDING

and

—OF THE—

U. S. Secret Service.

Economy.

Furnished In cans, cases, and prime bbls. by
J. R. BARTLETT & CO.,
48 India Street, Bo«lou,
Ag’ta far fifew England.
J.J. CHENKB a
Agent far Portland.

CSea’l

fob26

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

IFookI l

HA

4w

Wood t

:D and SOFT WOOD for sale at
«. .'In street.
Also Dry Edging;

DISCLOSURES l

MEMOIRS

HUDSON RIVEE OIL WORKS,

__

ST.

I'OAI,1"4'

AND BUTTERICK’S

And cannot be equalled for

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,
used dally, will make it so. It is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by DruSgl»t»
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and
50 Sent*

BROKB.5,'

RTOVE and CnEeTIMlT
By tbe cargo at the very lowest market price.de*l Plar‘‘ 01'
*t“l "HI procure vessels t» ♦
transport the tame when desired.

Sewing Machines

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

_

YOU

•TEAHEK,

B

or Abdominal Organs
or a want of Blood, Intermittent
or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
’Tumors,

is

!

ELLAS HOWE

EC.LECTI C

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
JOITVEN’g INODOROV8 KID GLOVE

■.cup,

Car^o

WILL SELL

t

It to NOT A PHYSIC—It to NOT what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor to It intended as such. It is
a South American plant that has been
used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and UNEQUALED PURIFIER OF THE blood and Is
a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction
«rIntes-

ioriuer numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself
entirely to his trade, as
ab°ve.
E. D. GAMMON.

_3m

WK

TurTTbebas

Straps.

all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s
Patents, 27 J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
Q. B. BROAD * CO,
declD-dtf

THREE

it.

Wharf and Dock, flrsf, corner ofK
street.
mr29eod*y
Ofllce. 10 State

Poverty

only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the
thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

For Sale,
large work Horse* cheap, at
feb«tf
330 CONGRESS

sees

terest. Agents wanted, as
pages extracts,
Extracts sample
Sami.la
engravings, Circulars, &c„ frS
C. F. VENT, Pub.,Cin.,0., and 58
St.
N Y
Murray
Agentsalsowanted for Chicago and the Great CanHagratmn by Colbert and Chamberlin, Editors ChlPully illustrated.
tt 328.°'‘?vo
.iUvOOO .old,
Address as above, or J. S;GoodP?aa* Chicago, or Edward F. Hovey, Boeton or Fred
N‘ Y'’ or Waltun * Co., IndiananoHs*

STETSON

feh20t4w

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

gums
and

sizes,

who has

BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
“nin* fcook» extant. Works of absorbing In-

feb26t-4w

per

cure.

one

cureRweIF.*f

FISK.

Containing a

HAVE YOU SEEN

DO

Elii

STATE PRISON

fortunes, Coal
by the

H°w THEY were Made; or, the Struggles
Triumphs of our Self-made Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time
beuefit
a.vd

for

South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (atopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

dc!3

jU,e-_rurll.lt

NERV INE Is the most

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

Shawl

fENDALL’8 MILLS,

BY RA.MDALL
ANDKKWM,
Lot* of the Gardiner Hotel.tbe Maine
Hotel at Dam.
arircotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
W~A good Livery Stable la connected with
the

f°r
DODD'S
NKIlVIY*l.rflli'd e'. popular.
,thU fcurPO“«.
For sale by all drugfebldtlw
gy

*80 to 8300 per month by
selling

_Bangor,
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Patent

H0U8E,

T? EM EMBER tliat neglected colds bring early coftins. If you have a
cough, whether with a sensible cold or without H, take instant
pains to get rid of

agents.

waited,

tickets via the

will run as follows:
BS|jggn!Si|Traine
~*3 Passenger train at 7.3A

tall the rate ot sall-

Aif

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
“best routes’’ advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
PuUman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress Btreet, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Me.

Montreal and the

L. D.

canvassing

•So

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

SMITH, L.

on«

-AT-

by

or

Io*ur“c«

FAIRFIELD

,4w

SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
It contains over 250 line
Scripture Illustrations and
IIOj pages, and is the most
comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever
published. The labor
and learning of centuries are
gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light ujwii
every
page of the hundred Word.
AGENT’S WANTED.—Send for Circulars, and see
our terms, and a full
description ot the work Address National Publishing Co., Phlia. Pa.
Ja31t4w

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Bostou in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P M

On and

pudt nviirvui

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

For

OF

I

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m
Wh“r'’ Pbll-1»|-

Freight lot the West by the Penn. R. R. and SutlU
by connecting line# fora arded Iree ol commisaton.
PASSAGE. TEN DOLLARS.
ror Freight or
Passage apply to
WIUT1VKY 4k MnnoN, Agent.,
)U13-Ir
70 l.*ng VU.fl, Benen,

HiLl'MTRATED

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta-

ALTERATION

I in^esseir*

THIS

for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
BfjJIfljSijiiijtlou,M.,Portland,
3.301, 3.45*, P. M. Returning

Trunk

A f.

*•___jn2Qt

Line.

Leave eaoh port every WHfn9«UT&SatiiriM

Wor'<{B*no^«jjmpw«TBC?KEYE's^^?

S-ww

y.'purcbasing

Steamship

jn29f

18T1.

SAMPSON, Agent.
Centra^ Wharf, Boston.
BOS TO N
Jit

PHILADELPHIA

everything

IS NO HUMBUG ! Bv
sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of
eyes and hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct
picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 34 Fnltonville,

50

E.

June2tf

MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission
a
A
Horse and \\ agon given to
Agents. Full Particu1RT8 furnished on
application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland,
Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
4w

MAINE~RAILROAD.

Arrangement, Nar. 13,

W.

hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 honrs
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information
apply to

wine._Jan23f4\y

urdays, returidng alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street. Portland.

Washington
places West.
Through rates given to 8outh and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$12
time 48

Columbian Book Co.,
Jan23f4w

Address

PHIII’IT a nr p

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eaglo
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Newfleld, Parsonsfield and OssOee, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Sat-

353

by

Oi all medicines that give strengtn and robustness to
body and mind, DODD’S NERVINE bears the palm,
Its sale is large and its popularity long established.
Probably more families keep It on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and corrective, than all other medicines now before the public. It is pleasant to take
as any

Limington, daily.

___

points

A Reliable Tonic.

and tbe 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
te uv,: Saco Uiver frsc Portland at 5- til a n
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standlsh, and No.

Winter

NO. 4.”

Air Line to all
in Firgiaio, Tennessee, Alabama nod Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points In North and South Carolina
the Balt, d Ohio R. R. to
and

“Afoot & Alone.”C«“S;
illustrated. Price low. Will outsell

Conway Railroads,

BOSTON &

SELECTIONS,

Finely

u.

to Washington bv
1
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
river
or
rail:
Richmond, by
and by the Fo. d Ttmn

ready

On and after Monday, December, 18.
1871, passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmoutn, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Do-

at «i\

BALTIMORE

“George Appold.”
William Kennedy,'
“McClellan,” Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk

is now
with its precious store or good thing for
| Public and Parlor Headings, being a happy blending
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos a"id BurI lesque, Uniform In style with the preceeding numI bers, which have won the public heart, and the
cry Is
| “MORE!1' Cloth-bound, 75 cents; patter, 20 cents,
or 4 copies for SI.
Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” revised, price SI 25.
Ask your bookseller for them, or send price to P.
I
I Garrett A Co., 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
can sell these by thousands.
Jan23t4w

Winter Arrangement.

***M**e»w6w,

jan23t4w1

Co.,

and Saturdays
Tuesdays
NORFOLK and

William Lawrence.”

Phlla. Fa.

Address Wm. Flint <£

end
v

IJiyAA^I^forSteamahiiw:—

AGENTS WANTED FOB THE LIFE OF

|

Steamships of this Line sail froia
ot Central Wharf, Boston,

I

(TfCglfr

JAMES FISK.

•

DO

■esa, --

84wtO’CLOCK?

,
nj8

Brilliancy,
*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION^Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

—■■

3m

*

X.

j

8TAGF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
A complete History of bis life and exploits from a
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, daily.
I Pedlar Boy to a King among Financiers. Hi* triVIA 3.15 P.M.
umphs ana failures. How ho lived and how he died
At South Windham for North Wiudham, Casco, ; Illustrated. Price by mall, 50 cents. Terms
liberal,

daily.

■

Windsor aud Halifiut and with the E. & N A Railway f r Shedinc aud intermediate stations.
: SF"Freight received on days of sailing unt
o’clock, p. ni.
Winter rates will be charged tor freight after De
20th.
R. STUBBS, Agent
dc20
is t Sat
then oe
tr

HA PURE BLACK TEA
with

WHY

Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be confined
or who
treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own
phyaician, can be found by addressing Mrn. M. S. Ware
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications

■

Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in bur “trademark" pound and half pound

as

Raymond

0“ »“• after
MONDAY, Dee.
the Steamer New &ruiuwh-k, Capt S. H Pike, will leave
•Railroad Wharf, foot of State St
’every Monday, at 5.15, v
p. m.. fo

Eaatport and St John.

THEA-NECTAR

R. R.

P M
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car
attached.

••

Johu, Digby

Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport ever
Is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It I Thursday.
Vt Connecting at Eaatport with steamer
is beautiful and striking, combining an cutirely new
QUEEN for
St. Andrews and Calais, and with N. B & C Railand elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family History.
and Houlton.
Full particulars
way for Woodstock
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer E.M
PRESS for Digbv and Annapolis, thence by rail to
School Street, Boston, Hass.
ja#-4wt

gh—:°™;M.

At Brownfield for Denmark and
At Fryeburg for Lovell, daily.

Hi.

25th,

Pictorial Family Register

13th, and
Monday^Nov.will
ruu

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar

nod

ARRANGEMENT

;
1

packages

OGDENSBURG

011 aQd after

1 ■mi

Randoph st., Chicago.

PHYSICIANS.

TO

144 1-2

Calais

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

novelty in the subscription
Hue which will sell at sight in every family. The

P. S. & P. R. It.

GAM

■ GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTS
Do vou want an agency, local or
traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
BH selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
II Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
U for circular. Address at once Hudson River
■■ Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane

long wanted

F. CHASE.

PORTLAND

POBTEUUS, Agent.

JOHN

AGENTS

for

J»o9tfSupt.

or

WINTER

---

PElIFUMEHVr'”'^

I3lh, INTI.

° TICE.

^B

—AND—

MANUFACTORY

will you suffer when you

1e23dtl

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

The

WILL give the above amount for any case of .Catarrh that I cannot perm ana
tely cure. That terrible and loathsome disease has
brought many a poor
soul to a consumptive grave, by the
wasting away of

making clone connection, with the
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New
and Pictou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.
87 00
For further information apply to L. BILLINGS

Glasgow

shp 13tf

{Express.

Broad’s

Mass.

100 DOLLARS!

eodly

W. P.

Nor'r

LINE.

The favorite Steamship CA R
LOTTA will leave Gall’. Wharf
SATURDAY
every
at 4 P. M. for Halifax direct

OLIVER.

$.

Atlantic Wharf,

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

applicetion.

SAM’L WAA.KER & CO.,
3 Tremont Row;

A.

Portland,dune 23, 1871.

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., {8.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., {3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portlaud at 8.00 A. M., retumlug at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A.
{10.40 A.
M., t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train.
{Accommodation train.
5 Mail train.

Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to
good busimen, with exclusive territory. Catalogues sent

4.St5.nd¥<l

CAPT.

Will leave the Wett able ol Portland Pier,
daily lor
Peaks’ Islwurf at 8.L6 A M. and 3.13 p M.
Returning ,i’ leave Peaks’ Island 9 13 AM,
and 3.45 P M.
KP’Private parties can be accommodated l.v aiplyitgto the Captain ou board.
Fare down and l.aca
cents, children hall nr

M

ness
on

Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and Its
astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It 1b a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or lemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or
Bladder, Gravel Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine ChronIcCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

WEEKLY

EXPRESS,

Portsmouth and Boston, (SunR^SK^Jilays exceptod) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
-§9.10 A. M., {3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

________

to tako orders for “Chamber*’ EnWANTED
and revised Edicyclopaedia”, being
tion to

Halifax, Nova Scott i

For

Valaud Mtrnmboat Company
9TEAMEK

Windsor unit Halifs..

Passenger trains leave Portland

j..t.

WINTER

2m

HENRY FOX, (Salt’. Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
9-dtf
May

For Peaks’ Island.

ARRAN GEMENT.

EfflJMSJBHlly,

Proprietors.

ACTIVE SALESMEN

1872.

Portland, Feb. 12,1872.

ORIGINAL

HAIR

Makes the Hair smooth and glossy, and dom not
the skin as others.

LANE,

The undersigned have associated themselves toto date from Feb. 1st, 1872, under the firm
name of A. LITTLE & CO., to continue the business
heretofore conducted by Lane & Little, of Wholesale
Dry Goods, at the old staud, 142 .6 144 Middle st,
A. LITTLE,
<
C. H. SMITH,

GRAY

stain

Feb. 1st, 1872, and is

gether,

ITS

known to

It will prevent the Hair from falling out.

A. LITTLE,
C. H. SMITH,
W. P. CHASE,
L. A. WADE.

Portland,

jn2dly

&

GREAT WEST.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Co.,

Thurston'.
Ivory Fear! Toolhpowder.
It l. the beat Dentriflre known.

•flJO

WINTER

Commeuing domlay,

any ether

Copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers under the style of LANE &
THE
limitation
consent.
P.

PORTLAND^SACO,

OALIFORNIA,
Or
ever

|

Great Brittain and Ireland for Cl
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAJIK8 ALEXANDER, Aim.

rvniBMVVlll K. K.

-FOE-

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dc!8Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

LITTLE, expired by
hereby dissolved by mutual

or New York,
#34 CURRENCY.
booked to ail parts of the United States.
Passengers
Drafts issued on

ROOM,

Whipple

011

EASTERN AND

ARBAM«KNK!«T.

Steamer. Dirigo and Franeonla
will, until farther notice, run a.
follow.:
Leave Galt’. Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ar,.i THURSDAY, at 4 P. 11, and leave Pier 3. E. K.. New York,
.very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are ftttkd up with tine
iccominodatlonsfor passengers,making this the nest
jonvenient and comfortable route for traveler, between New York and Maine.
Passage In State Room 85. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebec,
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shipper,
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers u.
as
4
P.
on
the
M.,
early
day. they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

Boston

Peak's

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Dcrrv to

11:45).

1 uO

BILLINGS, Agent.

Steamship

VB »

Well. Mch 27.

City.

m.

Grand

Is the best article

iTIaine

Gold, additional. Return Ticket* on favorable terms
HT" Passengers unbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages conuect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingal Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
Conuectingat Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland $5.00; to
Boston $6.50.
for
Stages
Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
the Night
from Portland.
Express
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
Calais and St. John, for $8.00; and to Halifax for
$12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
16tf
until

l

Bonds.

May 1, 1868-dtf

Passage Money.dncluding hire from Boston toN York,
Cabin, $80, £100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $13

p.

L.

to

Wed.,Mch 13 CUBA,

$5.00 SAVED

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give ns
a call.

full directions

F IIISIM. si \ Ilt.lt K tt.il>
T"t
LI Him .mm.

FOB SALE

ernment

Druggists.

SdT.^T,]?,
'laclp_deod

sis

Qtls. Large CODFISH

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
challenge the Medical faculty to produce anyJ
thing better.
We

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do bo, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

the above difficulties,
their physicians, can
one or two dollar pack-

PORTLAND,

OK

w5

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

CHINA,

o'clock
o'clock,

l>eck.
Freight taken an usual.

sail
VRO.n NEW YORK.
CALABRIA, Wed. Mch 6. ABYSSINIA,Wed Mch 20

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
m.. Watervile 9:23,
Augusta 10:15, Bruns(remaining at Brunswick
}) :ff» B*ths 6 *»•

w

run

Cabiu fare.$1 50

No. 7.

Bangor 7

power.

druggists,
21 MARKET
SQUARE,

Tianu-s, but
intended to

jan27d*£\v-12w

COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM 1

doing

afflicted with any of
wishing to call upon

W. W.

bearing, and machlnerv. Bast, tix I,,,,,., a, long a,oil
alone. .3 lb. and
lb. b«>xc*8,13 cents per lb.
Try it.
MORSE BROS., Prop’rs., Canton,
Maas.

MRS. DIN SMOKE’S

The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While
average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

W. P.
the

package.

nature.

For sale

notidSg."
RISISI!
IIRRFlt PFSTTU—\o Sharnenlnc
^h<T/l iusVsr srsltiWot!l,?r artidesforForaiieiL
jmrposJL

M. 33.

Gazette of June 24th. 1871.

rfH.fmllLiV1® dn!BBi8tphysicians

,Ivc.

dec9d&wevery3dwly

water.

Stoppers appointed

No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readtield 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at

■v*

DR. J. c. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

C OPART NE RSHIP.

jjgesof the medicine, with

WDKTIII.KSS MUTATIONS, umler other
resembling ours in shape and color of wrapper
deceive.
"MS® SI S 1'OLISII IS niT.K, f„r Stovedealera*
pound—twenty.Bve amt Mly
“'."ls |H’r tliau
oll“l*r
any other Bulk Polish tor

extract

OP

v

”“

BKtVAItK

cona

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulition, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and |
forming three water compartments. By this ar-

tonic'remcdv

cod3m

Beauty of Pojish, Saving Labor, Cleanllness,Durability & Cheapness, Unequaled.

a

the season ns follows:
leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7
1 Hid
India Wharf, Boetou, every day, at 5
*• M.. (Suud&ya excepted.)

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

Trains Due at Portland.

and

Anthony's

6

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform Buccess in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night
Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
CS ro<lulrinB a Powerfu>
astringent and

90 and in-

For

in person

!

ever

Hi. John, and
and Buy
Commission Stocks and Binds in Bosand New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly
on

application

UNFAILING REMEDY
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and
a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges of what-

American First Mort-

Gold, at

on

to

A pure, aqueous Extract,
possessing smierlor astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the
country as an

United States Bonds.

C per cent in

remaining, less

the iBsue.

particulars furnished

by mail,

the most careful in-

Hass.

public

ordinary
erosions,

ACIFIC,RFunded
Loan.

Bonds,

to

Street, Boston,

A medicine that cures
is a real
blessing.
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive ciye of a
eciies of caTv»F*<»*,ir5,wu*cu
are always afflicting anil
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the
appearance on the surface or humors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
ami whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lunas, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhoea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility, with their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

Jjjjv

AL.SO, FOR HALE

terest.

years to

Consulting Office,

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Sole Owners ef Patent.,
dji nnOADWAV.
NEW YORK.

us

THE

h

future financial

in some
eight
attections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix
uteri: I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a
vaginal wash
great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae ou cot ton wool, either pure or mixed with
glvcerine, or giycerine and rose water. Thus applied.it
should remain intact for two or
or
even four
three,
and
then bo renewed. In this
days,
way I have seen
chrome granular vaginities remedied in a few
days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks*
and I have Been granular
with leucorrhma
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of
professional brethren to th*s new Extract, whichmy
I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable
addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

HALE OF
Kapids, ana Minnesota
it. U Bonds. 7 per cent in Gold.
R- Bonds, 7 3-10 in
Gold,

European and Nor

of the

a new

Ayer’s SarspariUa,

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown. Kept
by all ttrstclass dealers.
THOMSON. LANODA1V A- CIO

Concentrated Extract of
T BAV®,used,Kennedy’s
JL
Pm
Canadensis for about
mouth*

American aud Foreign Specie and Coupons*
BUY

any

has
B—A,1©yhe genuine article
on

Street, Boston.

DEALEBS IN

none

interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

trade mark of S. H.
From the Medical

BANKERS,
—

as

BY J. MARION*

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

State

attended with

just published

of Anatomy, Boston,

Dr. Jourdain’s

No Cerset has ever attained such a reputation, either
iu this or any other country.
As now made in length arid

an

as

Gallery

trill

Boston.

Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. in. Arrives at
Brunswiek 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath
1:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewistou 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. in. train from Boston.

Portland 6:45 p.

►

9

■ —

api>ointed tc sail
DIRECT BROM BOSTON
PALMYRA, Sat., Mar. 2. SAMARIA, Sat., Mar. 30. [
1
SIBERIA, Sat., March 9. OLYMPUS, Sat., April fi.
PARTIIIA, Sat, Mar. 1«. SIBERIA, Sat., April 13. |
Sat.
Mar.
BATAVIA.
23, | PARTHIA. Sat., April20
Passengerh embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

No. 4.

by

OF THE

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
Ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. m-Mailed free to
any address for 25 «ents. Address,

above is
engraving of Ste^m Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon

recommend them

No. 9. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
da Danville 2:50, Readtleld 3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
i>. m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
tor Old town aud Mattawamkeag.

and «uw>rior w*a-g*>Iux
FOREST <’1TY, and
MONTREAL, having been lifted
a
at
up
great expense with a LirgJ
number of beautiful St. te Room«

The new
steamers

_i

1

Steamers

No. lO. Loaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
it Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
C00. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Rail•oad for Damariscotta, Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
lugnsta 10:30 a. m.

jffSjffjjlfjfWaPtil further notice, trams

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

Furnished Boom to Let,

Portland.

fax.

■

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

jyl8tt

w47

K«’

by

‘1©
Let.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
Jyl3 dttE. W. LOCKS

small

so

seldom in the market.

They are

safe.

The Bonds

Full

harmless.

NATHANIEL BLAKE.
III

Lincoln

compartment.

run? and

or

skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits
they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

'5

Jv28ti

No.

"While railroad bonds may be plenty,

are

the principal,

cure.
They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into actiou, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not
only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
leases.
Most
eminent
<\af?f’erous
clergymen, most

Tilt

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a porfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary orguns.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies will be

con-

Apply

water.

OFFICE

portions of Illi-

event.

And sold all round the world

^imar'^ English Steamers.

of the richest

mile,

powerful to

K

No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new,
tains six rooms, eight closets, good cellar, and
HOUSE
at
3
st.

plenty or

waaT.e

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

deefi deod&eowd-weow-ly

sold Boonths,
tar

and Vincennes

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

than

Costivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Biliousness,
Liver Complaint,
Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Puri
fying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but

11S.TI'*

ish hue. again
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

_

To Let.

new

do

unusually

Family Physic,

a

bonds.

to the

vestors,

PREPARED BY
DR. J. 0. AYER & CO.,
LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical
Chemists,

6

aug23

Although the road is but just openalready earning, after all operating expensos

all its

We

beautifying the Hair.it

"CIOR the Sale (exclusively) of Lewis’s plain condensed milk by the quart to families in Boston.
Large daily sales, half cash, no night or Sunday
business established ten years,
*>orma?ien^
popular daily: supply over one thousand

one

CURING

J an30

rooms, Sebago
call at 31 LINCOLN
ft

to
TENEMENT
water. For particulars

ST.

paid,

WTe

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

on

To Let,
let, containing?

mortgago debt is$2,500,000, or about $18,-

so

original soft-

Condensed Milk Route !

Its

to the mile.

a sum

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

1

st.

of Evansville and Nashville with the entire

it is

on

use.

Sell

wlO

those upon finished and paying lines and for

PREPARED BY
AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

ind

on

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

ed,

DR. J. C.

gage

TWO
board at 28 High

This

Trains Fran*

LIVERPOOL,

Queenstown, Cork Hai.

at

BOSTON.

FOR

HTEA.WKRCI

IMG FOR

Pasesnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
1
I, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30a.m. Brun>wick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives
it Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. &• N. A.
tailway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

STEAMERS.

jliiste

LII,

1872.

Hiddle-Aged Hen,

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, |the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their
terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
1ft their closet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection It affords in sudden
attacks, and, by ts

First

Front Rooms

to

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milk-

to Let.
the second floor without
octl9eodtf

as

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Per-

28

second floor. Also
49 Frank-

on

floor with board.

Lodging Booms

FINISHED LINE,

500

arc

Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

timely

way

South.

Biseases of the Throat and Longa,

such

room

SEASON.

neon mm ciuHcwieu us
mougn uiey naa
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

To Let
Irout
third
lin st.oc28tf
one room on

IN

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some of

H. N. JOSE. 194 Fore st.

PLEASANT

nois, and connecting Chicago by the shortest route

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral
For

A.

Banning through

obtained at

HAWES & CEAGIN’S Mnsic

modern convenience.
AddIv to
Nov 4 is tt

ANTIDOTE

and Complexion.
Many Thousands Can Testify
By Unhappy Experience!

How

(>OKNER

^

RAILROAD,

A

can

w3m

Chicago, Danville

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet MumIc,
Books, Folios, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violius, Banjos,
Brums, Ouitars,
All

SEEK FOR 80ME

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol:
low do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

The

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
pi
Widgery's Whar\ particular!
J
adapted to the Fit .r aud Grain business, larg
capacity, having a tVon age o» 36 feet, and depth 15
leer, accessible hy water or rail, lited up with every

1!Y

THE

ono^Ne t

Cornets, Concertinas, Strings,

llav$ Confidence.
All who have committed au excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

EET

TO

CO.,

MW AS

Manufacture,

CELEBRATED

es, Piano Stools.

system

First-v lass Houses to Let.

GENUINE

PHILLIPS & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

mch2

BUEDETT & WOOD’S

hits rap

opportunity

NO r sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
iu the new brick block of tour, on the corner of
Neal and Pine sts, will be rented on favorable tfcgpjs.
These are first class housea in every respect, con*
aimng 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sep!6

AND

Merchandise,

PIANOS of the best

generally
study

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

DRUGGISTS,

WHOLESALE

AND

PERKINS &

CONSISTING

AN

“White’s Speciality for Dyspepsia.”

JAMES A. TENNEY.

Musical

Let.

THOmSON’S

New House
SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine.. Frescoed
and piped lor Pebago. Apply cn the preiwcs,

or

kuow
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties lie must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always
injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypbiland management of these
ographors, that the
should
the
whole time of those who
plaints
engross
would be competent ami successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
nor time to make himnaving neither
self acquainted with their pathology, commonly
purof treatment, In most cases
sues one
making
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland aud two
miles from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereou, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, aud Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or FishThe land is excellent—sea-dressing and
erman.
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good Ashing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market Ashing and lobster business.
Terms

OF

_feb2Itf

FOR
at

DYSPEPSIA

FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER

Is one of the best pastures in Town:
it has a good barn, small house ana wood-shed, with
a well of good water.
This farm is situated in the
Town ofDeering, 4 miles from the City of Portland,
one mile from Abbott’s Corner and within a few rods
of J. W. Jones’ Corn Factory. For further information, enquire of NATHANIEL HAWKES, near
Morrill’s Corner.
feb27dlw&wtf

address,

OF

ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED

April, will be to let.
Enquire on the premises.

AYER"?

ftjh and

SYMPTOMS

Farm for Sale.
40 acres of good land divided into
mowing and pasturing, the pasture
is well watered, with a brook running through it that never fails, and

or

DYSPEPSIA.

FOB

__febl3dtf

Property for

Speciality

or

without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of laud alone. Inquire bv mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.

1st of

The <x>rm>arativplv
are those

hS

no's uperior

The house

White’s

mUJS well known Farm owned by Joseph BlanX chard. In Cumberland, one mile from the Centre,
would exchange for City Properly. If not sold by

reproduces lost hair; and always
,latural color, with

0,1
head8 18 oftei‘ the
‘fUhis
,1ha*r
duct-of
art.We,?ec
If you are disfigured, or made proold
»?d nfly. hy gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to tlieir

has

near

of the best locations in the place. The lot contains
1} acres: the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24

1

ness

ON

For Sale.

HAIR

few haltl and gray heads, that we now see
who have not yet discovered the virtues
of
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the
The

Lost.
Wednesday evening, between

Oxford and Oak
streets, a blue cloth Cape, trimmed with *.black
velvet. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 4 Oak st.
mrld3t

Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
THE
miles from
1L R.

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

will receive It.

inarl*lw

feb21(13w

2£

owner

cess.

The lower rent of

was

the

permanent cure.
Ho would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation'
furnishing sufhcicnt assurance of his skill and suc-

A

LADY’S Gold Watch
found in this City, beA tween
Green and Casco st., in January, 1868.
this office

By applying at

FOR SALE.

turn the hair
gray:
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
iAYER’S consummate
'skill has produced an
.antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
-and men.
His HAIR
hair itB
Dw.lw.
2n l iresliness
t>1 ?ml erV
gloss and
of youth.

Sale.

perfect and

IF

Cook at No. 74 State Street.
AN eii<erienced
<lp30dtf

dtf

fine residence of Dr. S. Fitch, No 87 State st.,
with or without the office on Congress
st. One of the most desirable locations in the city.
For particulars enquire of JOHN C. PROCTER.

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY
AND COLOR.

the

feb4

Wanted.

city:

ADVANCING years,
sickness, care, nisappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

fe24*6t tf

NEAR
at this Office.

Cl oases, Lots a ad Farms for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this
Hen. Geo. F. Sbepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., 1J on, Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. C.
noltf
Portland, Nov 1,1870.

I

at once at 69 Green st.

Found.
the White House, a small bundle. Apply

BRADFORD.

Vigor, stoikeTdow* i: it,

Hair

Apply

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

flad

Ayer’s

F.

2, 1872.

WM. n.

understand

easily

AN

for sale,
THE

Inquire of,
jalOeodtf

upon his part ? A President must be silent
when he is aspersed. Is it not all the more a
duty of honor iu party opponents not to asperse him?
So certain Senators are warmly, even contemptuously, opposed to civil service reform,
which the President favors. But their relations probably continue
friendly, although it
is clear that if they denounced him as the root
of all official corruption those relations could
not fail to be disturbed. A
President, it is
said, oughtfnot so quarrel. But has a Senator, the constitutional adviser of the President
on many occasions, no similar
duty? There
are Senators who
oppose as well as who favor
his policy of civil service reform who are
upon
friendly terms with the President. That
point is not determined by sympathy with
his views. There are others Senators who
honestly think and frankly say that the President disgraces his office. Is it
surprising that
they are not upon friendly terms w'ith him,
even if they are friends of civil
service reform?

The country

March

Will be sold with

I>

that a thousand tales are told of" the President
which are simply false.
They are repeated,
and emphasized and
enlarged until they are
accepted as true, and one such fact, as it is
called, is supposed to indicate a myriad more
of the same kind. There
is, for instance, the
dull slander about the Seneca stone
quarry.
It represents the President as
deeply interested in a quarry for which contracts for
government works are obtained
by his influence,
which are enormously profitable to him. This
is the story industriously repeated. The fact
is that six or seven years ago Gen. Grant invested some money—which we believe
nobody
ever alleged to be
dishonestly earned—in a
stone quarry, from which he has never received any dividend whatever. We have heard
the same kind of story told of Gen.
Logan in
regard to some Chicago lots. “He grew rich
in the army, did he ?” asks Mrs.
Candour,
with a shrug of her moral shoulders.
No,
madam; he invested in land some of his small
savings from his General’s pay. The sum
was very small and the terms of
payment very
easy, and the laud rapidly rose in value; and,
as every man who honors one of the
bravest
and most skillful soldiers of the war will be
to know, the General has the
legitimate
enefit of his bargain.
We do not believe that the people of the
United States hear with patience these incessant flings at a President whom the most
elaborate ingenuity has failed to stain even
with suspicion. He is exhorted to conciliate
and to have peace,’’ and we are told that
other Presidents did not
permit quarrels.
How was it with President Pierce and Mr.
Douglas, and with Mr. Douglas and President
Buchanan. Mr. Calhoun withdrew from
President Jackson. Senator Wade and Mr
Winter Davis declared against President Lincoln, and how many Senators heartily favored
his renomination ? The
diplomacy of affecting to like those who have, as he thinks, defamed hun, or that of trusting those in whom
he lias lost confidence, the President does
not
possess. It may be his misfortune, but we
doubt if the country will
him
charge it upon
1
as a fatal fault.

honest, reliable woman as wet nurse for a child
six months old; the person to nurse the child at
her own home; liberal pay given.

undersigned offers for sale the “New
I Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
[hotel is in good repair; well furnished; de__jUghtfully located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.

pends very much upon Republican success,
should hear with dissatisfaction unmeasured
denunciation of the Administration and of all
who support it. Why should every sneer at
the President be assumed to be sincere and
unprejudiced, and every suspicion cast upon
the Administration most justifiable?
If an
insinuation against the Chief Magistrate is
indignantly challenged or repelled, “What!”
is the lofty reply, “Is this a
Rppau Cajsar,
who can do no wrong?” No, hbis not a Roman Cajsar, but he is an American
gentleman
entitled to fair play.
The people of the country who do not
personally know the President must judge him
by his words and acts. It is a skillful sophistry which charges him with every evil that
may appear in the Administration, and refuses him the credit of all the good. He is a
criminal ora cypher, as the exigencies of his
opponents may demand. “But why is it that
certain gentlemen are known as his
friends,
and certain others as his enemies ?” is a
question often asked; “and why, when his
poiicv
is opposed, are some opponents treated as enemies while others still remain friends?”
The reply is not far to seek. Some of his
warmest friends opposed the San
Domingo
Treaty, hnt they opposed it as friends. They
represented it as a mistake of policy, upon
which there COttK ho ...iw .JU
Wmrmious differences of
opinion. The result showed that it was not mere opposition to his
policy which occasioned alienation. But when
his motives and character are
impugned in
A

Wanted.

The

believe that the welfare of the country de-

lirUar

Boarders Wanted.

Found

natural that those who
love the cause more than any man, and who

AtrnAoiti/vn

vicinity.

or

Auburn,

is, however,

It

or

a

Also adjoining the above are thirteen acres of highly cultivated mowing, arable and pasture land, on
which is a
young orchard of thrifty trees. The whole
conveniently divided and fenced. Said premises are
pleasantly situated on high ground overlooking the
city of Auburn and Lewiston. The buildings with
lawn and garden would be exchanged for a house in

Hotel

who favor the renomination of the

transient boarders accommodated with good rooms and board. Two connected
rooms with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklinfebl7tf

spacious and convenient dwelling house, stable and
outbuildings, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land consisting of a lawn, shrubbery
and vegetable garden, current and gooseberry bushes,
apple, i»ear, plum and cherry trees in full bearing.

or the terrible vice of Belf-abuse
to that particular branch ot
profession, he feels warranted in Glara Cure in all Cases, whether of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

the
ANTKEINO

To be Let.
PLEASANT up stairs Tenement, comer of
Boyd & Oxford sts; four rooniB and wash room
in the basement; Sebago Water and Gas. Inquire of
D .F. GERTS, Engineer, Post Office.
fe22-lw

cmsrXm)

RAILROAD.

Arrangement of Train*,
Commencing Feb. 19,

Rooms,

his entire time
Devoting
medical

aud all modem conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.
janlStf

Island to

Medical

Impure connection

oc-

& Butler; suitaGrocery Business. Gas,

Water

f|K

69 GREEN ST.

Boarders Wanted.

PERMANENT

Commercial st., recently

or

ULnice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.
Nov 24-dtf

remove

Portland

No. 149

jn4-tf

Let!

Store,
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington
ble for wholesale Flour

1AINE CENTRAL

STEAMERS.

BIS

WHERE

house 87 Franklin street,
ji containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit of

subscriber about to
to Portland, offers
Rooms; board reasonable.
for sale
to be let in the city of Auburn,
THE
few
GOOD
_feb6tf_No 11 MYRTLE ST,
minutes walk from depot, churches and schools his
or

suitable for gentleman and wife, or
Also a few table boarders ac-

board

RAILROADS.

No. 174 Cumberland Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours dally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are sufterlng under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from

Nice Rent for $300.

st.

Apply

nurse.

Private

WITH
two gentlemen.

reasona-

To JLet.

or

WEBB, Free

Immediately.

wet

as

a

A. E.

Wanted
mch2*lw
SITUATION

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

28-eod3w

Feb

namo

fe2Seod3w

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,

as

publicans

octave

seven

girl.
Machine
mr2d6t

Sale.

For Rent.
Piano, in good order, at

ble rate.

and others do not know” that the persons who
wear them “have had the misfortune to lose
a limb.”One William Luxon was fitted so accurately, tliat he was not content with fairly
walking, as another man w'ould do, but accepted a situation in which he was employed
to deliver flour to bake houses; and this hot
casually, but day by day.” He will be produced whenever required; and the writer
adds, “of course he broke the instrument, after using it for three years, as it never was
designed to carry such a load as a sack of
flour, 2$ cwts.”
Extraordinary as is the
flour man’s case, it is outdone by the next—
that of an usher in a school, who was fitted
“so well that his subsequent employers never
knew had he lost his foot, neither did the lads
he taught, or they would have given him the
usual nicknames. Subsequently, he learned
A boy who runs about all 'day
dancing.”
“trundling a hoop,” to use his own words,
that
“he
does not know he has got it
saya
on.” Most of the clients can be “produced
for inspection any evening.”
A “drop-joint bucket leg, which by touching a spring enables the wearer to rest the
stump, and be more at ease in company,”
was supplied to a gentleman with the following wonderful result. The maker says: “He
Tvia

dtf

Wanted.

fe28eod3w

good second-hand Safe.

A

by the writer of the pamphlet follow nature so closely,that “employers

lion

soon.

For

made

tn

A
it at this office.

excellent farm of about 94 acres, six miles
one from a railroad station;
out-buildings. Will be sold at a bar-

stranger than fiction.

nprmit.sl

SALE.

from this city, and
ANhouse
and

and drinks

very serious subject of artificial limbs, adds
one further proof of the truism that truth is

legs

Lost,
CHAMOIS watch case containing a safe key.
The finder will be sustably rewarded by leaving

CAN BE FOUND AT

Room To Let.

To

A

rooms;

Inquire i

_feb3dtf_1 Galt Block.

commodated, at 52 Free Stroet.

FEW table boarders at 133 PEARL STREET.
A pleasant fkrout chamber and adjoining room,
suitable for a gentlemen and wife, to let with board.
A few ladies and gentlemen can also be accommodated with good board and rooms.
feblOtf

K. DAVIS A CO.,
Krai Ealale A mortgage Broken..
aep24tt

meat man was very strange in itself; but by
an unintentionally comical pamphlet on the

The

Portland/Me.

*

JONES,

Table Boarders Wanted.

CJKO.

FOR

Tenement; four
rent ten dollars
ASebago water; Up-Stairs
month.
of
H. A.
PLEASANT'

Box 1334

odated with lonna.

nothing but hot water and weak tea. The
new legs last twice as long as the others used
to do, and he attributes this solely to his temperate habits.”

W A AT E » !

DB. J.B. HUGHES

feb27 dlw

dam uiorlgntcea in Porlluud, Cape ElizaPurlieu debeth, Wcalbroak. or Dreriag.
.iroui ol building can aluo be accomm-

over

whiskey. Buys new

are

■

To be Lei

AN

prepared la lann money In rami
Tram 9100 la any nmaunl deaired, an Oral
We

.

MEDICAL.

HONEST PROMPT BOY, from 15to 18 Years
of age; must be a good and quick Penman,
and Correct at figures; competent to do the “Billing” for a wholesale House. Address in own hand
writing, giving age and references.

Loan t / /

to

■■■1,1

TO LEI.

a

B V LLETTN.

$20,000

.lail-LM" !■'

■>■■■■■,

■

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Geo. R. J/jyis & Co.’s

The Comicalities of Wooden Legs.

■■

j

(By permission,rBoMTHE Department
Records)
With portraitBOf U. S. Detectives, and their
Cantore.
and a sketch of Chief H. C.
WHITLEY.
By Capt. Geo. P. Burnham. 400 pages, Price
«t| SO
A ROMANTIC,

STARTLING,

Ami Wonderful Book !
Just out.
Mailed, post-paid, anywhere, on receipt of
price.

Address Laban Heath, 30
Haaaver hlreei
No. 43 Lin

WM. HUSK.

Bmmu.

Book Trade supplied by LEE &
SHEPARD, Boston.
fcb2UA-w
d e«43t
w4t
w*

«-

